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A bstract
The discovery of high temperature superconductivity in cuprate systems such as
YBaCuO, Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0, and Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-O has led to an unprecedented explosion in
research in the field because of their potential for technological application. The prospect
of integrating these materials in electronic devices depends on the ability to grow good
quality thin films. One of the methods of film fabrication increasingly in use is pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) technique. This thesis reports on the growth and properties of the
Bi2Sr2Can.iCu„04^2n+0 system (n=l, 2) thin films by PLD.
In order to deposit high temperature superconducting films uniformly over a large area a
new deposition geometry is suggested. The geometry involves tilting the target by an
angle 0 away from its normal horizontal position. A detailed modelling with supporting
experimental results of the new geometry is presented. The method is shown to produce
homogenous films over an area of several square centimetre. It is also shown that the
film uniformity and thickness is dependent on the angle of tilt, 0 , and the substrate-target
distance, a.
Ex-situ and in-situ thin film growth of the 2212 phase of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system by
PLD on MgO substrates is demonstrated. For ex-situ process, the growth parameters
such as annealing temperature and duration are optimised. It is shown that the annealing
temperature is crucial in obtaining a highly c-axis 2212 film. Also, the superconducting
properties of the films are shown to be determined by the annealing period. With in-situ
processing it is shown that phase control of BiPbSrCaCuO films is possible by varying
the substrate temperature and oxygen pressure.
Superconducting thin films of the Pb-doped Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system (2223 phase) on
MgO substrates by PLD are demonstrated. In the initial programme of thin film growth
of the 2223 phase, BiPbSrCaCuO films were deposited from a single (BiPb)SrCaCuO
target. It is shown, however, that this approach is not effective in obtaining a high
proportion of the 2223 phase ( > 50%). This is found to be due to the evaporation of Pb
at an early annealing stages from the film. To overcome this problem an approach of
depositing multilayers of PbO between several layers of BiPbSrCaCuO is utilised. Using
the multilayered (BiPb)SrCaCuO/PbO technique Pb could in sufficient quantity be doped
in the BiSrCaCuO films to facilitate the growth of the 2223 phase. It is demonstrated that

with the multilayered method, superconducting Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 CugO

films containing

more than 85% 2223 phase could be grown by annealing at 854°C for 15 hours in air.
The effect of target composition on the thin film growth of the 2223 phase is also
investigated. It is shown that an excess Ca and Cu over the stoichiometric composition is
effective in promoting the formation of the 2223 phase significantly, however, excess Cu
is found to also favour the formation of the ( S r C a x ) C u 2 4 0 4 i_y phase. In this study it
is also demonstrated that the growth of the 2223 phase depends strongly on the annealing
temperature and duration and that the temperature range in which the 2223 phase is
produced, in the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films, preferentially is exceedingly
narrow. The optimum annealing temperature and duration for the formation of the 2223
phase with the multilayered technique is found to be 854°C (±1°C) for 15 hours in air.
The effect of Ar: 0 2 annealing of the multilayered films on the formation of the 2223 phase
is also investigated. It is shown that Ar: 0 2 annealing lowers the melting point of the
BiPbSrCaCuO films considerably.
The critical current density of the 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO films is found to be dependent on
the proportion of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase in the films. It is shown that the presence
of the (Sr,Ca) 14CU24 O4 %phase lowers the critical current value of the film considerably.
Critical current density values as high as 3.7x10^ and 1.0x10^ A/cm^, in zero field at 70K
were obtained for the 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO films.
The successful patterning of 2212 and 2223 films by wet etching process for device
application is demonstrated.

The design and development of a superconducting

microstrip filter for space applications using the 2223 films is attempted. Although the
device does not fully show the filter characteristic, the measured response is very similar
in shape to the simulated response, though no sharp band-pass response is measured.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The discovery of high temperature superconductivity by Bednorz and Muller in 1986
revitalized superconductivity research and technology [1]. Since then, numerous copper
oxide based compounds such as YBa2 Cu3 0 6

5+5

and Bi2 Sr2 Can_iCunO^n+i+ô systems

have been developed with increasing chemical complexity and higher critical
temperatures. The current critical temperature record is being held by HgBa2 Ca2 CugOg+g
(Hgl223) compound, a copper based material with Tg of 134K [2].
The high critical temperature and large critical current density associated with some of
these materials have not only attracted the attention of the scientific community but also
activated the interest of the technological sectors.

The possibility of using

superconductors in electronic devices, such as SQUIDs and microwave filters, require the
fabrication of these materials in the form of thin films.

However, due to the

multicomponent, anisotropic, and reactive nature of these materials, the growth of devise
quality thin films has encountered a new set of challenges. Among the thin film
deposition techniques Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique has overcome many of the
challenges involved in depositing thin films of high temperature superconductors (HTS).
The success of this technique has partly been attributed to the ease with which
stoichiometric films could be deposited in a high-pressure oxygen ambient and controlled
deposition rate.
The Bi2Sr2Can.iCun04n+2+ô system is possibly the most complex system among the
high temperature superconductors. This system comprises three superconducting phases
with critical temperatures, T^, of 20K, 80K, and 11 OK. The 2223, has especially
attracted the attention of the scientific community for its high T^ (1 lOK). In this research
programme growth and properties of high temperature superconducting thin films of the
Bi2Sr2Ca„.lCUn04^2n+5 system deposited with pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique
12
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have been investigated. Research efforts were concentrated on the thin film growth of the
2212 phase and in particular the 2223 phase of this system. The application of the wet
chemical etchant Ethylene-diamine^tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) in water in patterning of the
2212 and 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO films is also investigated. The design and development of
a band-pass microstrip filter using the 2223 films is attempted and its performance
discussed.
The layout of this thesis is as follow:
The growth of thin films in terms of different steps involved such as arrival of atoms,
nucléation, clustering of the nuclei and the formation of a continuous film is briefly
described in chapter two. The basic modes of growth i.e. layer growth, island growth,
and a combination of the two, are outlined, the concept of crystallinity and orientation is
briefly discussed. Finally, thin film deposition methods except pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) are briefly described.
Chapter three deals with PLD as a thin film growth technique. The advantages and
disadvantages of this technique are outlined. A description of the stages involved during
ablation, namely, laser-target interaction, plasma formation and expansion and their effect
on film growth is given in several sections. This is then followed by a section on the
problem of particulates.
Chapter four is an introduction to high temperature superconductors in particular the
BiSrCaCuO system. Among the topics covered are the crystal structure of the various
phases in this system as well as the effects of Pb and oxygen in the growth of the 2223
phase. The topic of modulation in this system is briefly described. In this chapter thin
film growth mechanism of HTS is briefly discussed. The general requirements for the
fabrication of good quality HTS thin films are out-lined. This is followed by the choice
of substrates for HTS. Finally, a brief discussion is presented on the different growth
techniques used for thin film fabrication of HTS in relation to the general requirements.
Chapter five is devoted to the experimental set-up and the characterisation techniques of
the films grown in this research programme.
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In chapter six uniform film deposition over a large area using PLD is discussed. The
uniform film deposition is achieved by simply tilting the target from its normal position.
A mathematical model of a new geometry for uniform deposition over large areas is
developed. It is shown that the film thickness d, is a function of 0, the angle of tilt and a,
the distance between the substrate and the target.
In chapter seven in-situ and ex-situ thin film growth of (BiPb)2 Sr2 CaCu2 0 x by PLD on
MgO substrates are discussed. For ex-situ process, the growth parameters such as
annealing temperature and duration, and for ex-situ process, oxygen pressure and
substrate temperature, are optimised. With ex-situ process the annealing temperature is
shown to be crucial for obtaining a highly c-axis 2212 film. Also, the superconducting
properties of the films is shown to be determined by the annealing period. With in-situ
process it is shown that phase control of BiPbSrCaCuO films is possible by varying the
substrate temperature and oxygen pressure. The oxygen partial pressure-substrate
temperature phase diagram for BiPbSrCaCuO films indicates that in order to obtain a pure
c-axis 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO films both substrate temperature and oxygen pressure should
be optimised.
Thin film growth of the 2223 phase on MgO substrates by means of ex-situ annealing is
described in chapter eight. The partial substitution of Bi by Pb has shown to enhance the
formation of the 2223 phase. In the initial programme of thin film growth of the 2223
phase, BiPbSrCaCuO films are deposited on MgO substrates from a single
(BiPb)SrCaCuO target. It is shown, however, that this approach is not effective in
obtaining a high proportion of the 2223 phase ( > 50%) due to rapid evaporation of Pb
from the film’s surface during the early annealing stages. To overcome this problem an
approach of depositing multilayers of PbO between several layers of BiPbSrCaCuO is
utilised. Using the multilayered (BiPb)SrCaCuO/PbO technique Pb could in sufficient
quantity be doped in the BiSrCaCuO films to facilitate the growth of the 2223 phase.
This technique is found to be very effective in producing highly c-axis oriented 2223 thin
films. The effect of parameters such as the deposition and post-annealing conditions in
the growth of the 2223 films has been systematically investigated
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In chapter nine the critical current measurements of the 2223 films are presented. The
critical current density of BiPbSrCaCuO films is shown to be influenced by the different
proportion of 2223/2212 or 2223/(SrCa)CuO phases present in the films.
Finally, the successful patterning of 2212 and 2223 films by wet chemical etching process
is described in chapter nine. Also, the design and development of a superconducting
microstrip filter for space applications using the 2223 films is attempted.

R eferences
1- J. G. Bednorz, and.K. A. Muller. Z. Phys. B64, (1986), 189.
2- A. Schiling, M. Cautoni, J. D. Guo, and H. R. Ott. Nature. 363, (1993), 56.

Chapter 2

Thin Film Growth and Deposition

2.1 Introduction
Before proceeding with a discussion on thin film growth techniques it is necessary to
briefly discuss the growth of thin films in general. In this chapter some fundamental
issues such as nucléation and growth process together with modes of growth, crystallinity
and orientation are briefly discussed. Thin film deposition methods except pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) are briefly described.
2.2 Nucléation and film growth process
Thin films are usually grown by some sort of vacuum deposition or vapour reaction
process. Since with these techniques film formation is accomplished from the vapour
phase the steps involved with this process are briefly discussed in this section. A detailed
discussion can be found in a number of excellent text books written on this subject of
which references [1, 2] are two examples. Upon impingement of vapour atoms or
molecules on the substrate, the vapour molecules can i) adsorb and stick permanently to
the substrate or ii) adsorb and re-evaporate in a finite time or ill) immediately bounce off
the substrate. The likelihood of conditions (i, ii) occurring as compared to condition (i
is very high as the incident vapour immediately equilibrates thermally with the substrate,
except for very light atoms with high incident energy which are expected to bounce off
from the substrate surface. Assuming that the impinging atoms or molecules are adsorbed
on the substrate, condensation is then initiated by the formation of small clusters through
the combination of several adsorbed atoms. These clusters are called nuclei, and the
process of cluster formation is referred to as nucléation. The nucléation rate J (cm'^s"^)
depends on the arrival rate of atoms R and the activation energies of desorption AGjgg and
surface diffusion AGgj [ 1 ].

16
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J a R (Va G*) exp {(AGdes-AGsd-AG*)/KBT)

(2.1)

where Kg is the Boltzman constant, and AG* is the activation energy associated with
formation of the critical nucleus radius r*. The critical radius r* is proportional to the
surface energy, a , over the difference in Gibbs free energy between the solid and the
vapour phase, AGy. In a simple capillary model of nucléation the activation energy AG*
is proportional to a^/(AGy)^. AGy is given by (KgT/V) InR/R^, where V is the volume
of one molecule of the film material and ratio R/Rg is the supersaturation ratio[l]. The
supersaturation ratio is the impinging rate of the vapour over the re-evaporation rate of the
film material at the substrate. This indicates that at low substrate temperatures the
nucléation rate is higher and the nuclei are smaller than at high temperatures where the
nucléation rate is lower but the nuclei are larger [1]. The temperatures mentioned here are
relative and the actual values depend on the material and growth conditions. The atomic
process in the nucléation of 3-D clusters of deposited film atoms on a substrate is shown
schematically in figure 2 . 1 .
deposition on cluster

deposition
re-evaporation

/

evaporation from clust^

1
/
SB8b

cluster 3D

cluster nucléation

O

Heated substrate

Figure 2.1- Schematic diagram of nucléation and cluster formation o f deposited film
atoms on a substrate surface.
In general the sequence of the nucléation and growth can be described as follows. In the
initial stage the nuclei of fairly uniform size are formed. Growth of the nuclei is three
dimensional, but the growth parallel to the substrate is greater than normal to it. This is
probably because growth largely occurs by the surface diffusion of monomers on the
substrate, rather than by direct impingement from the vapour phase. This is then
followed by a coalescence of the nuclei and the formation of composite islands. The
coalescence is characterised by a decrease in total projected area of the nuclei on the
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substrate and an increase in the nuclei heights. The formation of fie islands result in the
enlargement of the uncovered areas of the substrate and the formation of secondary nuclei
between the islands by the impinging atoms and molecules. As the islands grow, large
shape changes occur. However, these are confined mainly to the regions in the immediate
vicinity of the junction of the islands. Consequently, the islands become elongated and
join to form a continuous network structure in which the deposit material is separated by
long, irregular, and narrow channels. As deposition continues secondary nucléation
occurs in these channels. This process continuous until the final hole-free film is formed.
During the initial stages of film growth, islands are still quite small in size. As soon as
they become large enough and meet, grain boundaries or lattice defects will be
incorporated into the film, unless the islands coalesce to form a single crystal. The lattice
defects can also grow in polycrstalline films as grains grow together. The most
frequently occurring defects in evaporated films are dislocations. Dislocations can occur
i) when two islands coalesce whose lattices are slightly rotated relative to one another,
ii)when the substrate and the film have different lattice parameter, there will be a
displacement misfit between islands, ill) near the edges of the holes during the earlier
stages of film growth where stresses present, iv) when islands containing stacking faults
bounded by the surface of the island coalesce.
2.2.1 Modes of nucléation and growth
The theories of the single crystal thin film growth propose three major modes of thin film
formation which depend on the interactions between the atoms of the vapour and the
substrates. These are I) layer by layer growth (also known as Frank van der Merwe), ii)
Island-like growth (also known as Volmer Weber) and iii) a growth mechanism in which
the film grows layer by layer in the initial stages and becomes island-like thereafter (also
known as Stranski Krastanov) [2]. The growth mechanisms are illustrated in figure 2.2.
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Island
flûQ û__œ ûû.

Layer
mry>

rtw ^

S t r a n s k i- K r a s ta n o v

Figure 2.2- Illustration o f the three types o f film growth mechanism [2].
i) In the layer by layer growth the extension of the smallest nucleus occurs in two
dimensions resulting in the formation of planar sheets. The atoms or the molecules in this
case are more strongly bound to the substrate. For this type of growth to occur a good
lattice match between the growing film and the substrate is required, ii) In the island
growth the smallest stable clusters nucleate on the substrate and grow in three
dimensions. This occurs when atoms or molecules bound strongly to each other than the
substrate. An example of this type growth is found in many systems of metals, iii) In
the Stranski Krastanov or intermediate combination of layered and island growth a
transition from two to three dimensional growth takes place. After the formation of one
or two monolayer the subsequent layer growth becomes unfavourable and islands form.
This type of growth is believed to happen when there is a mismatch between the film and
the substrate [1]. This type of growth is common and has been observed in the growth of
semiconducting films.
The layer by layer or island growth modes could also be distinguished in terms of surface
tension y. The surface tension y can also be interpreted as a force per unit length of
boundary. The force equilibrium at a point where substrate and a 3D island of the
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deposited film meet requires
^ cos(j)

( 2 .2 )

where Ys is the surface tension of the substrate/vacuum interface, Yp that of film/vacuum,
Yg/p that of the substrate/film interface, and (j) is the angle between Yp and Yg/p. The
modes of growth can be distinguished by the angle <J) [2 ].

i) for layer by layer growth:

<t)=0,

Yg ^Ygyp + Yp

(2.3)

ii) for island growth:

(j»0,

Yg <Ygyp + Yp

(2 4 )

The modes of growth could also be influenced by the ratio between the vapour pressure
of the impinging vapour and the vapour pressure of the re-evaporated material at the
substrate, known as supersaturation,

Equations 2.3 and 2.4 can be re-written as [2]

for layer by layer growth:

Yg >Yg/p 4 Yp-(KpTg In Ç)/constant

(2.5)

for island growth:

Yg <Ygyp 4- l^-(KgTg In Ç)/constant

(2.6)

-

A transition from 3-D to 2-D growth is conceivable with increasing supersaturation, or a
transition from 2-D to 3-D growth is possible with decreasing Tg.
2.2.2 Crystallinity and orientation of thin films
The deposition conditions (such as deposition rate and substrate temperature) and post
annealing temperatures can determine the crystallinity and orientation of the film. These
factors can also influence the size of the grains in the case of crystalline films. Large
grain sizes are naturally expected for increasing substrate or annealing temperature. This
is because of an increase in the surface mobility which results in the film to decrease its
total energy by growing large grains. Low substrate temperatures, on the other hand,
lead to the formation of smaller grains [1 ].
The role of deposition rate on the size of the grains is less obvious, but can be rationalized
on the basis that the impinging atoms which might have large surface mobility, could
become buried under subsequent layers, at high deposition rates, before much diffusion
can take place. In order for this to operate and have significant effect on the grain size a
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certain minimum rate must be exceeded. Below this threshold rate, grain size is limited
by temperature. However, above this threshold the grain size decreases more and more
for higher and higher deposition rates. Under ideal conditions the film grown on a single
crystal is formed as a single crystal. This is known as epitaxy [1]. Both 2-D layered and
3-D island growth can result in epitaxial growth. In the layered growth, epitaxial growth
with small misfit between the film and the substrate is possible up to a certain thickness,
known as the critical thickness. Above this thickness the strain energy increases to such
an extent that dislocations are introduced in order to reduce this energy. In the island
growth, the islands not only spread on the surface of the substrate but also rotate in order
to reach an epitaxial position with respect to the substrate.
2.3 Thin film growth techniques
In this section the main thin film growth techniques used for deposition and growth of
HTS, except pulsed laser deposition, are described. Pulsed laser deposition technique is
fully discussed in chapter 4. The main deposition techniques could be divided into two
categories: a) Physical vapour deposition and b) Chemical vapour

deposition.

Physical vapour deposition can be divided into i) sputtering deposition, ii) thermal and
electron beam evaporation iii) molecular beam epitaxy, and iv) pulsed laser deposition.
Chemical vapour deposition can be divided into i) me talo-organic and ii) plasma assisted
chemical vapour deposition. In the following sections a brief description of each
technique including advantages and disadvantages is presented. Detailed discussion on
the various deposition techniques can be found in a number of excellent books written on
this subject of which reference [ 1 ] is one example.
2.3.1 S p u ttering
Sputtering process is basically removal of material from the target surface by collision of
high energy ions. The sputtering processes are divided into four categories: dc, rf,
magnetron and reactive [1]. RF and dc sputtering systems are basically similar. The
target in both systems is negatively biased (known as cathode) and the substrate (anode)
which faces the target may be ground, positive or negatively biased. After the system has
been evacuated, a gas, which could be Ar or a mixture of Ar:0 2 ,

introduced into the

system to serve as a medium in which the discharge is initiated and sustained. Gas
pressures usually range from a few to lOOmtorr. Once a visible glow is maintained
between the electrodes, a current flows and film condenses on the substrate. The film
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deposition is as a result of collision of positive ions in the discharge with the cathode plate
(target) which causes ejection of neutral atoms and ions from the target surface through
momentum transfer. These atoms and ions pass through the discharge region to
eventually deposit on the substrate.
In the dc sputtering process the film deposition rate is proportional to the power or square
of the current density and inversely proportional on the electrode spacing [1]. Highly
resistive materials such as quartz ( 1 0 ^ A-cm), however, can not be dc sputtered because
the voltage required for the process could exceed 10^^ volts. However, these materials
can be sputtered by rf sputtering process. This is due to two properties of rf sputtering
system operated above 50Hz. Firstly, electrons oscillating in the glow region may
acquire enough energy to cause ionization collisions and sustain the discharge. Secondly,
rf voltages can be coupled through any kind of impedance which means the electrodes
need not be conductors. In rf sputtering system the target is capacitively coupled to the rf
generator. This is to prevent the sputtering from both electrodes when ac electricity is
applied.
Magnetron sputtering is the most widely commercially practised form of sputtering
method. The systems success is its high deposition rate (up to l|im/min for A1 [1] )
which is an order of magnitude higher than the conventional sputtering techniques. In
this process both magnetic and electric fields are used. The electrons in the dual field
environment experience the well-known Lorentz force in addition to the electric field
force. In this system electrons ideally do not reach the anode but are trapped near the
target enhancing the ionization efficiency. This is achieved by applying a magnetic field
parallel to the target and perpendicular to the electric field.
2.3.2 Therm al & electron-beam evaporation
With thermal or resistive evaporation technique the energy for vaporization of the material
is supplied by resistance or induction heating [1]. In thermal evaporation the source is
either a filament or a resistive boat with a high melting point and low vapour pressures.
The most commonly used filaments and resistive boats are tungsten and molybdenum.
For evaporation to take place, the évaporant must wet the filament and be held by its
surface tension. Resistively heated evaporation has the disadvantage of causing a
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possible contamination of the evaporated material from the crucible or heater.
With electron beam evaporation a stream of electrons is accelerate through fields of
typically 5 to lOKV and focused onto the évaporant surface. Upon impingement, most of
the kinetic particle energy is converted into heat. Since the energy is imported by charge
particles, it can be concentrated on the evaporating surface while other portions of the
évaporant are maintained at lower temperatures. Hence, interactions between évaporant
and support material are greatly reduced. Therefore, this method of evaporation has
become the most widely used vacuum evaporation technique for deposition of pure films
[ 1].

2.3.3 Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
MBE technique essentially involves highly controlled evaporation in an ultrahigh-vacuum
system (=10'^® torr). This technique is widely used for the growth of epitaxial
semiconducting films. This is because the clean environment and the slow growth rate as
well as independent control of the beam sources enables the precise fabrication of the
film. Using this technique deposition of single monolayer to a micron thick film is
possible. In general the growth rates of MBE are quite low (typically 36Â/min for
materials such as GaAs.). Similar to the evaporation technique, for the growth of copper
oxide superconductors, it implies the use of separate beam sources for each constituent
element. The use of separate sources enables the desired layer by layer growth of these
materials, which is a promising technique for making artificial structures.
2.3.4 Chemical vapour deposition
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process is reaction of a volatile compound to be
deposited on a substrate with other gases to produce a non volatile solid. Most CVD
systems employ a deposition chamber in which a mixture of gases are introduced from
evaporation sources located out side the chamber. The évaporants decompose and interact
on the substrate surface in the deposition chamber to form the film To increase the
deposition rate and film thickness uniformity the deposition is usually carried out at low
pressures, typically Imbar. In a “hot-walled” reactor, the walls of the reactor are hot and
heat is transmitted to the substrates. As a result the substrate temperature is lower than the
the walls. In a”cold-walled” reactor the substrates are heated directly by resistive or rf
inductive heating.
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The major advantage of this technique is large area uniform film deposition. The main
means of controlling the composition is by adjusting the rate of evaporation of the
precursor into a constant stream of an oxygen rich carrier gas which then passes over the
heated substrates in a separate chamber [1]. Metallo-organic

CVD is the most widely

used technique especially in the case of deposition of superconducting materials. The use
of this method for laboratory research is not very widespread yet, but this technique is
probably the most promising technique for commercial production work, because of its
high throughput and its ability to coat complex shapes. Other advantages include
relatively low cost of the equipment and operating expenses.

2.4 Sum m ary
The processes involved in nucléation and growth of thin films were described briefly. It
was explained that depending on whether the atoms or molecules bound strongly to each
other or to the substrate, layered or island growth is obtained. Furthermore, under certain
conditions a combination of both types of growth occur. The general requirements for
thin film of HTS and the supporting substrates were out-lined and briefly discussed.
Finally, a number of popular thin film deposition techniques in relation to HTS were
described.
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Chapter 3

Pulsed Laser Deposition

3.1 Introduction
PLD is one of the main thin film growth techniques increasingly being used now a days
for the growth of high temperature superconductor (HTS) such as BiSrCaCuO [1-3].
With this technique pulsed radiation is used to vaporize materials and to deposit thin films
in a vacuum chamber. Although PLD, experimentally, is probably one of the simplest
techniques among all film growth methods, however, the science involved in this
process, especially the laser beam-solid interaction that leads to evaporation and ablation
is very complex. In this chapter the central processes involved in the pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) technique in particular, the ablation process that concerns laser target
interaction, the formation of an ablation plasma, and plasma expansion are discussed.
3.2 Pulsed laser deposition technique
A simple experimental set-up used in this project is shown in figure 5.1 of chapter 5. The
vacuum chamber basically consist of a target and a substrate. The target is normally a
metal or a compressed pellet. The target is normally rotated to minimize the ablation and
deposition of non-stoichiometric material formed around the edges during the ablation
process. The laser beam is directed into the chamber and focused on to the target via
suitable optical components. The chamber is usually kept under vacuum to provide a
large mean free path of the evaporated material. PLD can also be accomplished in a
reactive atmosphere such as O2 .
Both continuous wave (CW) and pulsed lasers can be used to remove material from an
irradiated target. PLD in comparison with other thin film growth techniques such as
evaporation, sputtering, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE), has several advantages and disadvantages. Its most important advantage is i) the
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near stoichiometric transfer of the target materials to the substrate [1]. Other main
advantages include:
ii) the ability to grow films at high oxygen pressures > 1 0 mbar.
iii) high growth rate, l-145Âs'^ [4].
iv) versatility (from the stand point of its application to rather diverse processing
conditions such as, variation of wavelength (1064-193nm), vacuum, and processing
techniques including etching and patterning).
v) the use of multiple target sources which can be evaporated simultaneously by splitting
and focusing the laser beam onto separate sources or by exposing individual targets to the
laser beam sequentially.
vi) the ease of moving a focused beam on the target surface can also be used to improve
film thickness uniformity over a large area and finally.
vii) dispensing the need for a crucible to hold the source materials.
The last advantage has two implications: Firstly, impurities from the crucible will be
minimised; and secondly, highly reactive materials such as rare-earth metals can be
evaporated without reacting with the crucible at high temperatures.
The main disadvantages of this technique are:
i) non uniform deposition over areas larger than 2cm. In chapter

6

of this thesis it is

shown, that the uniformity of film thickness is directly proportional to the target-substrate
distance. A large target-substrate distance results in a more uniform film. However, this
is achieved at the expense of a lower deposition rate. The film uniformity can also be
effected by other parameters such as laser spot size and deposition atmosphere.
ii) the change in the local stoichiometry of the material over the entire area of the
substrate. This is associated with the composition of the plume which may have some
angular dependence [5].
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iii) presence of droplets on the film surface.

iv) degradation of the optical components in particular the laser viewport.

3.3 The ablation process
Although the exact mechanisms involved in PLD is not yet fully understood there are a
number of models that provide a clear insight into the ablation process [6-8]. In this
section a simple descriptive picture of this process is presented.

Laser ablation can be divided into three stages: (i) laser-target interaction (absorption,
thermal conduction, and surface melting), (ii) laser interaction with the evaporated
material leading to the formation of high-temperature expanding plasma, and (iii)
anisotropic three-dimensional expansion of the laser-generated plasma giving rise to the
characteristic forward-direct nature of the deposition [8]. Figure 3.1 illustrates schematic
representation of the three separate regimes outlined above.

Pulse
duration
0

Absorption

Laser beam
(ku)

Thermal conduction

(I)
Surface melting

Vaporization
Multiphoton ionization

(II)

Plasma production

Plasma emission
Inverse Bremmstrahlung

4 ns

(III)

self-regulating

Figure 3.1- Schematic representation o f the laser target interactions, after S. R Foltyn
et al. [9].
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3.3.1 L aser-target interaction (regime I)
The nature of laser-target interaction is predominantly determined by the target material
and the characteristics of the incident laser beam such as its energy density, wavelength,
and in the case of pulsed lasers, the pulse duration. Since in this project we discuss thin
film growth of BiPbSrCaCuO material by PLD technique it is appropriate to consider the
interaction of laser with high temperature superconductors.
For deposition of thin superconducting films, in general, a superconducting pellet, also
known as a superconducting target is used. The targets are usually made from
compressed oxide powders. The subsequent heat treatment process (annealing at
>800°C) determines the varying degree of porosity and surface roughness of the pellets.
This leads to a high coupling coefficient of the laser beam with the material. High
temperature superconducting materials such as YBaCuO (123) or BiSrCaCuO are metallic
and contain a high carrier concentration («lO^Vcm^) at room temperature [8 ]. They also
provide a low reflectivity to laser radiation (R=0 . 1 ) [ 1 0 ,9].
3.3.2 Target surface tem perature
Short-pulse high energy lasers (E >10^W cm"^) such as Q switched Nd-YAG lasers and
excimer lasers provide a flux of high energy photons which upon interaction with the
target material causes a sudden rise in the surface temperature, through photon absorption
process, which can exceed its melting temperature (melting temperature,Tm, for
BiSrCaCuO «1140°C [11] ). The increase in the surface temperature depends on the
target thermal and optical properties such as the absorption coefficient a^, the thermal
conductivity K, the specific heat Cy, the density p, and the reflectivity R as well as the
laser energy density (j) and the beam pulse duration x. The approximate thickness of the
material heated by the laser pulse is given by (Dx)l^, where D is the thermal diffusivity
and Xis the pulse duration of the laser.
By assuming that the optical and thermodynamic constants are independent of temperature
and that the laser spot is homogeneous, the attainable maximum temperature and the
heating rate can be estimated for two extreme cases, (Dx)l^ » a " ^ and (Dx)^^ « a " \ In
the case of (Dx)^/^ » a ‘^, the energy absorbed during the laser pulse x is (1-R) (|)Xwhich
is used to heat a layer of thickness (Dx)^/^. The average temperature rise in this layer is
given by [7],
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AT :------------------------------------------ (3.1)
C p (Dx) ‘ '2

In this case, the the laser intensity required to achieve a particular temperature is
proportional to square root of pulse duration or pulse width.

In the case of (Dt)1/2 « a " \ where the optical absorption depth a ’^ is larger than thermal
diffusion length, the temperature is dependent on the initial position of photons in the
solid than the subsequent heat diffusion. The light absorption creates an exponential
temperature profile along the depth z. In this case, the maximum temperature is
proportional on pulse duration.
-(XZ

A T (z )= ih R l« il£ _
CyP

(3.2)

3.3.3 The threshold energy
The black appearance of the HTS materials provide a high optical absorption coefficient
>10^ cm"^[ll] and a low absorption depth, a "^ «500Â for YBaCuO at 248nm [10].
Therefore Q-switched lasers such as Nd-YAG operating in the range of 266-1064nm and
excimers (XeCl at 308nm, KrF at 248nm and ArF at 193nm) can deposit enough energy
in a thin layer of material near the target surface for laser evaporation to take place. The
high target absorption coefficient

plus the high coupling coefficient (1-R) of the target

with the laser beam combined with the low thermal diffusitivity result in a low
vaporization threshold of these materials. This threshold represents the minimum energy
required to heat the material to its evaporation temperature. This indicates that the
threshold fluence,

is equal to the sum of melting fluence, (|)^, and the evaporating

fluence, ()>g, of the irradiated materials. The threshold fluence is therefore strongly
dependent on the wavelength and pulse duration of the laser beam. The dependence of
on the laser wavelength is due to the variation in absorption coefficient of the material
with wavelength. Assuming a total conversion of laser energy into heat energy on the
target the values of

and (|>g can be given by [ 1 2 ].
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(3.3)
(1-R ) a

A

^

(3.4)

( 1 - Rm)' a.m

where pg is the mass density of solid, Cg is the temperature-averaged specific heat of the
solid, Tjjj-Tj. is the temperature increased required to melt the material, and
is the
3**f
latent heat of melting. In equation the symbols refer to the melt-to-evaporation phase
transition. For YBaCuO at 248nm, this threshold energy has been estimated to be
1 1 0 mJ/cm2

[1 0 ]

3.3.4 The evaporation rate
By considering the energy absorbed in a thickness of = (Dx)!/^, the amount of material
evaporated per pulse can be calculated from energy balance. The energy deposited by the
laser beam is equal to the energy needed to vaporize the surface layers plus the conduction
losses by the precursor and the absorption losses by the plasma [8 ]. This can be
represented as:
(1-R) [E-(conduction losses + plasma losses)]= AXj [p Cp AT + AH]

(3.5)

where, R is the reflectivity, E corresponds to the incident laser energy, and p, Cp,
AT,and AH are the mass density, heat capacity, temperature rise, and volume latent heat
of the target material, respectively. The term Axj corresponds to the thickness of the
target material evaporated per pulse. The heat conduction and plasma absorption losses
represent the threshold energy, E ^ , required for evaporation. The above equation can be
written as:

Ax

(3.6)
t (p C

AT + AH)
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Since the latent heat of vaporization of the material is much higher than its specific heat
content AH>pCpAT, the above equation reduces to
(l-R X E -E J
t

(3 ,)

AH

The equation (3.7) shows a linear relationship between evaporated material thickness and
laser energy density, if the threshold energy, Ejjj, is assumed to be independent of E. At
high laser energy densities (>3J/cm^ shown later) the evaporated term, due to the change
in plasma losses and variations in the reflectivity, may no longer show a linear
relationship with the energy density [8 ].
To experimentally determine the dependence of the evaporated thickness with energy
density, a bulk superconducting BiPbSrCaCuO target was irradiated with nanosecond
(4ns) Nd-YAG laser pulses at different energy densities, and the evaporated material was
collected on silicon substrates held at room temperature. The target-substrate distance
was 3 cm. The chamber pressure during the deposition was maintained at 10"^ mbar.
The laser beam spot size was 3.0mm. The laser energy was varied by inserting optical
filters in the path of the laser beam. Since the ejected particles from the target in PLD
follows a highly forward-directed distribution profile of the form cos"
11,

where

0

8

[13] with n=8 -

is the angle between the surface normal and the direction of the ejected

particles, therefore 90% of the deposition occurs within an angle of 30°. Thus, the
evaporated material thickness measured by talystep (lOA resolution) was limited to that
region where the maximum thickness is. Figure 3.2 shows a linear increase in evaporated
thickness with an increase in energy density of the laser pulse up to 2.2J/cm^. Above this
energy density the evaporated thickness does not scale linearly with the energy density
due to the change in plasma losses and variations in the reflectivity term of equation 3.7.
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Figure 3.2- Amount o f the evaporated material as a function o f pulse energy density.
The thickness measurement were confined to the central deposition on the substrate.
3.3.5 Plasma form ation (regime II)
The interaction of high energy (lO^Wcm"^) pulse laser (ns duration) beams with a high
temperature superconducting target leads to surface temperatures very much above the
melting point of the material. The surface temperature of YBaCuO superconductor during
laser-target interaction has been estimated to rise between 2000 and 3200K [14]. The
high temperature generated at the target surface results in melting and evaporation of the
material. The material is then ejected from the target surface by the vaporization pressure
which creates a recoil pressure on the liquid melted layer. Also, the sudden rise in target
surface temperature, >2000K, results in thermionic emission of positive ions and
electrons as well as neutral atoms and molecules [15, 16]. Photoionization of the
evaporated material leads to the formation of an expanding plasma above the target surface
[17, 8 ] in the form a brilliant glow. Within the plasma near the target surface several types
of ionization take place. These include impact ionization, photoionization, thermal
ionization of photon-activated species [8 ].
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Once the plasma has formed, it acts as a medium for the absorption of the incident laser
beam which results in further heating of the plasma [8 ]. This absorption is said to occur
by neutral atoms when the plume contains low densities of electrons and ions. However,
when the density of the electrons and ions are high the absorption occurs by
Bremmstrahlung process which involves the absorption of a photon by a free electron.
The plasma can be divided into two regions (I, II). Region (I) is the area immediate to the
target surface (»lmm from the target surface). In this region the density of ionized
species near the target surface is high due to continuous interaction of the laser beam with
the target. This area thus is constantly absorbing the laser radiation during the time
interval of the laser pulse. In region (II) the electrons and ions concentration decreases
rapidly with time, due to high expansion velocities of the leading plasma edge [8 ],
causing the plasma to become transparent to the laser beam at the outer edge.
3.3.6 Plasma expansion (regime III)
The plasma expansion is thought to be one dimensional (ID), region (I), for a very short
time (t < 100ns) and 3D, region (II), for a longer time (t >300ns) [18]. Shortly after the
formation of the plasma a momentum coupling between the target and the plasma does
develop. As time passes the momentum exchange with the target surface decreases, due
to the density gradient of the material in the plasma, resulting in the expansion of plasma
[18]. The degree of plasma expansion is said to be inversely proportional to the
dimension of the laser spot on the target [18]. This indicates that the distribution of the
deposited materials can be controlled by varying the laser spot size.
Initially, the pressure gradients are much lower near the inner edge of the plasma
compared to its outer edge. During this period more evaporated material is being injected
into the inner edge of the plasma, while at the same time the outer edge is rapidly
expanding.

In this stage the density and the pressure of the plasma decreases

exponentially from its inner edge [8 ].
After the termination of laser pulse the plasma continues to expand even though no more
particles are injected into the plasma from the target. During the plasma expansion, the
thermal energy is rapidly converted to kinetic energy with the plasma obtaining extremely
high expansion velocities (3-10 times the speed of sound). Singh et al. [8 ] have shown
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that the plasma expansion in the direction perpendicular to the target is of the order of
several mm, whereas in the parallel direction is of the order of 20-100pm [8 ]. This
preferential expansion of plasma has been found to result from anisotropic expansion
velocities of the plasma edges arising from the density gradients of the particles in the
gaseous plasma [8 ].
The preferential expansion of plasma (at right angle with respect to target) gives rise to a
highly forward peaked distribution cos^G with 8 <n <

12

(when ablating in vacuum),

where 0 is measured with respect to the target normal [13] of the evaporated material. In
addition to this highly forward peaked distribution a cosG distribution of the evaporated
material has also been observed [19] which is characteristic of thermal evaporation
process. For YBaCuO superconductor, it has been shown that in addition to the angular
distribution of the total material ejected from the target, there is also a variation in the
composition of the evaporated material as a function of 0 [19]. The highly forward
peaked distribution has been shown to have the same stoichiometry as the target while the
broad distribution (cos0) is non-stoichiometric [19]. This indicates that there is always an
element of the non-stoichiometric component in PLD of multicomponent materials such as
YBaCuO or BiSrCaCuO.
3.4 Laser wavelength
As mentioned earlier the nature of laser-target interaction also depends on the laser
wavelength. In order to understand the influence of laser wavelength on the growth of
HTS materials it is necessary to consider the absorbance of the material. Figure 3.3
illustrates the absorbance spectra of a BiPbSrCaCuO (2212) film deposited by PLD
technique on an MgO substrate and post-annealed for 1 hour at 850°C in air. The spectra
shows differences of laser light penetration depth of almost

20%

between near visible

light of 400nm wavelength and the IR radiation of 1064nm wavelength on a 600nm thick
BiSrCaCuO film. W. Kautek et al.[20] have reported a grater laser light absorption (at
least two order of magnitude) in the IR region (1064nm) than the UV region (266nm) on
YBCO films. These results indicate that the energy threshold for ablation of the material
should increase in value with decreasing laser wavelength. Typical values estimated for
energy threshold is 70mJcm"^ for 248nm radiation and 260mJcm”2 at 1064nm [12].
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Figure 3.3- Absorbance spectrum o f a 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO film .

The study done by W. Kautek et al. [20] on the effect of laser wavelength on YBCO
targets using a Nd-YAG laser operated in the range of 266-1064nm wavelength reveals an
interesting transformation of the target surface as a function of laser wavelength. They
report that far-UV light at 266nm led to the formation of groves of the order of microns
with smooth top and side faces thought to be resulted from solidification of a thin melt
layer on the target surface. Visible light at 533nm, however, resulted in the disappearance
of the original grain structures which were still intact after interaction with 266nm and the
formation of large cones and extremely deep canyons,

1 0 0 |xm in

depth with smooth tops

but starting to become structured either by solidified splashes due to material eruption
from the valley base, or by light induced boiling. A similar observation in the formation
of cones and valleys was observed in laser ablation of a BiPbSrCaCuO (2212) target.
Figure 3.4 shows an SEM photograph of a forest of cones of

8 6 p.m

valleys created after \0Q0 pulses of Nd-YAG laser operated at 532nm.

in depth and large
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Figure 3.4- SEM photograph o f a BiPbSrCaCuO (2212) pellet after irradiation with
1000 pulses o f 1.6Jicrr?.

IR radiation of the target on the other hand resulted in a deep spongy structure which may
indicate the rapid melting and vigorous boiling followed by rapid solidification of the
surface. Comparing the structures obtained for IR radiation with the ones for visible and
UV lead to the conclusion that UV and to a lesser extent visible radiation may result in the
evaporation of much thinner region than for IR radiation. Also, IR radiation led to the
formation of massive splashes on the substrate which were cornered in shape.

3.5 Film deposition
The ejected material in PLD contains two components, cos0 and cos"8, to its profile with
the latter superimposing the former. Since cos0 profile is broader than cos"0 profile, the
outer edges of the film are mainly a contribution of the former profile and consequently
non-stoichiometric [19]. The presence of these two profiles and hence, non-uniformity of
the films, would not be desirable for the application of high temperature superconductors.
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A method of homogenizing the profile is to tilt the target with respect to its normal
position. This has the effect of producing a uniform film over several centimetre square.
However, the drawback of using this method is a substantial reduction in film thickness
(i.e., longer deposition time is required). The description of this method including
supporting experimental data is presented in chapter six of this thesis.
3.6 Stoichiom etric transfer
It is generally agreed that stoichiometric transfer of the ablated species from the target to
the substrate is possible under optimised growth conditions. Parameters such as targetsubstrate distance, deposition atmosphere and laser fluence as well as the collection angle
[21-23, 5] could bring about a deviation from stoichiometry. Foote et al.[21], for
instance, have shown no significant variation in chemical composition of the laser ablated
YBaCuO (123) films, deposited under oxygen (O2 ) partial pressure of 200mtorr with
target-substrate distance of 5.5-6cm, with variation in laser fluence from 0.5 to 2.9J/cm^.
They, however, observed a substantial variation in chemical composition of YBaCuO
films with target-substrate distance, even when depositing under O2 partial pressure.
Stoichiometric transfer of the elements were only observerivhen a balance between the O2
partial pressure and target-substrate distance had been s t r i c t .
Others such as R. K. Singh et al. [8 ] have suggested that the compositional variation from
multicomponent targets can occur during three separate phases of laser deposition, i)
compositional deviation due to off-stoichiometric evaporation from the bulk target, ii) due
to different sticking coefficients of the evaporating species, a factor that is not so
important for deposition below 400°C substrate temperature, iii) spatial compositional
variation due to different expansion velocities of the respective species.
3.7 P a rtic u la te s
The presence of droplets on the deposited film surface is probably the major disadvantage
of the PLD technique. The formation of the droplets is mainly attributed the laser-target
interaction [24, 25]. Parameters such as laser fluence [26], laser wavelength [26, 27],
target density [28] have shown to effect the formation of the droplets. Some of common
ideas put forward include, i) superheating of the subsurface layer of the target surface by
the laser beam which results in an explosive ablation ii) and the presence of trapped
bubbles underneath the target surface.
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Among the techniques used to reduce the droplet density the following are very popular
and frequently utilized in PLD. The use of i) freshly polished target [29-31], ii) low
laser wavelength (e.g UV lasers) [28], iii) velocity filters [32], iv) high density targets
[28], two colliding laser beams [33,34]. Noif of these techniques, however, is known to
eliminate the droplets totally.
E. van de Riet et al. [35] have shown, using a metal target, that the number of droplets
can be reduced significantly by using higher laser fluences (6 J/cm^). However, at high
laser fluence the target material could not be transferred congruently (ie, the original
characteristic of the material may not be preserved). For congruent transfer of materials
laser fluence of 3.2 J/cm^ was fond to be necessary. This indicates that the fluence
required for a minimal droplet emission does not necessarily coincide with the fluence
required for congruent transfer.
A. Zherikhin et al [36] have reported the presence of two types of droplets in their in-situ
excimer (248nm) laser ablated YBaCuO films. Type (I) (>lpm) were reported to be
dependent on the laser fluence only. To reduce the density of these droplets low laser
fluence in the range of 2-3J/cm^ is suggested [36]. The origin and nature of type (H)
(<l|im) droplets are not fully clear. However, their presence is thought to be related to
the anisotropy of crystalline growth of the superconducting YBaCuO (YBCO) material
and the deposition parameters such as O2 partial pressure and substrate temperature.
They argue that since the velocity of crystal growth of YBCO in a dimension is larger than
in the c dimension and since a-axis crystals could easily be present in a largely c-axis
YBCO film, then the presence of these a -axis crystals could be seen as droplets when
observed under SEM. Substrate temperatures above 770°C and low O2 partial pressure
e.g <10‘^ ton* reduced their density considerably [36].

3.8 Sum m ary
In this chapter the advantages and disadvantages associated with the film growth by the
PLD technique have been outlined. The ablation process in terms of the laser-target
interaction and the formation of the laser plume and its expansion was discussed. Also a
number of factors relating to the formation and prevention of the droplets on the film
surface during the deposition process were outlined.
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Chapter 4

High Tem perature Superconductors
B i 2S r 2C a„.iC u„ 0 4 ^2„^5 System

4.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of superconductivity, the disappearance of the d.c electrical resistivity
of certain metals and ceramics at low temperatures is probably one of the most unusual
phenomena in solid-state physics. Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by
Kamerlingh Onnes [1]. He found that the resistance of mercury dropped to zero when
cooled to the temperatures of liquid He. Over the years the highest critical temperature
(Tç) has gradually increased from 4K for Hg to 23K for the compound NbgGe.
In 1986 J. G. Bednorz and K, A. Muller [2] reported superconductivity in lanthanum
barium copper oxide at temperatures as high as 30K. Since their initial work the search
for new high temperature superconductors (HTS) has proceeded by substitution of
chemical elements with similar properties into the original material. In 1987 lanthanum in
the LaBaCuO was replaced by Yttrium to form a superconductor whose critical
temperature was 90K [3]. Following this discovery, two families of compounds were
found with even higher transition temperatures. These were Bi2Sr2Can_iCun04n+2»
TI2 Ba2 Can_1CunO^n+i* with T^ of 1lOK and 125K respectively. Recently T^ up to 134K
has been reported for HgBa2 Ca2 CugOg+g (Hgl223) [4]. In the first section of this
chapter some of the properties of superconductors including copper based HTS are
described. This is then followed by a brief description of the BiSrCaCuO system in
particular the 2201, 2212, and the 2223 phases. Finally the modulation in this system is
briefly discussed. In the second section thin film growth of HTS are discussed and the
general requirements are out-lined. This is followed by a discussion on the different
41
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deposition techniques used for the growth of HTS thin films. A detailed discusion of the
properties of the superconducting materials is beyond this thesis. Interested readers are
refered to excellent text books on this subject among which the followings were
consul ted^^’^’
4.2 Properties of superconductors
Probably the most outstanding property of a superconductor is the complete
disappearance of the electrical resistivity at some critical temperature. The second
fundamental property of a superconductor is that its normal resistance may be restored if a
magnetic field greater than a critical value,

is applied to the specimen. The third

fundamental property is the Meissner effect. This is demonstrated by cooling a specimen
which is initially in a constant magnetic field through the transition temperature for
superconductivity. At this point the magnetic flux originally present is ejected from the
superconductor.
Superconductors may be divided into two types (I, II) depending on the way in which
they differ in transition from the superconducting state to the normal state when the
applied magnetic field exceeds the critical magnetic field Hg. Type (I) superconductors
are pure elements and are referred to as ideal superconductors which obey Silsbee’s
hypothesis. Non ideal or type (H) superconductors (alloys, oxides and high temperature
copper oxide superconductors, HTS) do not obey Silsbee’s hypothesis. This hypothesis
states that a superconductor los es its zero resistance when, at any point on the surface,
the total magnetic field strength, due to transport current and applied magnetic field,
exceeds the critical field strength Hg. However if there is no applied magnetic field the
only magnetic field will be that generated by any transport current, “self field”, so in this
case, the critical current will be that current which generates the critical magnetic field
strength Hg at the surface of the conductor. The magnetization curve expected for type (I)
and (n) are illustrated in figure 4.1 (a, b).
1) A, C. Rose-Innes and E. H. Rhoderick, “Introduction to superconductivity”. Second edition, Pergammon
Press, U.K., (1978). 2) D. R. Tiley and J. Tiley, “Superfluidity and Superconductivity”, Third edition, Adam
Hilger, (1990). 3) G.

Bums, “High-Temperature Superconductivity”, Academic Press, USA, (1992).
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Figure 4.1 (a)- Magnetization versus applied magnetic field fo r a type (I) bulk
superconductor
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H C2
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-----►

Figure 4.1 (b)- Magnetization versus applied magnetic field o f a type (II) bulk
superconductor.
The magnetization curve for type (I) superconductors exhibit a complete Meissner effect
(i.e., perfect diamagnetism) and above the critical field Hç the entire specimen
simultaneously becomes a normal conductor. In Type (II) superconductors the flux starts
to penetrate the specimen at the lower critical field
material become normal. Between

At

very fine filaments of the

and H^2 »the upper critical field, the material is in

a mixed or vortex state. In this state the flux density is not zero (B?K)) and the Meissner
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effect is said to incomplete. As the applied magnetic field is further increased more
normal filaments are produced, each supporting a flux line, and the magnetization or
diamagnetic moment decreases. Only when the applied magnetic field reaches H^ 2 does
the entire specimen become completely composed of normal filaments and only then the
electrical resistance returns.
4.2.1 Penetration depth and the London equation
In the previous section it was mentioned that the perfect diamagnetism of a
superconductor prevents electric currents flowing through the body of the material.
However, this is not entirely true, because currents can not be confined entirely to the
surface of the material. When a superconducting sample is in an applied magnetic field,
the screening currents which circulate to cancel the flux inside must flow within a very
thin surface layer whose thickness varies for different superconducting metals.
Consequently, the flux density does not fall abruptly to zero at the boundary of the
material but dies away within this region where the screening currents are flowing. For
this reason the depth within which the currents flow is called the penetration depth. To
explain this phenomena (penetration depth ) and account for the Meissner effect, F. and
H. London [5] suggested that the magnetic behaviour of a superconducting metal might
be correctly described by modifying the Maxwell equation for a perfect conductor. They
postulated that in the superconducting state the current density is proportional to the vector
potential A of the local magnetic field with the constant of proportionality being

j =.

Thus

(4.1)

where [Iq is the permeability of free space. Equation (4.1) is known as the London
equation. Using Maxwell equation, curl B=Pojo, and taking the curl of
it is possible to show that the London equation can lead to the Meissner effect.

curl curl B = -V^B = p . curl j

(4.2)

both sides
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By combining equations (4.1) and (4.2) we get

V ^ B = -5 -

where B is the applied magnetic field and

(4.3)

is called the London penetration length. The

solution to equation (4.3) depends on the boundary conditions. For a semi-infinite
superconductor which extends on the positive side of x (i.e., x>0 ) and Bq parallel to the
surface in the x-direction then the solution has the form of

B(x)=B(0 ) exp (-xAl)

(4.4)

The solution shows that B falls off exponentially within the superconductor. The London
equation confirms the Meissner effect but at the same time it allows surface penetration by
the field. The London equation can be regarded as a phenomenological empirical equation
which is used to replace Ohm’s law in superconductors and account for the Meissner
effect.
4.2.2 Critical current density
The early researchers in superconductivity soon discovered that there is an upper limit to
the amount of current that can be passed along a piece of superconductor if it is to remain
resistanceless. In general, there can be two contributions to the current flowing on the
surface of a superconductor. These are screening current Jjj and transport current Jj.
The total current density J is therefore the summation of the screening current and the
transport current. According to London equation (equation 4.1) there is a relation
between the supercurrent density at any point and the magnetic flux density at that point,
and this relation holds whether the supercurrent is a screening current, a transport current
or a combination of both. Hence, when a current flows on a superconductor, there will at
the surface be a flux density B and a corresponding field strength H=B/|Xq which is
related to the surface current density J^.
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If the total current flowing on a superconductor is sufficiently large, the current density at
the surface will reach the critical value Jg and the associated magnetic field strength at the
surface will have a value Hg. Conversely, a magnetic field of strength Hg at the surface is
always associated with a surface supercurrent density Jg. This leads to Silsbee
hypothesis. The maximum amount of transport current which can be passed along a piece
of superconductor without resistance appearing is called the critical current of that piece.
Clearly the stronger the applied magnetic field the smaller is this critical current. If there
is no applied magnetic field the only magnetic field will be that generated by any transport
current, so in this case, the critical current will be that current which generates the critical
magnetic field strength Hg at the surface of the conductor.
The critical current density

in HTS has been moving up impressively from lOA/cm^ in

1987 when the first compound was discovered to the values exceeding lO^A/cm^ at 77K
in YBaCuO (123) films under the influence of its own fields [6 ]. The critical current
density in YBaCuO is expected to be even higher if the grain boundary weak link and flux
creep problems could be resolved. These current limiting factors has also been found in
other HTS such as BSCCO and TBCCO [7].
4.2.3 Grain boundary & weak links
The presence of grain boundary weak links or Josephson-coupled weak links at most of
the high-angle grain boundaries in HTS is well known [8-10]. This problem manifests
itself more in bulk polycrystalline HTS than in thin films. This is due to the random
orientation of the crystals in bulk materials. Since the transport current Jq is dominated by
the weak link properties of the grain boundaries, the Jg in polycrystalline HTS is low and
shows a strong

field

The disorientation angle between adjacent

grains generally dictate the current capability across the grain boundary [9]. The exact
nature of the grain boundary weak link is still not too clearly understood. Some early
reports suggest that this is due to the presence of microcracks or some sort of amorphous
layers at the grain boundary. However, more detailed reports indicate the existence of
cation compositional deviation [11-13] or oxygen deficiency at the grain boundaries [14]
as the cause of weak link behaviour.
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Several methods have been suggested in order to suppress the weak link behaviour in
HTS. These include ozone gas heat treatment in bulk or thin films [14] which forces
more oxygen atoms into the grain boundaries and the formation of crystallographic texture
[15-17]. The former process has been shown to suppress the weak link behaviour and
significantly increased the transport Jg by a factor of 4-10 in YBaCuO material [14]. On
the other hand, the latter process with which the desirable texture (i.e., crystallographic
alignment of grains parallel to the a-b conduction planes (Cu0 2 planes) in HTS), can be
introduced through melt texture processing and subsequent directional solidification has
been shown to be most successful in overcoming the weak link problem in the bulk
YBaCuO (123) superconductor [15,16].
4.2.4 Flux creep
While the weak link problem in bulk HTS can be overcome by texturing , the high-field
Jg could still be limited by the flux creep problem. This is believed to be due to the low
density of strong flux pinning centres and the resultant flux motion (flux creep) in bulk
materials [18]. Flux creep, is thermally activated flux motion in a magnetic field and is a
recognised problem in all high-Tç superconductors [19-21]. This problem can be solved
to some extent by enhancing the flux pinning centres through introduction of flux pinning
defects in bulk HTS.
Several techniques have been shown to be effective in introducing these field defects and
improving the pinning centres. These include irradiation of the material with fast
neutrons, protons, ions or electrons [22, 23] and phase decomposition [24]. The
irradiation technique depends on the use of a well controlled fluence in order to maximise
the flux pinning without degrading the superconducting properties of the material. The
phase decomposition technique is based on the dissociation of YBaCuO (124) into the
123 phase. This process is carried out by heating up the 124 material from its stability
region below 800°C to above 900°C for a few minutes where 123 stability region is [25].
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4.2.5 T heories
The fundamental idea underlying the modem theory of superconductivity is that the
electrons pair up with one another due to a special type of attractive interaction. This
interaction is indirect and caused by the way a positive ion in the crystal responds to the
passage of an electron in its vicinity. The pairing of electrons is the basis of the Bardeen,
Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) theory which was formulated in 1957 [26]. This theory in
its most simple form states that if metallic mobile electrons interact attractively with each
other they will condense into a ground state which is separated from the excited states by
an energy gap A. In their BCS model they predicted that in zero magnetic field the critical
temperature is given by
KgT^=1.13 h (0 ^ exp [-1 / NV]

where

is Boltzmann constant,

(4.5)

is the vibration (Debye) frequency of the lattice, N

is the number of available electronic states per unit energy in the solid (density of states at
the fermi level), and V is the strength of the attractive (lattice mediated) electron-electron
interaction. A similar formula is also predicted for the zero temperature energy gap
A=2 h cOj^ exp [-1 / NV]

(4.6)

The ratio of these two equation, (4.5, 4.6), gives a fundamental formula independent of
the phenomenological parameters
A(0) = 1.76KgT^

(4.7)

This result appears to hold for a large number of low Tg superconductors to within 10%.
However, it fails in lead (Pb) and mercury (Hg) where the discrepancy is closed to 30%.
Also, equation (^.s)indicates that the critical temperature T^ can be increased by increasing
cOjj, N or V. This means no maximum transition temperature i.e., T^ can be increased by
finding solids with larger and larger N, V, and

which could be interp rcted as over
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simplification. A more elaborate and accurate theory based on the BCS theory was
developed by Eliashberg and McMillan [27]. This theory could calculate the energy gap
A and the transition temperature accurately, by numerical methods, from precise
experimental information about the lattice vibration.
In the case of HTS (oxides) many theories have been given to account for the high
transition temperature they contain. While nearly all theories are based on pairing of the
electrons [28-31], the origin of the pairing interaction that produces superconductivity
remains an unresolved problem. Also, there is a suggestion that the pairing mechanism
that yields high Tq superconductivity manifest itself above Tg [29] which is in contrast
with the BCS theory.
4.2.6 The isotope effect
A consequence of lattice interaction is the isotope effect. This effect was demonstrated by
Reynolds et al. in 1951 [32]. They showed that for low temperature superconductors like
Hg the values of T^ for samples of different isotopes of the same element are roughly
proportional to

where M is the atomic mass. This may be explained in terms of

the frequency of the ionic vibration. If the elastic constant is unchanged the ionic
frequency for any simple oscillator will be proportional to M’^^. The isotope effect thus
demonstrates very convincingly that superconductivity is intimately connected with
phonon interactions.
In HTS oxides such as La2 _^Ba^ CuO^ the isotope effect is sufficiently large to indicate
that the phonons play a major if not the sole role in mediating the effective attractive
interactions between electrons [33]. However, in the case of YBa2 CugO^

or

BiSrCaCuO the isotope effect is very much reduced [33,35]. This suggests that some
non-phonon mechanism could be responsible for the high Tg in these materials.
4.3 High tem perature superconductors
The discovery of La-Ba-Cu-0 [2] with Tg between 30-40K resulted in the synthesis of
many new superconducting copper oxide based materials with ever increasing chemical
and structural complexity. Until recently, the highest T^ was held by Tl2 Ba2 Ca2 Cu3 0 io,
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[36] a material whose processing requires the stoichiometric control of five elements, each
with considerably different chemical characteristics. In 1993 another copper based
superconducting oxide Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 (HBCCO) was discovered [4] with

recently

approaching 134K [37].

A part from the obvious alternate arrangement of cations and anions, a common feature in
HTS such as YBa2Cug06 5+x'

Tl2Ba 2Ca^_ ; Cu^Oq^+Z'

(La,

Ba)2Cu 0 4 , (Nd, Ce)2Cu0 4 is the existence of CUO2 planes in the centre of their structure
[38].

It is widely accepted that in HTS the superconductivity occurs within two-

dimensional copper-oxygen arrays based on the joining of CUO4 squares at their oxygen
corners to form infinite CUO2 planes [38].

Tokura et al. have proposed that the

superconducting CUO2 planes are separated by charge reservoir layers that act to control
the charge on the superconducting planes (through chemical doping) either through
transfer of holes or electrons [39]. Most copper oxide superconductors can be doped by
either changing the oxygen anion content or by changing the metal cation. For instance,
YBa 2Cug 0 6

is an insulator for 6 = 0 , and becomes superconducting if the oxygen

content increases to 7. Similarly, in La2Cu 0 4 superconductivity can be introduced by
partially substituting lanthanum with barium or strontium to form (La, Ba)^Cu 0 4 [2].
Another common feature is the close similarity of part of their crystal structure with that of
perovskite structure [39], shown in an idealized representation in figure 4.2.

B

O

X

Figure 4.2- Idealized structure o f perovskite ABX^.
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In this structure the /? atoms is at the centre of an

octahedra which is positioned in

the middle of a cubic cell with 6 atoms occupying each comer. In HTS these octahedra
correspond to CuO^ which are arranged in an square planar configuration.
To date, a number of common physical properties in HTS have been found. For
instance, in p-type superconductors (holes are charge carriers) such as BSCCO and
YBCO, superconductivity is observed when the nominal charge of Cu in the Cu0 2 is
+2.1 to +2.3. However, in n-type superconductors (electrons are charge carriers) such as
(NdCe)2 Cu 0 4 , superconductivity is observed when the nominal charge of Cu in the
Cu0 2 plane is +1.85 to+1.9 [40]. Also, there is a relation between T^ and the number of
Cu0 2 planes in materials such as BiSrCaCuO and TlBaCaCuO. In these materials T^
rises as the number of Cu0 2 layers increases from single, to double, and reaches a
maximum value in triple Cu0 2 planes. However, Tg tend to saturate or decrease as the
number of Cu0 2 planes increases further [40]. Furthermore, the Cu-O distance in
copper-based superconductors seem to play an important role. It has been shown that Tg
increases with decreasing Cu-O distance for the La2 .xAxCu0 4 superconductors [41].
4.3.1 The Y -Ba-Cu-0 system
YBa2 Cug0 6 ,5+5 with 5=0.5 is the most well known copper oxide based high temperature
superconductor with T q as high as 92K. The crystal structure of the material can be
considered as three stacks of perovskite-like cubes [42]. The yttrium Y and barium Ba
atoms are at the centre of the cubes with copper Cu atoms occupying the comers. There
are no oxygen atoms at the level of the Y atoms, but the oxygen sites on the Ba and Cu
levels are fully occupied. The oxygen that is introduced upon doping enters the crystal
stmcture in the copper plane between two adjoining Ba atoms, forming copper chains.
The stacking sequence is hence Y-Cu0 2 -Ba0 -Cu0 -Ba0 -Cu0 2

etc [38]. This means

that a square planar CUO4 chain and a BaO plane are sandwiched between infinite sheets
of CuOg square pyramids [38]. The oxygen doping depends on temperature and oxygen
partial pressure. At high temperatures and ambient pressure the oxygen content is almost
6.0. However, oxygen can be introduced into the material by cooling slowly in an
oxygen atmosphere. Also, YBa2 Cu3 0 6

5+5

undergoes a tetragonal to orthorhombic

phase transition upon oxygen doping. Two other superconducting phases in Y-Ba-Cu-0
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system that have been discovered are 248 and Y 2Ba^Cu7 0 i 5 with the latter showing

of

80K and the former 40K [43].

4.3.2 The Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system
In this section, the Bi2Sr2Can_iCun04n+2+5 system in term of its phase diagram and the
three main superconducting phases namely, the 2201, the 2212, and the 2223 is
discussed. Role of Pb in the enhancement of the 2223 phase is briefly described and
finally the modulation in this system is briefly discussed.

4.3.3 Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O phase diagram
The Bi2 Sr 2Can_iCun0 4 n+2+S system is possibly the most complex system among the
high temperature superconductors. The composition diagram of this system has been
prepared by a number of authors [44-47]. Its phase diagram, shown in figure 4.3,
constructed by binary oxides, namely alkaline-earth bismuthates and alkaline-earth
cuperates, has been extended into ternary and recently, slightly into quaternary space
[47]. The quaternary system Bi2 0 g-Sr0 -Ca 0 -Cu 0 has been shown to contain twenty
one phases which includes a liquid phase when prepared at 850°C in air. This illustrates
the complexity of phase formations associated with this system and the enormous task
ahead of scientists to complete its phase diagram.
SK)

2302

2212

CiiO

CaO

Figure 4.3- Phases of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system at 850X^ in air [47J.
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In the high temperature superconducting Bi2Sr2Can.iCujj04n+2+5 system the basic
structural units are layers of CaCu02 and the n=l compound. The combination of one
CaCu 0 2 layer with Bi2 Sr2 Cu 0 6 (n=l) gives Bi2 Sr2 CaCupg (n=2), two layers of
CaCu02 gives Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 io (n=3), and (n-1) layers gives Bi2Sr2Can.iCun04n+2+SThe Bi2Sr2Can.iCun04n+2+0 system comprises a number of superconducting phases
which can be differentiated by the number of CuO layers in the crystal structure. The
three main superconducting phases of this system are Bi2 S r 2 Cu jO g+g,
Bi2Sr2CaCu20g+5, and Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 io+ 5 [48-50]. These phases are abbreviated as
2201 for n=l, 2212 for n=2, and 2223 for n=3 with superconducting temperature
transition of 20K, 80K, and 11OK respectively. Recently Kawai et al. [51] have reported
on the formation of up to n=6 compounds of this system, however, no further
improvement on the superconducting temperature transition, with the increase number of
Ca, and CuO layers was detected.
X-ray diffraction studies have indicated that the crystal structure of the Bi2 Sr2 Can_
lCun04n+2+S system can be understood in terms of double Bi-O layers and perovskite
type cuboid which are sandwiched between the Bi-O layers giving stacking sequences
parallel to the c-axis of...BiO BiO SrO CuO [Ca,CuO,...] SrO BiO BiO [52]. Since the
Ca layers are believed to be free of oxygen the Cu-O bonding in the crystal structure of
the different phases differs significantly. For the n=l phase one finds a single copperoxygen layer consisting of elongated octahedral sharing comers. In the n=2 phase the
octahedral is split into two pyramids each with their bases separated, and in the n=3 phase
a square planar Cu0 2 layer is inserted between the pyramids.
4.3.4 The 2201 phase
The Bi2 Sr2 CuiOg+g (n=l) compound is the “simplest” member of the Bi2 Sr2 Can.
lCun04n+2+0 system. It has an incommensurate supercell based on an orthorhombic
subcell; the structure has incommensurate components in both b and c directions [53].
The crystal structure of the subcell, shown in figure 4.4, contains single “CUO2 ” sheets
sandwiched between SrO layers, with Bi202 bilayers connecting adjacent Sr2 Cu 0 4
blocks [54-56]. Although its ideal stoichiometry is often given as 2201, it has been found
to be either Bi rich or Sr deficient [57, 58]. In the former case the general formula is
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given by Bi2 +xSr2 -x^u l06+5- The upper x limit is =0.4 but the lower x limit is
temperature dependent and is in the range of 0.10-0.15 [58]. In the case of Sr deficiency
compound the general formula is Bi2Sr2.xCui 0 6 +§ with x=0.1-0.5. However, for xcO.l
a semiconducting phase is formed [57]. A second phase, non superconducting, with
composition Bi2 igSr2 wCuO^+g has also been reported with a=24.45Â, b=5.412Â, and
c=21.97Â [57].

® Cu

Figure 4.4- Average crystal structure of the Bi2Sr2Cuj06+5(n=l) compound.
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4.3.5 The 2212 phase
The Bi2Sr2CaCu20g+5 (n=2) compound is the second member of the Bi2 Sr2 Caj|.
lCu 2 0 4 +2 n+s system. According to Sunshine et al. study based on single-crystal x-ray
diffraction analysis, the crystals of Bi2 Sr2 CaCu 2 0 g+§ exhibit an incommensurate
superlattice (4.76xb) based on an orthorhombic subcell with dimensions
5.414x5.418x30.89Â [59]. Bordet et al. [60], based on x-ray powder diffraction
analysis have reported a tetragonal unit cell with lattice parameters a=5.401(2),
b=5.401(2), and c=30.83(2)A for this phase. This is close to the subcell reported by
Beskrovnyi et al. [61] which was based on neutron powder diffraction analysis.
The crystal structure of the subcell, shown in figure 4.5, may be considered as two
alternating blocks, the oxygen deficient perovskite block and the rock-salt block. In the
centre of the perovskite block there are two conducting Cu0 2 planes which are separated
by a sheet of Ca atoms. Because of the oxygen deficiency in the perovskite block,
calcium is eight fold (cube) coordinated instead of the common dodecahedra coordination
of large cations in perovskites. The coordination of copper is square-pyramidal in which,
however, the apical oxygen is largely displaced leaving copper effectively in the squareplanar bonding. The Sr sites are located at the boundary of both blocks and their
surrounding is a mixture of the dodecahedra and octahedral coordinations. It involves
nine close oxygen atoms. The Bi cations are in the centre of the rock-salt block and their
coordination is octahedral. Such an arrangement would, however, be unstable since it
brings four oxygen neighbours within the Bi layer to distance a/2=2.7Â which is out of
the region of possible Bp"*"-0 bonds (2.0-2.5Â). In fact, the Bi coordination is largely
distorted and that is the main reason for the appearance of a super structure in this phase
with a period of approximately 5a [61].
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® Ca

Figure 4.5- Average crystal structure o f the Bi2Sr2CaCu20g^§(n=2) compound.

Several other compositions have been reported, such as BiSrCaCu2 0 § (1112) [50],
Bi^SrgCagCu^Oi^+S (4334) [52], and Bi2 (SrCa) 3 Cu 2 0 g+ 5 (2332) [52]. The
superconducting temperature transition of these compounds is greater than 95K,
however, zero resistance has been reported in the 80K region. The crystal structure of
these phases show a tetragonal substructure with a varying between 5.39 and 5.4Â and £
between 30.6-30.7Â depending on their compositions.
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4.3.6 The 2223 phase
The third family member of the Bi2Sr2Can.iCun04n+2+0 system is the 2223 phase. The
broad structural features of the 2223 phase reported in the literature have been evolved
from an analogy with the corresponding triple Cu-O layer structure of
Tl2 Ba2 Ca2 CugOio+ 6 (2223) with T^ of 125K in the Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 system [62]. The
crystal structure of the 2223 subcell reported by Kijima et al. [63] indicate a tetragonal
unit cell with lattice parameters a=5.407(6), b=5.407(6), and c=37.051(7)A. Miehe et al.
[64], on the other hand, based on neutron powder diffraction analysis have reported an
orthorhombic sub cell with lattice parameters a=5.4029(3), b=5.4154(2), and
c=37.074(2)A

for this phase.

The basic crystal structure of the subcell, shown in figure 4.6, is composed of the rocksalt block and the perovskite block. The rock-salt block is similar to the one in the 2212
phase. However, the perovskite block contains a square planar Cu0 2 layer inserted
between two square-pyramid copper layers. The square planar Cu0 2 layer is separated
from the square-pyramid copper layers by one sheet of Ca atoms on either sides. The
enlargement in the perovskite block has resulted in an increase in the c-axis dimension of
the subcell to c=37A. Although the central Cu-O plane is perfectly flat, oxygen atoms on
the two outer Cu-O planes are displaced slightly to the inner Ca planes in order to
maintain the electrical charge balance [63].
The synthesis of the 2223 single phase by the usual solid state reaction technique has been
recognized to be difficult. This is due to the existence of the liquid phase, the stacking
faults in the crystal lattice [63, 64], formation of impurities such as Ca2 CuOg, and
intergrowths with lower T^ phase, Bi2 Sr2 CaCu 2 0 g+§. At present, though several
laboratories have effectively worked out the process of obtaining this phase almost
isolated in ceramic samples [65] the conditions of preparation of this phase can not be
considered as clarified, since highlights of the methods of preparation indicated in the
various independent works are often contradictory. For instance, Endo et al. [6 6 ] have
claimed that the crucial points to obtain a pure 2223 phase are strict control of slight Ca
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and Cu excess in the starting composition, and a low partial pressure of oxygen in the
annealing atmosphere, which should be around 1/13 atom. By contrast, Green et al. [67]
have shown that a low partial pressure of oxygen destabilizes the 2223 phase at the
benefit of the 2212 phase. On the other hand, Shi et al. [68] have pointed out that the
formation of the 2223 phase should result from the calcium and copper diffusion into
regions of 2212 phase, and that in order to enhance this diffusion process, strong excess
of calcium and copper in the starting composition are necessary. Therefore, one can
speculate that the 2223 phase grows at the expense of the 2212 phase together with some
impurity phases such as Ca2Cu 0 3 . However, according to Hatano et al. [69] rather than
the starting composition, the principal parameter is the sintering temperature which should
be sintered in a range corresponding to the occurrence of partial melting, so that the
diffusion of the elements required for the formation of the 2223 phase is favoured.

#

Sr

C/2

O O

Figure 4.6- Average crystal structure o f the Bl2Sr2Ca2Cu^OjQ+§(n=3) compound.
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In 1988 Takona et al.. Sunshine et al., and Ramesh et al. [71, 59, 70] reported that the
partial substitution of Pb for Bi in the Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 io+ 5 phase reduces the amount of
stacking faults, increases the volume fraction, and enhances the crystallisation of the 2223
phase. In 1990 Chen et al. [72] proposed that the formation of the 2223 phase must be
via the 2 2 1 2 phase through a change in composition and structure because the 2 2 1 2 phase
is more thermodynamically and or crystallogrophically stable and the conversion into the
2223 phase only requires inserting Cu-O and Ca into the 2212 phase. They successfully
illustrated this by the Ca2 Pb 0 4 -catalysed reaction mechanism. They proposed the
following sequence of transformation mechanisms for the formation of the 2 2 1 2 phase,
and the 2223 phase respectively.
2 Bi2 Sr2 Cu0 6

+ Ca2 Cu0 3 + CuO---------------- >

2 Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 0

g

(1)

Ca2 Pb0 4
2Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 0 g + Ca2 Cu0 3 + CuO---------------- > 2 Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 jo

(2)

Their results indicated that the interdiffusion of Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 0 g, Ca2 Cu0 3 , CuO, and
Ca2Pb0 4 can lead to the emergence of the 2223 phase. In fact, recently a reverse process
mechanism (2) was demonstrated by Dou et al. [73].
4.4 Role of lead in the enhancement of the 2223 phase
It is accepted that lead plays an active part in the growth of the 2223 phase, and that it
effectively enters the crystal structure of the superconducting phase by principally
substituting the bismuth atoms [74]. X-ray microanalysis of the lead doped 2212 phase
reported by O.Eibi has shown that large amount of Pb incorporation into the crystal
structure could substitute Sr and Ca sites as well as Bi sites [75]. X-ray diffraction
studies on the basic structure of single crystal of the n=3 phase doped with Pb presented
by Kijima et al. [76] has also shown substitution of Pb on Bi, Sr, and Ca sites. It is
2+

known that Pb substitutes Bi as Pb

and this substitution modifies the incommensurate

superstructure in the BiPbSrCaCuO system [75].
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Chen et al. [77] have shown that the growth of the 2223 phase can be illustrated by the
Ca 2 Pb 0 4 catalysed reaction mechanism. They concluded that the addition of the
Ca2 Pb 0 4 in the mixture (2) did effectively speed up the growth of the 2223 phase. The
catalytic reaction (2) can be explained as follows. The addition of Ca2 Pb0 4 produces a
O
lead-rich liquid phase and CaO when the sample is sintered above 822 C. Within the
lead-rich phase the rate of interdiffusion among the 2212 phase, CaCuOg and CuO, can
be increased beyond that of solid-state diffusion. The CaO decomposed from Ca2 Pb0 4
can further react with CuO to form Ca2 CuOg and then accelerate the formation of the 2223
phase. Pb ions incorporated in the liquid phase possibly enhance the diffusion of calcium
and copper into the 2 2 1 2 phase and act as efficient nucléation and growth sites for either
the formation or structural stabilization of the 2223 phase [78,79]. On the other hand, it
is possible that the Pb in the mixture lowers the partial melting temperature which could
effectively enhance the growth rate of the 2223 phase [80]. Xu et al. [78] discovered a
liquid phase with Cu-and Ca-rich composition and the 2212 phase in a Pb-free glass after
annealing at 865°C and suggested that the presence of such a liquid phase was essential
for the 2223 phase development in partially melted samples.
4.5 Effect of oxygen in the BI system
The oxygen content of HTS such as YBa2 Cu3 0 6

5+5

plays an important role in its its

superconducting properties. It has been illustrated that T^ in YBCO (123) varies from
non-superconducting to 92K, depending on the processing parameters (such as annealing
temperature and annealing atmosphere) which control the oxygen content [82-84]. For
the structurally more complicated Bi2 Sr2 Can-iCun0 4 n+2 +S system, conflicting results
regarding the effect of oxygen content have been reported [85-87].
Unlike the Y-Ba-Cu-0 system oxygen content of Bi-based superconductors (i.e.,
Bi2 Sr2 Can_iCun0 4 n+2 +s system) has not been well characterised. However, it has
become apparent that the effect of oxygen concentration on T^ and the lattice parameters in
the Bi2Sr2Can.iCun04n+2+ô system in comparison with YBCO is very much smaller
[8 8 ]. For the 2212 and the 2223 phases the established view is that Tq increases and
decreases, respectively, with decreasing oxygen content (or increasing oxygen deficiency
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in the Q 1O2 planes) [89-93]. A similar observation on reduction in

with decreasing

oxygen content has also been made in Pb-doped BSCCO 2223 films by H. Hattori et al.
[94]. This indicates that the oxygen content of these phases (2212 and 2223) can be
regulated by annealing at high temperatures with an subsequent air quenching for 2 2 1 2
samples and furnace cooling for 2223 samples. H. Hattori et al. [94] have also shown
the change in lattice parameter c as a function of oxygen partial pressure from

1 0 "^

to

1.5x10^ torr for films annealed at 600°C. The pattern shown in figure 4.7 indicates that
the behaviour of the c parameter and Tç are not parallel.
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In YBa2 CugOg the c-axis dimension increases with decreasing oxygen partial pressure.
However, the pattern here indicate that c-axis dimension goes through a peak with
decreasing oxygen partial pressure and that the relation is not linear. A similar pattern has
also been reported for Pb free 2212 phase by S. Miura et al.[95].
4.6 Modulation and superstructure in the BiSrCaCuO system
The topic of modulation in the crystal structure of the BCCO system is beyond the scope
of thesis. However, in this section this in briefly discussed in order to highlight the
complex crystal structure of this system. For more detailed analysis and description the
references mentioned in this section should be consulted.
The crystal structure of the three phases in the Bi2Sr2Can.iCun04n+2+6 system are all
modulated.

In this system the n=l, 2, and 3 phases have incommensurate

superstructures. These phases have been studied by a large number of authors and
different models have been proposed. The n=2 phase has been studied most extensively,
since it can be easily prepared and has a considerable high T^. These authors have
introduced a unit cell, which is enlarged five times with respect to the average structure
parallel to the incommensurate direction of the wave vector of the modulation with lattice
parameters a=5.4, b=27, and c=30.8Â [96].
The modulation in the Bi-based compounds has also been observed in the T1 compounds.
However, the modulation in the T1 compounds is very weak. A number of groups [9799] have shown that partial substitution of Bi by Pb leads to the formation of a
superstructure which is different from that of the pure Bi compounds. The modulation
vector is reported to be 8 b. However, no sudden change occurs from the Bi-type to the
Pb-type of modulation with increasing Pb content over a considerable region both
modulations coexist [98, 100, 101]. Recently Torardi et al. [102] have reported on the
lead doped

2201

(n=l) superconductor which contains no superstructure and is free of

structural modulations. From single crystal x-ray analysis and results of the band
electronic structure calculation, they concluded that the substitution of a lower-valent
cation, Pb^^, for the Bi^^ in the Bi-O sheets lowers the effective positive charge on the
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Bi-O sheets, and consequently allows very little or no extra oxygen to be inserted into the
double Bi-O layers so that lead-doped Bi2 Sr2 Cu0 5 does exhibit structural modulation.
Ikeda et al. [103] have also reported on modulation free superconductors in the leaddoped 2201 phase. The free modulation structure is obtained in a narrow range around
Pb solubility limit in the Bi2 _x+yPbxSr2 _yCu i+y/4 0 g composition. To explain the
modulation and the superstructure several models have been prepared, but none have
successfully explained the structural data. A few prepared models include
a) an ordering of Bi depleted zones [104]

The superstructure model involving an ordering of Bi depleted and Bi enriched zones was
first prepared by Maeda et al. [104] and elaborated in more detail by Matsui et al. [105].
This model was inspired by their very beautiful high resolution electron microscope
images in the [0 1 0 ] orientation, which show clearly the modulation of position and
intensity in the BiO phases and the tilting of perovskite columns. They suggested that
there is either a periodic replacement of Bi by Sr and or Ca atoms accompanied by lattice
distortions or that only distortions of the Bi site occur without atom replacement. In
particular they simulated images for a model where three Bi atoms in ten are replaced by
Sr. However, the proposed replacement of Bi by Sr in their model is not supported by
single crystal x-ray diffraction patterns, nor is it in accord with x-ray microanalysis
results which indicate that these superconductors may be deficient in Sr and Ca [106].
Also, this model has the correct symmetry in the [010] orientation.
h) an ordering of Sr vacancies [107]
The most serious attempt to explain the modulation has been reported by Gai et al. [108].
They suggested that the modulation is caused by a periodic absence of Sr atoms and the
resulting relaxation of the lattice. Cheetham et al. [107] also confirmed that an ordering of
Sr atom vacancies could be the cause of the superstructure. This model was based on xray microanalysis results which indicated a Sr deficiency in all samples tested. However,
this model is not supported by the single crystal x-ray diffraction data, nor it is in
agreement with the image contrast seen in high resolution electron microscopy (HREM)
images which indicate that modulation is strongest in the BiO layer.
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£) additional oxygen in the BiO planes [106,109]
A detail model involving excess oxygen in the BiO layers was reported by Zandbergen et
al. [106]. They justified their model by electron microscope image simulation and with
2+

chemical evidence from substitution experiments. They showed for example that Sr

can be partially replaced by La^^ and concluded that this must be accompanied by excess
O^" in the lattice for charge compensation. The substitution of 50% Sr^^ by La^'*’ led to a
decrease in the modulation periodicity from 4.7 to 3.4 times the basic unit cell.
The model proposed by von Schnering et al. [110] for the bismuth compounds with n=l
and n=2 placed oxygen between two nearest Bi neighbour. This model was disputed on
the ground that it could not be adopted for the isomorphous thallium compound as the
mixed valance state in Bi is valid for Bi^^ and Bi^^, whereas

is not known to exist.

However, the model of Bordet et al [111] which displaces the oxygen from the centre of
the bismuth square (“rock-salt position”) towards two neighbouring bismuth atoms
(“perovskite position”) does not require a high valency. In this case bismuth has three
short and three long distant oxygen in its coordination sphere. Berdet et al. [ I ll] model
for the superstructure of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 materials is based on the presumably
isomorphous but commensurate BiigSri^FeigO^^ investigated by Le Page et al [112].
By displacing oxygen further and further away from the “rock-salt position” until it
occupies a site between two nearest neighbour bismuth atoms the “bridging position” of
Le Page is obtained. This model for the position of extra oxygen is in agreement with the
features obtained by electron diffraction [1 1 2 ].
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4.7 Thin film growth of HTS
In this section thin film growth mechanism of HTS is briefly discussed. The general
requirements for the fabrication of good quality HTS thin films are out-lined. This is
followed by the choice of substrates for HTS. Finally, a brief discussion is presented on
the different growth techniques used for thin film fabrication of HTS in relation to the
general requirements.
4.7.1 Growth methods and mechanism of HTS thin films
Two general growth methods that have developed for the fabrication of thin films of HTS
are ex-situ or post-annealed and in-situ growth techniques. With ex-situ growth, the
deposited film is subjected to high temperature annealing in the range of 800-900°C to
allow for the formation of HTS crystals. The high annealing temperature, however, may
result in chemical reaction and interdiffusion of HTS film with the substrate. With in-situ
growth technique, the deposited film does not require further post-annealing. In the HTS
community, in-situ signifies a process in which the film is completely superconducting
before removal from the deposition chamber.

With this technique, the growth

temperature is lower than in ex-situ, as it relies more on the surface, rather than bulk
diffusion process. In the following section a brief discussion is presented on the various
thin film deposition techniques used for HTS.
The growth mechanism of HTS films in particular YBaCuO has been investigated by a
number of authors recently. It has been shown that it is conceivable to grow YBaCuO
material in a layered by layered growth fashion at low temperatures and with low level of
oxygen [113-115]. However, in general YBaCuO growth is believed to be via an island
growth mechanism [116, 117]. A recent study has shown a consistent pattern in the
morphology of YBaCuO films with deviation of composition from stoichiometry. For
instance, copper poor films have shown to contain pitted surface and grow by the island
growth mechanism and that pinholes are observed prior to coalescence of the nucleated
islands where as copper rich films contain precipitate particles and tend to grow layer by
layer in initial stages of film growth followed by 3-D growth resulting in the formation of
out growths and pronounced grain structures [118].
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The overall orientation of the HTS films has been reported to depend on the deposition
conditions such as the substrate temperature. For instant, in PLD and sputtering growth
of YBaCuO it has been reported that c-axis oriented films can be deposited on SrTiOg
substrate in the temperature region of 750-830°C whilst 100°C lower an a-axis orientation
can be grown [119-121]. The explanation of the occurrence of this behaviour has not
been established yet. However, this has not prevented researchers from utilising this to
their advantage by depositing an initial a-axis layer and then rising the substrate
temperature for the main part of film growth, for better lattice matching, resulting in high
quality films [122, 123]. The orientation of the film can also be influenced by the
orientation of the substrate as (110) oriented YBaCuO films have been shown to grown
on (110) SrTiOg substrates [124, 125].
4.7.2 General requirem ents for HTS thin films
For many applications as well as for fundamental studies, it is essential to grow highquality superconducting thin films with high critical temperatures, Tg, and large critical
current-carrying capabilities. The general requirements for device-quality thin films can
be summarised as follows [126].
i) A high Tg
For industrial application of HTS, it is important to grow films with T^ above 77K
(boiling point of nitrogen). Also, the superconducting film must have a high T^ layer all
the way down to the interface region (substrate).
it) A small transition width AT
AT is the transition width between the normal and the superconducting states. It is
desirable that the film enters superconducting state over a narrow temperature range. This
could also be interpreted as the degree of purity of the superconducting film. AT is
particularly important in the case of multiphase materials such as BiPbSrCaCuO, where
two or even three phases with different T^ could coexist in a film.
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iii) High critical current density, Jg
This is dependent on the crystal structure, orientation, defects, and the presence of grain
boundaries in the superconducting films. The large electrical anisotropy of HTS means
that Jc is different along the c-axis and along the a and b-axes. The presence of grain
boundaries in the HTS films is inevitable at present as all films are polycrystalline. In
polycrystalline YBaCuO films Jg has been shown to decrease rapidly with an increase in
the applied magnetic field from 10"^ to 10" ^ Tesla. This rapid descent in Jg has been
associated with a decoupling of Josephson weak links between grains.
iv) Smooth film surface
Smooth film surface is especially important for thin film multilayered device application of
HTS such as superconducting/insulating/superconducting (S/I/S) junctions. In the
extreme case, large surface roughness could result in the formation of randomly orientated
crystals which in effect could result in the reduction of Jg.
v) Sharp interface between multilayered films and film/substrate
This is also very important in multilayered devices. This property requires that little
interdiffusion and chemical reactions of layers take place. Interdiffusion of layers could
result in the reduction of Tg and

in such materials.

4.7.3 Choice of substrates for HTS films
The choice of substrate is one of the most important material issues in the thin film growth
of the HTS. An ideal substrate must have several properties. These include
i) Thermal expansion match
The requirement of good thermal expansion match between a superconductor and
substrate is particularly important because of the brittleness of the superconductors. For
instant, above a certain thickness YBaCuO films on Si substrates could develop cracks as
a result of large difference in the thermal expansion coefficient of Si and YBaCuO [127].
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ii) Minimum lattice mismatch
In the thin film growth process a large lattice mismatch could result in a displacement
misfit between islands. Dislocations can result from this misfit when islands grow
together.
iii) Chemical compatibility of the film with the substrate material
This is of a particular concern for the growth of high quality superconducting films. The
constituents of YBaCuO or BiSrCaCuO are reactive with many substrates that might
otherwise be good candidates (such as Si) [128]. The relative high temperatures required
for growing in-situ films (>700°C) make the compatibility required more severe than it
would be if high quality films could be grown at lower temperature. In the case of ex-situ
films, the problem is even more severe, since the minimum temperature that the film and
substrate must withstand is usually 850°C.
iv) Substrate surface
This is probably the most important property of a substrate since it is here that the filmsubstrate interaction occurs. For the growth of well oriented films it is important to used
scratch free and flat substrates. The presence of defects on the substrate could prorogate
into the deposited film in the formation of dislocations.
Single crystal substrates such as SrTiOg, MgO, and LaAlOg can fulfil the above
mentioned requirements in supporting the growth of high quality superconducting films.
Despite its large lattice mismatch with BiSrCaCuO, MgO has been extensively used to
support thin film growth of this material. This is because of its chemical stability at high
temperatures, ready availability and reasonable cost. LaAlOg, on the other hand, provides
a good lattice match with BiSrCaCuO. However, it undergoes a phase transformation at
450°C which introduces crystalline defects in the superconductor. SrTiOg provides a
good lattice match with BiSrCaCuO and YBaCuO. However, its high dielectric constant
make this substrate undesirable for microwave application of HTS.

Table (4.1)

summarises the crystal, thermal, and dielectric properties of a number of single crystal
substrates often used for thin film growth the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system.
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Thermal expansion

Lattice parameter
(001) plane (Â)

Dielectric constant
at room temp

% Lattice mismatch

coefficient xlO’^/K

SrTiOg

3.9

9.5

277

+2

MgO

4.2

13.5

9.65

9

LaAlO^

3.79

10.0

23

-1

Material

with BiSrCaCuO

Table (4.1)- Crystal, thermal, and dielectric properties of a number o f substrates used
for supporting BiSrCaCuO films.
Due to high cost and restricted size of the single crystals it is desirable to grow thin films
of HTS on substrates such as Si. In spite of serious problems with chemical reactivity. Si
has also received considerable attention as a substrate material for supporting thin films of
HTS due to the tantalizing possibilities of integrating semiconductors with
superconductors. Although it is possible to grow YBaCuO films directly on Si substrates
the chemical reactivity of Si with YBaCuO limits the electrical properties of the films. The
chemical reactivity can be decreased or eliminated by the use of buffer layers between the
substrate and the superconductor
4.7.4 Thin film growth of HTS by different deposition techniques
PLD has been extensively used for thin film deposition of HTS. The growth rate with
this technique is typically 1A per pulse. The deposition rate can be varied by changing the
laser repetition rate as well as target-substrate distance and energy density. With this
technique HTS films can be deposited in vacuum at room temperature or in high oxygen
pressures at elevated substrate temperatures. HTS films deposited in vacuum require
post-annealing in air or oxygen to yield superconductivity. On the other hand, films
deposited at high substrate temperatures (>700°C) in an oxygen atmosphere (0.1 mbar)
could be grown in-situ. The exact oxygen pressure depends on the deposition system.
With PLD, in-situ growth of multilayered HTS devices have been demonstrated with a
remarkably simple fashion of rapidly changing the target material [129]. Excellent quality
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YBaCuO films in terms of high Tg, >90K, and large Jg, >10"^A/cm^, have been grown
with this technique [130]. HTS films deposited by PLD technique, however, is shown to
be rough on the surface. The origin of this problem has been related to the high
deposition rate [131]. To deposit very smooth films the material should be grown
stoichiometric and epitaxial [132]. In c-axis YBaCuO films often a-axis outgrowths has
also been observed. The a-axis outgrowths are said to be related to the film nucléation at
off-stoichiometric areas or the possibility of faster growth direction along the b-axis with
slower growth direction along the c-axis [131].
The main sputtering technique used for the deposition of HTS such as BiPbSrCaCuO is rf
magnetron sputtering [133]. In the early days the sputtering process of HTS was mainly
accomplished by using various target combinations such as separate oxide targets,
stoichiometric targets and multiple non-stoichiometric targets. It soon became apparent
that trial and error process combined with careful composition analysis was the method in
achieving the ideal deposition conditions. This is because each system has a different
configuration and the diffusion of the target species through the sputtering gas to the
substrates differ from one system to another.
An advantage of sputtering technique is its ability to deposit HTS films over a large area
(1 square inch) with uniform composition. A major problem with sputtering technique
which has been addressed to a great extent is the resputtering of the sample by negative
oxygen ions during in situ growth of the high temperature superconductors. This
problem is not new and is not confined to HTS. This phenomenon has been fully
investigated by Rossnagel and Cuomo [134]. The suggested methods of avoiding this
problem are either to thermalise the energetic species or by working at a very high
pressure or by what is known as “off-axis” sputtering at a modestly high sputtering
pressure which encourages energy reducing collisions in atoms emanating from the target
[135].
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The re-sputtering effect results in non-stoichiometric and damaged film deposition.
Although the use of off-axis sputtering technique solves the problem of resputtering, it
reduces the deposition rate to typically 50nm/hr. This means that a run duration of 5
hours is required to yield a 2500Â film. Using the sputtering technique good quality
BiPbSrCaCuO (2223 phase) films with T^ ^ero

high as 106.5K and

in excess of

4.1x10^ Acm"^ at 77.3K have been demonstrated [136].
The evaporation technique was one of the first methods utilized to grow thin films of
HTS. Because of the multicomponent nature of HTS and the differences in vapour
pressure of each components, separate heat or beam sources for evaporation are used with
this technique. A major disadvantage of this technique is that the evaporation rate of each
element needs to be controlled in order to grow a stoichiometric film. Deviation of one
percent in stoichiometry can have noticeable effects on superconducting properties or
surface morphology of the films [137].

Also, evaporation must operate with a

background pressure of around 10"^ mbar. Whereas for in situ deposition of HTS high
oxygen levels are required. This conflict has been resolved by the use of various forms
of reactive oxygen, often injected close to the substrates.
The major advantage of this technique is the ability of changing the composition of films
continuously, and thus examine the effect of composition on film properties. The use of
separate heat or beam sources also enables one to grow these materials in a layer-by-layer
fashion on an atomic scale, which is a promising technique for making artificial structures
considering the layered structure of these materials. In-situ YBCO films deposited by this
technique have shown T^. ^ero

excess of 90K [138].

Both YBaCuO and BiSrCaCuO films have been deposited by MBE technique [139,140].
To obtain oxidization and hence crystalization of the superconducting films in layered
structure, a low temperature and low pressure growth environment is favourable. To
bring the elements (such as Cu) into oxidation state, an activated species of oxygen is
necessary. Terashima et al. [141] have suggested the use of partial pressure of oxygen
near the substrate which could be 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than the rest of the
system. Others have suggested oxidation by an rf plasma of O2 gas [143] or the use of
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ozone, which has the advantage of lowering the crystallization temperature [142].
Watanabe et al. [143] have shown the successful growth of BiSrCaCuO (2201 phase) by
MBE technique on SrTiOg (100) substrate at 300°C using 2x10'^ torr of NO2 . The use of
an activated oxygen source in MBE technique is effective in keeping the pressure of the
system low during the deposition so that the mean free path in the chamber could be long
enough for the molecular beam not to scatter in collisions with the gas molecules in
reaching the substrate.
With chemical vapour deposition of HTS the constituent metal atoms are deposited on a
substrate by decomposing metal-organic molecules from a gas phase. Chemical vapour
deposition has also reached a stage where BiSrCaCuO films can be made with good
electrical properties [144]. The use of this method for laboratory research is not very
widespread yet, but this technique is probably the most promising technique for
commercial production work, because of its high throughput and its ability to coat
complex shapes.

4.8 Sum m ary
A number of the properties of low temperature superconductors were described in the
beginning of this chapter. This was complemented with a brief discussion on the critical
current density of superconductors and the current limiting factors such as the grain
boundaries and flux creep. The high temperature superconductors were briefly discussed
in terms of the common features in their crystal structures. This was followed by a
discussion on the crystal structures of the three main superconducting phases within the
Bi2Sr2Can_iCun04n+2 system and the influencing factors on the enhancement of the 2223
phase. This was followed by a brief discussion on the modulation in the BiSrCaCuO
system. Finally, thin film growth of HTS in terms of growth mechanisms was discussed
and the general requirements for thin film growth of HTS was out-lined. Also, thin film
deposition and growth of HTS by different techniques was discussed.
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C h a p te r 5

E xperim ental

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the experimental procedure for thin film deposition of BiPbSrCaCuO using
PLD is described. This is followed by a brief description of the characterisation
techniques used to analyse the properties of the films.
5.2 Experimental set-up and procedure
A detailed schematic diagram (top view) of the experimental set-up constructed and used
for PLD of BiPbSrCaCuO thin films, described in this thesis, is illustrated in figure 5.1.
The deposition set-up consisted of a custom made six way cross deposition chamber
devised with various ports and optical components for handling the laser beam.
The optical components were positioned outside the deposition chamber to avoid damage
from the ejected materials during the deposition process. Prior to deposition, the chamber
was evacuated to a pressure of »10"^ mbar by a rotary and a diffusion pump. To obtain
partial pressure of oxygen in the chamber, a needle-valve was used. The pressure inside
the chamber was monitored by a pirani gauge from 10^ to 10"^ mbar and by a penning
gauge from 10"^ to lO"^ mbar.
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Figure 5.1- Schematic diagram o f the experimental set-up fo r pulsed laser deposition
o f the BiPbSrCaCuO thin films.
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The BiPbSrCaCuO films were deposited using a Nd-YAG laser (Quantle YG571C-10)
operating at doubled frequency of 532nm with a repetition frequency of lOHz and a
pulse-width (FWHM) of 4ns and an average energy of SOOmJ/pulse. The beam was
guided by two turning mirrors through a converging lens (f=15cm) and a view port into
the deposition chamber. The view port was cleaned routinely after several deposition
runs. The beam was focused by the lens to a spot size of «3.0mm on the BiPbSrCaCuO
target at an incident angle of 30°C.
The spatial characteristic of the laser beam intensity showed a double peaked distribution
instead of the usual Gaussian distribution. At least two hot zones were also evident in the
beam profile. The hot zones were detected after reducing the laser energy by neutral
density filters placed in the path of the beam and subsequent analysis of the bum marks
left on a fax paper. The hot zones were back-tracked through the optical components in
the laser and found to originate from the rod in the cavity. The laser fluence at the target
was measured using a Molectron J50 joulemeter
The targets (disk shaped BiPbSrCaCuO pellets of 12mm in diameter) were held in
position by three adjustable screws inside a holder which was rotated externally by a dc
motor with the speed of 5 Rev/min. The target rotation minimizes the ablation and
deposition of non-stoichiometric material formed around the edges of each irradiated area,
where melting and re-solidification takes place. Due to the preferential expansion of
plasma (at right angle with respect to target) the substrates were placed in parallel with the
target. The target-substrate distance could be varied between 2-4.2cm by moving the
substrate holder back and forth.
Superconducting BiPbSrCaCuO films were grown on single crystal ((X)l) oriented MgO
substrates. The decision on the choice of substrate was based on i) chemical stability at
high temperatures (>860°C) ii) ready availability; Hi) economical grounds. For energy
dispersive x-ray (EDX) and electron probe microanalyser (EPMA) analysis,
BiPbSrCaCuO films were deposited at room temperature on Si substrates. The substrates
were placed directly on the heater and kept in position either by a single stainless steel
frame or silver paste. Two types of substrate resistive heaters, one home made and the
other commercial Si nitride, were used for BiPbSrCaCuO film deposition at elevated
substrate temperatures.
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5.3 The multi-target holder

To deposit in-situ multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films, as described in this thesis, a
multi-target holder was designed in such a way as to accommodate up to five targets
(BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO pellets). This was manufactured out of stainless steel at UCL
(Department of Electronic & Electrical Engineering). A schematic diagram of the multi
target holder is shown in figure 5.2. Each target could be placed in the path of the laser
beam manually, one at the time and rotated externally by a dc motor at the rate of
5rev/min. A shield was placed in front of the multi-target holder during the ablation
process in order to protect the other targets from the ejected materials.
Flange

Motor
Target

Rotary
Feedthrough

Flange center
line
Housing
Shield

Support structure

Figure 5.2- Schematic diagram o f the multiple target holder.

5.4 Substrate heater and substrate temperature measurement

The home made substrate heater consisted of an alumina ceramic plate, 2.5mm in
thickness, which was delicately machined with grooves on one surface. The heating wire
(FeCrAlY) was inserted in the grooves and covered with alumina cement. A Chromelalumel thermocouple wire was spot welded at one end on the back surface of the stainless
steel frame, positioned directly on the heater. Therefore, the growth temperatures of the
films which are referred to in this thesis, are of the heater and not the substrate.
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5.5 T h e an n ea lin g fu rn ace

Post-annealing of the deposited BiPbSrCaCuO films was carried out in a tube furnace
(Carbolite furnaces, model number 6/90/968) which was computer controlled to run
complicated annealing procedures. BiPbSrCaCuO films deposited on MgO substrates
were placed on a gold foil inside a quartz boat. The boat was inserted into a large quartz
tube of 110 cm in length and 6cm in diameter. The temperature of the substrate was
monitored by a Chromel-alumel thermocouple wire placed in contact with the gold foil in
the quartz boat.

5.6 T h in film ch aracterisation

A detailed explanation of the characterisation techniques used for analysis of the films is
beyond the scope of this thesis and therefore only a brief description is given. For more
details the references given should be consulted.
5 .6 .1 R e sistiv ity m ea su rem en ts

The resistivity as a function of temperature characterisation of BiPbSrCaCuO films were
realised in an APD cryostat, using the Van der Pauw technique [1] at Imperial College
(physics department). The film was placed on a sample holder and contacts to the film
were arranged in a square geometry using silver paste and silver wires. In this
configuration DC current (typically lO-KX) |xA) flows via two contacts distance L apart,
through the film of cross sectional area A. The voltage AY is then picked up at the other
two contacts. Resistance R is independent of contact and lead resistance, as long as the
DVM’s input resistance (which is typically in MO) is larger than the contact and lead
resistance. The resistivity p in Ohm-cm of the film is then calculated from Ohms law
(p=RA/L, where p is in Ocm).
The thermo-electric effects in the leads and at the contacts could result in errors in the
order of a few micro volts. To minimize this error, it is necessary to measure voltage
response AY of the film with and without current flowing through it. By subtracting the
two responses, AY can then be calculated. An alternative and better method used was to
reverse the current. Reversing the current doubles the amount of measured points and
since any heating effects in the resistive components do not change when the current is
reversed, the measured data of the voltage response are more reliable. The voltage
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response of the film when current flows through it is then stored in a computer
programme, Lutos 123.

5 .6 .2 S ca n n in g electro n m icro sco p e (SE M )

The scanning electron microscope is a very powerful and versatile analytical tool that has
proven to be indispensable for characterising superconducting materials. The main
advantage of SEM over the optical or transmission electron microscope for defining
surface morphology is the greater depth of field of the SEM image. Because objects are
viewed in the secondary electron image mode appear three-dimensional, interpretation of
the SEM image is quickly assimilated [2].
In scanning electron microscope electrons are emitted from an electron gun (by thermionic
or field emission) which are then accelerated down the column by a charge potential
energy of typically l-30KeV. Electromagnetic lenses and mechanical apertures are used
to demagnify and focus the electrons to form an electron probe of small diameter and high
current density. The lenses are adjusted to change the focal length of the primary electron
beam to focus the image and to change the current density. The ability to change the focal
length of the electronic lenses and size of the apertures allows the optimization of the
spatial resolution and hence depth of field to obtain the desired image or signal.
In this technique the primary electrons of the electron beam interact with the specimen
producing a large number of detectable signals [2]. Multiple scattering of the incident or
primary electrons as they enter the specimen causes them to follow numerous trajectories.
This diffusion of the electron beam is mainly dependent on the atomic number of the
specimen and also on the energy of the primary electrons. As a result of incident
electron-surface interactions x-rays, secondary electrons and visible and infrared light is
generated.
The secondary electrons are of low energy (typically <50eV) and therefore escape only
when created close to the surface of the specimen. For this reason secondary electrons
mainly yield information about surface morphology. X-ray photons are generated by the
elastic collision of the primary electrons with the atoms in the specimen which also results
in the generation of back scattered electrons. The discrete energy released by this electron
transition creates a characteristic x-ray photon. Every element has a specific atomic
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structure and therefore a unique set of x-rays. To analyse the energy and wavelength of
x-ray radiation two techniques are used. These are energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) and wavelength dispersive x-ray pectroscopy (WDS).

5 .6 .3 E n ergy d isp ersiv e x -ra y sp ectro sco p y (E D X )

In EDX all x-rays between l-20KeV can be seen simultaneously. Hence the time it takes
to acquire enough data for quantitative analysis is greatly reduced [2]. This technique is
widely used in investigating the composition of bulk materials or thick films. However, it
can be limited in its accuracy (±10%) for quantitative analysis of thin films, <lpm in
thickness. This technique was used for quantitative analysis of BiPbSrCaCuO films, as
reported in this thesis.
5.6.4 E lectron probe m icro a n a ly sis (E PM A )

The electron probe microanalyser is capable of analysing thin films of up to 1pm in
thickness. In this technique an electron beam of 1pm diameter impinges upon the area of
interest on the film. This causes the excitation of the local atoms in that area, resulting in
emission of x-rays which are characteristic of the elements present. The emitted x-rays
are then directed into detectors built into the instrument. For quantitative analysis the use
of standards is necessary. The standards are often pure elements. This technique
provides a much higher accuracy (±3%) for quantitative analysis than EDX [2].
The electron probe technique is an effective tool in investigating the presence of different
phases, segregation or grain boundaries in a sample. The probe can be used to scan along
a line or over a large surface areas of about 200pm edge length, whereby the out put is
displayed on a screen to show the elemental distribution [2]. The disadvantages of this
method include the high cost of the equipment, the time required to analyse a sample and
inadequate supply of standards.
EPMA quantitative analysis on BiPbSrCaCuO films were performed at the Centre for
Material Research Institute of University College London using a JEOL JXA (8600)
machine. A bulk BiPbSrCaCuO target and pure individual elements were used as
standards for quantitative analysis of the films.
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5 .6 .5 X -ray d iffra ctio n m ea su rem en ts

X-ray techniques based on monochromatic radiation are preferred over white radiation
because the d spacing of the lattice planes in a crystal can be calculated from the observed
diffraction angles. To determine the crystal orientation of thin films or polycrystalline
bulk materials, the powder technique in conjunction with diffractometers is most
commonly used [2]. In these instruments, the diffracted radiation is detected by counter
tubes which move through the angular range of reflections. The intensities are usually
recorded in a computer programme for data processing. An important feature of
diffractrometers is their ability to focus into a sharp diffraction line the radiation which is
Bragg-reflected from an extended specimen area. This reduces the signal to noise ratio
considerably.
Bragg-Brentano diffractrometer has been used extensively in thin film work. With this
technique the specimen is mounted in the centre of the diffractrometer and rotated by an
angle 0 around an axis in the film plane. The counter is attached to an arm rotating
around the same axis by an angle 20 twice as large as those of the specimen rotation. As
the sample rotates the diameter of the focusing circle continuously decreases. Focusing is
achieved by making the specimen a part of the circumference of a circle called focusing
circle. In this technique only (hkl) planes parallel to the film plane contribute to the
diffracted intensity.
X-rays are reflected by the ions present in any one plane of crystal. Considering ions are
spaced a distance d apart and that the reflected rays from successive planes interfere
constructively, then the path difference between the two rays is equal to 2d sin 0, where 0
is the angle of incidence. For the rays to interfere constructively, this path difference
must be an integral number of wavelengths, leading to the Bragg condition

nA,=2d sin0

(5.1)

the integer n is known as the order of the corresponding reflection. The relationship
between the lattice spacing, d, and Miller indecies (hkl) and the axes of an orthorhombic
crystal (a, b, c)is given by.
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(5.2)

and for cubic crystal is given by.

d -----------! ----- —
1/2
(h^ + k^ +1^)

(5.3)

The x-ray diffraction scans provided in this thesis were recorded with Siemens x-ray
diffractorometer equipment at Imperial College (Chemistry Department) using BraggB mtano x-ray geometry [3]. The radiation source used was CuKa radiation (1.5418Â).
5.6 .7 C ritical cu rren t m easu rem en ts

Critical current measurements on the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO 2223 films were
carried out at Imperial College (Physics Department). The critical current densities of the
films were calculated from magnetic measurements on a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM) (Oxford Instruments model 3001). This technique is described in detail in Angadi
et al. [4].

5 .6 .8 In d u ctiv e m ea su rem en ts

The inductive characterization of the superconducting films was performed at Imperial
College (Physics Department) on a modification of an AC susceptibility flux exclusion
apparatus design at Ohio State University. The sample is laid on top of a spiral coil,
which forms part of a resonant LC circuit, which in turn forms part of a electronic circuit
kept at room temperature, containing a mixer and amplifiers. The DC voltage response
versus frequency curve of the system contains a linear region in the vicinity of the
resonant frequency (at around 1.04 MHZ).

During its diamagnetic transition a

superconducting sample induces a sudden change in the inductance of the flat spiral coil
which shifts the DC voltage versus frequency curve. Thus, a DC voltage drop is
recorded which depends crucially on the effective superconducting area screening the coil
magnetic field.
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Uniform Large Area Deposition by PLD

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter uniform film deposition over a large area using PLD is discussed. A
mathematical model of a new geometry for uniform deposition over large areas is
developed. It is shown that the film thickness d, is a function of 0, the angle of tilt and a,
the distance between the substrate and the target.
6.2 Uniform deposition over large areas
Stoichiometric transfer of the species from target to substrate as well as high growth rate
in PLD has put this technique in a unique position among various film deposition
techniques. However, it has been suggested that this technique could be limited by its
ability to deposit layers uniformly over a large area [1]. Neifield et al. [1] have shown
that the ejected particles follow a profile of the form cos" (j), where <J>is the angle between
the surface normal and the direction of the ejected particles. To overcome this limitation
several methods including target scanning have been presented [2-4].
A probable solution to this problem is to simply tilt the target away from its normal
horizontal position and hence create an angle of wobble on the target. A schematic
diagram of the ablation system incorporating an angle 0 on the target is shown in figure
6.1. In the following sections a mathematical model of this geometry is developed and
theoretical and experimental data in support of this model is presented.
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Figure 6.1- Schematic representation of the laser-ablation system, with an angle of

wobble on the target, applied for growth of thin films.

6.3 M ath em atical m odel fo r u n iform film d ep osition ov er la rg e a rea s

The growth of uniform superconducting films over large areas by PLD may be considered
as a flux transfer problem. The concept of radiance in radiometry specifies, over large
angles, the distribution of flux with respect to position and direction. It is defined as the
flux per unit projected area and solid angle, L, given by

L =

d^<|>

.

dû) cos 0 dA

-

d 4»
dQ dA

d ^
dT

(6. 1)

where co is the solid angle, A=area, 0 is the angle subtended by co with respect to the
normal to A; Q is the projected solid angle and T is the throughput.
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The amount of flux transferred from the source to the receiver is found by considering a
flux source of area ÔAj and a receiver of area ÔA2 , as is shown diagrammatically in
figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2- Model of flux source of area SAj and a receiver o f area ÔA2 . The distance
between the flux and the receiver is r.
The solid angle subtended by the receiver element at the source is then

cos © 2 ÔA 2
(6.2)

ÔCO =
1

and at the receiver by the source is
cos 0 J Ô A J
Ô ©2 =

(6.3)

Therefore
5 (j)

0(1)
L =

ôcûj

c o s Gj Ô A j

Ô 0)^

cos G ^ S A ^

(6.4)
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This shows that the radiance L is a function of 0^ and 02- By analogy to the radiance
system then the ablation system shown in figure 6.3 can be modelled in the following
manner

Target normal

Substrate normal

Figure 6.3- Geometrical representation of the laser ablation system: T-Target,
0=Centre of substrate, C=Centre of distribution andX=Point on substrate.
Other parameters are TC= normal to target, 0T= normal substrate, 0= target inclination,
(j)= angle CTX, p= angle CTO and a= angle XOC.
Applying the radiance equation to the ablation system

5 (|) = L ÔA J cos<j)

6A

cosP

a^ +

where Ay is the target area, 6A^=x 5 a 5x and

(6.5)
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(6.6)

cos p =
(a^ +

It follows that

6(|)
ÔA

g
= L cos 9 cos P L i e .
Va

(6.7)

ÔX

The total flux received by the substrate from a point on the target is then

2ir

r
I

1“
a + x rc o sa

JL
SA

0 r

r 2

2

2

1

I

d a idx
2 1

(6.8)

J

I (x + a ) (a + r ) J

For a Lambertian source such as a black body L is a constant and n=l. Considering the
target as a black body, then

4>
6A

2 L Jt a
F/ 9

.

9 ?

l^va -r X ;

this can be re-written as

ÏÏÏ
1
J

r. 2

2

2

dx

2

|^(x + a ) ( a + r ) j

(6.9)
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<1>

(6. 10)

dx
,2
2 . 1/2
(x + a )

However,

cos 0

=

(6. 11)

(a^ + r ^ )

and by letting u^=a^+x^, the total flux received by the substrate could be rewritten as

= Ljt a? CO
S0
O Aryi

-1

= L tc a^ cos 0

1

1

(6.12)

( a^ + x^ )

The flux at a point x on the substrate is found by considering the flux received by the
small area 27tx5x on the substrate. By rotating the target, each point in the area the flux
with respect to all the possible <j) angles (p is fixed because x and a are fixed) for one
rotation (from 0 to 2tc).
By considering a point in this small area the total flux received at that point is

1"
5(|)
SA

cos p
a^ 2c

a + xr cos a

J L

T7T

[[(a ^ +

) (a^ +

da

)]

The film thickness d of the deposited material at the point x is then given by

(6.13)
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r
La

d=-

f

2ts

a

!

2% (a^ +

+ xr cos a
1/2

(6.14)

da

° [[( a ^ + x ^ )(a ^ + r ^ ) ]

This formula shows that the film thickness is a function of 0, the angle of tilt and a, the
distance between the substrate and the target. By using equation 14, the atomic
distribution for various angles of tilt (0) were calculated and are shown in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4- Theoretical film thickness profile representation o f the atomic distribution
fo r various angles o f tilt ( 6).
In agreement with the generally observed experimental result a cos^^(j) profile is calculated
for the condition of 0=0. This implies that a high portion of the ablated species are
deposited at the central region of the substrate followed by a sharp fall in film thickness
away from this region. However, as 0 is increased a smearing out of the profile is
predicted, resulting in a more uniform film.
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The uniformity of the deposited film also depends on the distance between the target and
the substrate. Figure 6.5 shows derived film thickness profiles calculated as a function of
substrate target distance a assuming a fixed 0 of 30".
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Figure 6.5- Theoretical film thickness profile produced by cos ^^<l>distribution for
various target-substrate distances.
The patterns show that the larger the target-substrate distance the more uniform the films
will be over a wider area. However, uniformity is achieved at the expense of a reduction
in the film thickness.
6.4 Experim ental studies for uniform film deposition by PLD
To verify the theoretical modelling of laser ablation experimentally, BiPbSrCaCuO films
were deposited on Si or MgO substrates kept at room temperature from a 2212 target held
at various tilting angles 0 with respect to its normal plane of rotation. This was made
possible by the design of a new target holder which could be tilted through ±30°, creating
an angle, 0, to its normal axis of rotation. Figure 6.6 illustrates a schematic diagram of
this target holder.
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Figure 6.6- Schematic diagram o f the target holder.

The films were grown using a Nd-YAG laser operating at 532nm (500mJ/pulse) with a
repetition frequency of lOHz and a pulse-width of 4ns. The beam was focused by a
converging lens to a spot size of 3.0mm on a slowly rotating target (5 Rev/min). During
the deposition the chamber pressure was kept at 1.0x10"^mbar. The deposited films were
shiny, amorphous, and insulating. The thickness of the deposited BiPbSrCaCuO films
were were measured by Talystep (10Â resolution). Figure 6.7 shows the measured film
thickness obtained, with a fixed at 2.5cm, for various tilting angles, 0, in the range of 030°.
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The patterns show that for 0=0° the measured data is consistent with a cos^^(|) distribution
over the central region of the substrate. As 0° is increased a wider area in uniformity is
obtained over the central region. At 0=30° the data supports the modelled profile of a
uniform film covering 3cm^ in the central region. However, a reduction in film thickness
is noticeable for 0=30° when compared with films deposited from 0=0°. This indicates
that if thicker films are required longer deposition time is needed.

6 .6

C o n c lu sio n

A mathematical model was presented for thin uniform film deposition incorporating an
“angle of wobble” on the target. It was shown that film thickness d is a function of 0, the
angle of tilt and a, the distance between the substrate and the target. Experimental data
was presented that supported the numerical simulations of the mathematical model.
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High T(. Superconductor

7.1 In tr o d u ctio n

In this chapter in-situ and ex-situ results of the thin film growth of (BiPb)2Sr2CaCu20x
on MgO substrates are discussed. The aim of this study was to grow the 2212 phase of
the BiSrCaCuO system by ex-situ and in-situ process. In that context the growth
parameters such as annealing temperature and duration for ex-situ process and O2
pressure and substrate temperature for in-situ growth process were optimised.
7.2 T arget prep aration

The targets were prepared by the solid state reaction of Bi20g, PbO, SrCOg, CaCOg,
CuO powders. The atomic ratios of Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu:0 was (1.8: 0.32: 2: 1: 2). The
powder mixture was well mixed and ground in a mortar with pestle before being pressed
in a stainless steel die under 5(X)Mpa to form a pellet of 12mm in diameter. The pellet
was placed on a MgO single crystal plate and fired at 800°C for 20 hours. After the heat
treatment the pellet was crushed, reground, and pressed under 500Mpa to form a new
pellet. This was then heat treated at 845°C for a total annealing time of 96 hours with
several intermediate grindings.

7.3 E x-situ grow th o f (B iP b)2S r2C aC u20% thin film s

The incident Nd-YAG laser beam was focused on the BiPbSrCaCuO target to a spot
diameter of « 3.0 mm. During the deposition process the target was slowly rotated at a
rate of 5 rev/min. The target-substrate distance was fixed at 3.5cm. BiPbSrCaCuO films
were deposited in a vacuum pressure of IxlO'^mbar and in an oxygen partial pressure of
5xlO"^mbar. The films were deposited on MgO substrates (001) orientation heated to
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temperatures not exceeding 550°C or held at room temperature. The MgO substrates were
cleaned in acetone and ethanol for a few minutes and blown dry with nitrogen gas.
Deposition time of 10 minutes resulted in film thickness of = 1.2pm (as measured by
talystep). The growth rate was estimated to be »20Â/s.
In the first set of experiments BiPbSrCaCuO films were deposited in a partial pressure of
oxygen at various substrate temperatures. These films were subsequently annealed in a
tube furnace in the temperature range of 850-900°C for various duration in air, followed
by furnace cooling to room temperature. Annealing the films in the temperature range of
850-860°C in air resulted in the formation of the superconducting 2212 phase. However,
the resistivity versus temperature of these films did not exhibited a zero resistance value
even though Tg onset

high as 85K was obtained, see figure 7.1. The films exhibited a

semiconducting behaviour at or above 870°C.
In the second set of experiments BiPbSrCaCuO films were deposited in a vacuum
pressure of IxlO'^mbar. These films were subsequently annealed in the tube furnace at a
set temperature in the range of 840-860°C for various annealing periods, followed by air
quenching. In general, all BiPbSrCaCuO films exhibited superconductivity. However,
films that were annealed between 20-60 minutes showed a superior superconductivity
transition temperature than those annealed for shorter or longer periods. Short time
annealing (>20 minutes) resulted in the formation of the 2212 phase and large
concentration of needle type crystals with composition (Ca, Sr)2 CuO]. Annealing for
longer than 60 minutes resulted in considerable film evaporation and degradation of the
film superconducting properties.

Figure 7.1 shows plots of T^

onset

(BiPb) 2 Sr2 CaCu 2 0 x films deposited in oxygen and vacuum and annealed in the
temperature range of 840-860°C. The data show that the optimum T^ onset

both sets

of films is obtained at annealing temperature of 855°C. Figure 7.2 illustrates T^ onset
and Tg gg^o for films deposited in vacuum and annealed at 850°C for different periods.
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The data set show a progressive improvement in

^ero

^ function of longer

annealing period. The crystallinity of the films annealed in the temperature range of 840860°C was investigated by XRD. The patterns shown in figure 7.3 indicate that the
optimum annealing temperature for the growth of the 2212 phase is 845°C. Below this
temperature the films are not textured. Annealing at higher temperatures results in the
formation of other crystal orientation such as the (113) at 20=24.8°, the (115) at
20=27.5°, and the (117) at 20=31° of the 2212 phase. The formation of the 2201 phase
at higher annealing temperature is due to the decomposition of the 2212 phase [5].
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Figure 7.3. X-ray diffraction patterns of(Bi, Fb)SrCaCuO thin films annealed
between 840

to 860 °Cfor 20 min, in air. The symbols (+) and * are

assigned to the (2201) and the unknown phases.
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Although x-ray diffraction pattern of the film annealed at 845°C shows an almost pure
2212 phase, the zero resistance value of this film did not exceed 65K, which is 15K
below the ideal value (80K) for the 2212 phase. To investigate the reduction in Tç ^ero»
morphology of the film was examined by SEM and its chemical composition was
analysed by EDX. The SEM observation shown in figure 7.6(a) revealed the presence of
both needle and plate shaped crystals. Chemical analysis of the crystals by EDX
identified the plate and needle shaped crystals as near 2212 and (Ca, Sr)2 CuOg,
respectively. Although the plate type crystals, shown in figure 7.6(a), are well connected
with dimensions between 10-20jim, it is conceivable that the presence of the (Ca,
Sr)2 CuOg phase in large concentration could act to influence the percolation path of
current by deviating the composition of the grain boundaries from that of the ideal 2212
and hence result in degradation of Tg 2&xo of the film.
Earlier it was mentioned that the concentration of the needle type crystals decreased
considerably with longer annealing period from 5 to 20 minutes. To investigate the effect
of longer annealing duration on the needle type crystals, BiPbSrCaCuO films were
annealed up to 24 hours in air. To overcome film evaporation, the films were annealed
next to the original target in a closed gold foil. The process of film-target encapsulation,
however, lowered the annealing temperature for the formation of the 2212 phase from
845°C to 840°C. Figure 7.4 shows x-ray diffraction pattern of a typical BiPbSrCaCuO
film annealed in air at 840°C for 16 hours. The pattern indicates a near pure 2212 phase
with a high degree of c-axis orientation perpendicular to the substrate.

The

superconducting properties of this film, measured by the Van de Pauw and inductive
techniques, shown in figure 7.5, indicate a substantial improvement in T^ onset
and Tç ^ero

85K

80K with longer annealing duration. The inductive measurements of the

film shown in the inset indicates that the film has entered into the superconducting state at
80K.
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The SEM micrograph of this film shown in figure 7.6 (b) illustrates the presence of very
large well connected plate type crystals of 10s of microns in size as well as a few needle
type crystals. However, comparatively the plate type crystals are much larger in
dimensions and cover the whole of the film. The critical current density Jg of this film,
measured by applied magnetic field technique and was found to be 1000 A/cm^ in a zero
field at 70K.

(Q )

Figure 7.6- SEM micrograph of the BiPbSrCaCuO films, a) annealed at 845 °Cfor 20
min, b) annealed at 840X!for 16 hours, in airfollowed by air quenching.
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7.4 In-situ growth of BiSrCaCuO 2212 films by other groups
In-situ film growth of the 2212 phase with high

and reasonable Jq has been

demonstrated by various deposition techniques including pulsed laser deposition and
sputtering [6-8]. Table (7.1) summarises the growth parameters used by other groups for
in-situ pulsed laser deposition of the 2212 phase.

T range (°C)

PO2 (mbar)

T c, zero

710-810

0.3

70

10®(at4K)

[9]

600-700
700-750
750-790
700

10'^
0.2
0.2
0.1

76
73
83
not given

1.5x10^ (at 40K)
not given
not given
not given

[8]
[10]
[11]
[12]

(Notr?)

References

Table (7.1)- Summary o f the PLD parameters used by other groups for in-situ
deposition of the 2212 phase.
The data in table (7.1) indicate that the substrate temperature lies between 600-810°C and
the oxygen partial pressure (PO2 ) between 0.07-0.4mbar for in-situ growth of the 2212
phase by PLD. The published reports on in-situ thin film growth of the 2212 phase by
the sputtering technique, however, indicate the use of higher oxygen partial pressure,
between 0.2-0.6mbar and lower substrate temperatures, between 630-690°C [7, 14,15].
Figure 7.7 illustrates Oxygen partial pressure versus substrate temperature diagram for
BiPbSrCaCuO, 2212 phase, grown by PLD and sputtering techniques. The data used for
construction of this diagram was extracted from the literature.
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Figure 7.7- Oxygen partial pressure versus substrate temperature diagram fo r
BiPbSrCaCuO (2212 phase) grown with the pulsed laser deposition and sputtering
techniques . Data fro m the follow ing references [8-16].

By comparing the published processing conditions employed for obtaining in-situ c-axis
2212 films in PLD and sputtering techniques, it emerges that PLD requires a higher
growth temperature and a lower oxygen partial pressure than sputtering. The difference
in growth temperature between the two techniques could be attributed to the nature of the
kinetics of the evaporated materials. To lower the in-situ growth temperature in PLD, Y.
Egami et al. [17] have used a gas mixture of N 20:02 (1:1) instead of oxygen. They have
shown that by using this gas mixture good quality 2212 films could be grown at substrate
temperatures as low as 600°C.

7.5 In-situ growth of (BiPb)2Sr2CaCu20% thin films
The incident Nd-YAG laser beam was focused on the BiPbSrCaCuO target to a spot
diameter of ~ 3.0 mm. BiPbSrCaCuO films were grown on MgO substrates (001)
orientation from targets with atomic ratios of Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu (1.68:0.32:1.75:1.82:2.75).
The target-substrate distance was adjusted to 3.0 cm for these experiments. MgO
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substrates were cleaned in acetone and ethanol for a few minutes and blown dried with
nitrogen gas. Before the deposition , the substrates were heated in the deposition
atmosphere (O2 ) to temperatures above deposition temperature for 5-10 minutes. The
substrate temperatures indicated here are those of the heater and not of MgO substrates.
In the initial set of experiments the deposition pressure was kept constant at 0.02mbar,
whilst the substrate temperature was varied from 650°C to 750°C. After the deposition the
heater was turned off and the samples were cooled down naturally under oxygen pressure
of 1 bar. The films then were taken out of the deposition chamber at temperatures below
200°C. Deposition duration of 2 minutes resulted in film thickness of ~150nm. In the
second set of experiments the oxygen pressure was varied from O.Smbar to O.Olmbar
while the substrate temperature was kept constant at 720 and 740. Figure 7.8 illustrates
BiPbSrCaCuO films grown with different phases as functions of oxygen pressure and
substrate temperature.
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Figure 7.8- Oxygen pressure-substrate temperature phase diagram fo r as grown thin
BiPbSrCaCuO films.
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BiPbSrCaCuO films deposited in the temperature range of 660-740°C under oxygen
pressure of 2xlO"^mbar showed mixed phases of 2201/2212, with the 2201 phase being
the main constituent At substrate temperatures of 720-750°C range and oxygen pressures
of 0.06-0.08mbar both phases were still present, however, in this region the 2212 phase
is the main constituent. This pattern continues with increase in oxygen pressure and at
pressures of around 0.1 mbar a pure 2212 film is obtained. Keeping the substrate
temperature constant whilst increasing the oxygen pressure further resulted in the
formation of BiPbSrCaCuO mixed films of 2201/2212. Films deposited above 780°C in
low oxygen pressure of 1.2xl0"^mbar showed no sign of crystallization, indicating the
amorphous state or decomposition of the material. Figure 7.9 illustrates XRD patterns of
as-grown BiPbSrCaCuO films corresponding to the areas shown in figure 7.8.
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Unfortunately, the in-situ films generally presented poor superconducting properties even
in the 2212 film. This was attributed to oxygen deficiency of the 2212 films. Figure
7.10 shows resistance versus temperature of the film grown at substrate temperature of
720°C with partial pressure of PO2=0. Imbar. The film exhibits T^ onset of 80K and Tg
zero below 40K. There are a number of methods that can be used to introduce oxygen
into the deposited films in order to provide superconductivity. These include i) depositing
at higher oxygen pressures ii) using plasma assisted laser deposition iii) conducting a low
temperature annealing in the deposition chamber. The first method could result in the
formation of mixed 2212/2201 phases as shown in the phase diagram, figure 7.8. The
second method, however, entails an annealing stage at 400°C between 30 minutes to an
hour in an oxygen atmosphere of 1 bar [11]. This method has been demonstrated to be
an effective way of compensating the oxygen deficiency in the BiSrCaCuO (2212) films.
The third method has been also shown an effective way of introducing oxygen into the
2212 films during the deposition process. Poulin et al. [11] have shown an increase of
5KinT,c, zero value of the 2212 films by using this technique.
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The oxygen partial pressure-substrate temperature phase diagram for BiPbSrCaCuO films
shown in figure 7.8 indicates that in order to obtain a pure c-axis 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO
films both substrate temperature and oxygen pressure should be optimised. However, the
conditions required for the growth of the crystalline 2212 phase might not necessariij
correspond to the conditions needed for superconductivity of the film. This paradox is
caused by the multiphase characteristic nature of the BiSrCaCuO system. An alternative
approach, taken by many groups in this field [11, 17, 18] , is to optimise the conditions
needed for superconductivity of the film and then through a trial and error process adjust
the composition of the target for growing the required phase.
7.6 Conclusion
(BiPb)2Sr2CaCu20x thin films were grown on MgO substrates by ex-situ annealing
process. In this process the annealing temperature was shown to be crucial for obtaining
a highly c-axis 2212 film. Also, the superconducting properties of the films was shown
to be determined by the annealing period. In-situ thin film growth of the 2212 phase was
demonstrated by PLD technique. It was shown that phase control of BiPbSrCaCuO films
is possible by varying the substrate temperature and oxygen pressure. The oxygen partial
pressure-substrate temperature phase diagram for BiPbSrCaCuO films indicates that in
order to obtain a pure c-axis 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO films both substrate temperature and
oxygen pressure should be optimised. However, the conditions required for the growth
of the crystalline 2212 phase might not necessan^correspond to the conditions needed for
superconductivity of the film. This therefore entails adjustment of the target composition
for a set of deposition parameters that yield superconductivity as well as crystallinity.
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8.1 Introduction
The thin film growth of BiPbSrCaCuO (2223) by PLD technique using ex-situ annealing
is discussed in this chapter. The objective of this study was to optimise the processing
conditions necessary for the thin film growth of the 2223 phase. In that context, the
effect of post annealing conditions (i.e., annealing temperature, duration, and
atmosphere) as well as Pb doping concentration in the formation of this phase was
investigated.
In the first section of this chapter, thin film growth of the 2223 phase from a single
(BiPb)SrCaCuO target is described. It is shown, however, that this approach is not
effective in obtaining a high proportion of the 2223 phase ( > 50%). This is found to be
due to the evaporation of Pb at an early annealing stages from the film (due to low melting
point and high vapour pressure of Pb). To overcome this problem an approach of
depositing multilayers of PbO between several layers of BiPbSrCaCuO was utilised.
Using the multilayered (BiPb)SrCaCuO/PbO technique Pb could in sufficient quantity be
doped in the BiSrCaCuO films to facilitate the growth of the 2223 phase. The
characterisation of the films were carried out using EDX, EPMA, SEM, XRD, and
resistivity methods.

8.2 The 2223 phase in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system
The Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system is possibly the most complex system among the high
temperature superconductors. The phase diagram constructed by binary oxides, namely
alkaline-earth bismuthates and alkaline-earth cuperates, has been extended into ternary and
116
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recently, slightly into quaternary space [1-4]. The quaternary system Bi20g-Sr0-Ca0CuO has been shown to contain twenty one phases which includes a liquid phase when
prepared at 850°C in air. This illustrates the complexity of phase formations associated
with this system and the enormous task ahead of scientists to complete its phase diagram.
The 2223 phase has especially attracted the attention of the scientific community for its
high Tç (1 lOK). The growth of the 2223 phase in pure form, however, has not been an
easy task. This is due to a number of constraints associated with its growth mechanism.
For instance, the Bi system contains five different cations if the partial substitution of Bi
by Pb is included. These cations have dissimilar mobilities and reaction chemistry,
resulting in inhomogeneous distribution of phases. Furthermore, the temperature range
for the formation of the 2223 phase is limited and is critically dependent on the starting
composition [5, 6]. In addition, since the 2223 phase has structural similarities to the
2212 and the 2201 phases intergrowths of these phases occur [7]. In fact the

2223

phase has been shown to be in equilibrium with the 2212, alkaline-earth cuperates, CuO
and the liquid phase [4]. The phase equilibria of the 2223 phase are [4]
(i) 2223-2212-Ca2Cu0g-Sr^Ca'yCu2^0^j_^
(ii) 2223-2212-Ca2Cu03
(iii) 2223-2212-Ca2Cu03-liquid phase
(iv) 2223-liquid phase-CuO
(v) 2223-CuQ-Sr'7Ca'7Cu2404j_jj^
These constraints necessitate strict control over the starting composition and the
processing conditions for obtaining the 2223 phase in pure form. Among the techniques
used to grow this phase in large proportion partial substitution of Bi by Pb, excess Ca and
Cu in the starting composition, and annealing in an Ar:02 atmosphere has been most
successful [8-10].

8.3 The choice of composition
Among the nominal starting compositions BiSrCaCu20x (1112) [11], Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu4 0 x
(2224) [9], Bi2 Sr2 Ca4 Cu 5 0 x (2245) [12], Bi2 Sr2 Ca 6 CugOx (2268) [13] have been
reported to be most effective in obtaining a high volume fraction of the 2223 phase,
although XRD patterns of these samples reveals the 2223 phase co-exists with both the
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2212 and Ca2 Cu0 3 phases. Other studies based on XRD and resistivity measurements
have demonstrated that by controlling the starting composition and synthesis conditions it
is possible to produce single phase 2223 BSCCO. For instance, Koyama et al. [14] have
suggested Bi^ g^Pbg 3 ^Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 x. Sasokura et al. [15] have reported the growth of
single
Bi 1

phase

2223

over

3 2 Sr 1 j^CayCUgOw

a

wide

range

of

com positions

such

as

where 1.75 < y < 1.85 and 2.65 < z < 2.85. Calestani et

al. [16] have reported Bi^ gPhg 2 ?Sri.3 3 Ca2 Cu3 0 )^ composition for the growth of this
phase.
8.4 Sequence of phase development of 2223
The chemical reactions and the phase formation in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system in relation
to 2223 has been studied by a number of authors [9, 17]. A summary of these reactions
as a function of the processing temperatures for two different compositions is outlined in
table (8.1). Data was extracted from references [9, 17].

Composition i) Bii g^Pbog^Sri giCazosCug ogO^
Temperature
400°C

CaO, CU2O, and 2201 begin to crystallize

550°C

Ca 2Pb 0 4 , CuO form

700°C

(Sr, C a)i 4Cu 2 i 0 4 i begins to form

730°C

2201+CaO+CuO ----------- > 2212 (small quantity)

820°C

Ca 2Pb 0 4 ---------- > CaO+PbO leading to the formation of the liquid
phase and 2201+CaO+CuO---------- > 22121
CaO+(Sr, C a)i 4Cu 2 i 0 4 i

> (Ca, Sr) 2CuOg

840°C

2212+CaO+CuO---------- > 2223 (melt assisted diffusion)

860°C

2 223 -----------> 2201+Cu2O+(Ca, Sr)2Cu03

870°C

2 2 1 2 -----------> 2201+Cu2O+(Ca, Sr)2CuÜ 3

continued overleaf
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Composition ii) (BiPb)2Sr2Ca2Cu^0)(
Product phases
560°C

Ca2Pb04, CuBi204

680°C

Ca2Pb04, 2201, Ca7Biio022

810°C

2212, Ca2 Pb0 4 (decreasing), 2201 (decreasing)

820°C

liquid phase, 2212 phase (growing rapidly)

845°C

2223, 2212, Ca2 Pb0 4 (small quantity), (Sr, Ca)i4 Cu2 i 0 4 i

856°C

2223 (decreasing), 2212, liquid phase

Table (8.1)- Sequence o f phase development as a function o f processing temperature
fo r B ij g4PbQ j4Srj çjC a 2 03Cu3 0 6 Ox and (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu4 0 x materials.

The reaction mechanism for the formation of 2223 phase in Pb doped samples seem to
begin at temperatures well below 850°C. The Ca2 Pb0 4 phase formed at around 550°C is
reported to decompose into CaO and PbO in the temperature range of 820-827°C [18, 19].
At this temperature, a Pb rich liquid phase is thought to form. This liquid phase
accelerates the formation of the 2212 phase through a process of melt-assisted diffusion
of CaO and CuO in the temperature range of 827-840°C [9, 17]. The composition of this
liquid phase has been suggested as (Ca, Sr)2 (Pb^_^2Bix)0 4 _x/ 2 by Chen et al.[9].
Between 840-845°C the addition of CaO and CuO to the 2212 phase, through meltassisted diffusion, leads to the formation of the 2223 phase. This phase, however,
decomposes to the 2212 and liquid phases at 856°C. The liquid subsequently leads to the
formation of the 2201 phase [17]. The key to the formation of the 2223 phase appears to
be the formation and decomposition of Ca2 Pb0 4 phase. This phase forms the flux and
pathway needed for diffusion of Ca^"*" and Cu^"*" to the reaction site. The small
temperature range over which the 2223 phase exist explains why this phase is so sensitive
to experimental conditions.
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8.5 Thin film growth of the 2223 phase by other groups
To date, numerous film growth techniques including sputtering, electron beam
evaporation [20], and PLD have been used to grow 2223 phase. Table (8.2) summarises
the thin film processing conditions used in PLD and Sputtering techniques by other
groups for the growth of this phase.

Growth
technique

T (T )

Sputtering

A. Temp
(D

A. Time

600

857

40

PLD

RT

850

PLD

700

PLD

c, zero

A. Temp
range (°C)

Other factors

References

85

102

not given

none

[21]

3

68

99.5

850-865

none

[22]

865

5

< 50

100

not given

Two step
annealing

[23]

RT

855

138

85

< 98

850-860

Annealed next
to a pellet

[24]

PLD

RT

850

60

85

100

not given

Two step
annealing

[25]

Sputtering

250400

850

3

85

115

not given

none

[26]

Sputtering

RT

850

3

90

106

850-870

Annealed next
to a Pb pellet

[27]

Sputtering

400

851

1

>97%

106.5

848-853

none

[28]

PLD

RT

856

3 days

not given

70

854-859

none

[29]

(h)

2223 %

T

Table (8.2)- Summary of the processing conditions used by other researchers for thin
film growth of the 2223 phase. In the above table Tg is the substrate temperature, A.
Temp is the annealing tempertaure, and A. Time is the annealing time.
The data shown in table (8.2) indicate that the annealing temperature range for the
formation of the 2223 phase is very narrow and that the maximum proportion of the 2223
phase has been achieved at a particular temperature within that range. For instance. In a
study by Tanaka et al. [28] the maximum proportion of this phase was reported by
annealing the films at 851 (±1°C). This illustrates the sensitivity of this phase to the
processing conditions and the need to have a fine control over the annealing temperature.
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8.6 Target preparation and characterization
The targets were prepared by the solid-state reaction of Bi2 0 g (99.999%), PbO
(99.999%), SrCOg (99.995%) CaCOg (99.995%) and CuO high purity (>99.9999%)
powders (Aldrich Chemical Ltd, Gillingham, Dorset, U.K). In the first stage, SrCOg,
CaCOg and CuO powders were thoroughly mixed and ground in a mortar with pestle.
The powder was subsequently placed on a gold boat and fired at 910°C for 24 hours. The
powder mixture was thoroughly mixed with Bi2 0 g and PbO powders and ground in a
mortar with pestle before being fired at 800°C for 24 hours. In the second stage, the
powder mixture was well mixed and ground in a mortar with pestle before being pressed
in a stainless steel die under 500Mpa to form a pellet of 12mm in diameter. The pellet
was placed on a MgO single crystal plate and heat treated at 850°C for 25 hours. The
pellet was then crushed, reground and pressed under 500Mpa to form a new pellet. This
was subsequently heat treated at a final set temperature for a total time of 96 hours with
several intermediate grinding. The atomic ratios of Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu elements and the final
annealing temperatures used for various targets are summarised in table (8.3).

Bi

Pb

Sr

Ca

Cu

Sintering temperature
T (°Q

1.84
1.7

0.32
0.4
0.32

1.91

2.25
2.4
1.82

3.06
3.6
2.75

856
854
858

1 .6 8

1. 6

1.75

Table (8.3)- Starting composition and sintering temperature o f the (BiPb)SrCaCuO
targets.

The targets were characterised by XRD and resistivity measurements. The XRD pattern
of the pellet with composition Bi%

3 2 Sr% -y^Ca^ g2 Cu2

ygO^^ shown in figure 8.1

indicated the presence of both the 2212 and the 2223 phases with the latter phase being
the main constituent. A Similar pattern of mixed 2223/2212 phases was also observed for
the pellet with composition Bi^ 84Pt>o.32S^1.9lC^2.25^^3.06^x' The x-ray diffraction
pattern of the Bij yPbo ^Srj 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3 5 0 ^ pellet, not shown here, only illustrated the
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presence of the 2212 phase and the (Sri4_xCax)Cu2404i.y phase. The resistivity versus
temperature of the pellet shown in figure 8.2 exhibits T^ onset of IlOK and
102K.
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Figure 8.1- X-ray diffraction pattern of the Bij ggPbQj2Sr] jyCaj §2^^2.75^x
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8.7 Thin film growth o f (BiPb) 2 S r 2 C a 2 C u 3 0 x

The experimental set-up for thin film deposition was discussed in detail in chapter 5. In
brief, (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 CugOx films were deposited onto single crystal MgO substrates
(001) orientation. Depositions were carried out by using a Nd-YAG laser operating at
532nm with pulse duration of 4ns at lOHz. The incident laser beam was focused on the
(BiPb)SrCaCuO target to a spot diameter of » 3.0 mm. During the deposition process the
target was slowly rotated at a rate of 5 rev/min. The target-substrate distance used in
these experiments was 4.2cm which was the maximum distance possible, due to the
limitation associated with the dimensions of the deposition chamber. Prior to deposition,
MgO substrates were cleaned in acetone and ethanol for a few minutes and blown dry
with nitrogen gas. To obtain crystallinity, deposited BiPbSrCaCuO films were post
annealed in a tube furnace followed by furnace cooling to temperatures below 100°C
before leaving the furnace. The XRD diffraction peaks of the BiPbSrCaCuO films were
indexed according to a=5.4, b=5.4, and c=21.97Â for the 2201 phase [30], a=5.40,
b=5.40, and c=30.83Â for the 2212 phase [31], and a=5.40, b=5.40, and c=37.05Â for
the 2223 phase [32].
8.7.1 E ffect o f laser fluence on film com position

Prior to the growth of the (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 x films a series of depositions were carried
out with different laser fluences in order to check the stoichiometric transfer of the
material from target to substrate.

The depositions were carried out from the

®il.68P^0.32S^1.75^^1.82Cu2.75^x target under vacuum pressure of 1x10"^mbar. The
ablated material was collected on Si substrates held at room temperature. The chemical
compositions of the films were investigated by EDX technique. Figure 8.3 illustrates the
average measurements taken at six different sites on the films. The large error associated
with the EDX technique (=10%) makes it difficult to conclusively state whether the relative
stoichiometry of the elements changes over the range of laser flunces. However, it seems
that there is Sr, Ca deficiency and excess Cu from that of the the ideal value in the films
deposited with high laser fluences (> 3.4J/cm^). The ideal values were calculated by
normalising the total atomic percentage of cations to 100 resulting in the ratios Bi 20.2%,
Pb 3.80%, Sr 21%, Ca 21.9%, and Cu 33.1%.
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Figure 8.3- Atomic % of the Bi, Pb, Sr, Ca, and Cu in films deposited in vacuum
with various fluences from the Bii^gPbQj2 ^rj j^Caj g2 Cu2 jsO ^ target.
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8.7.2 Thin film growth from a single target
The films were deposited on MgO substrates held at room temperature or heated to
tem peratures

not

exceeding

650°C,

from

a target

with

composition

B i 1 .6 8 Pbo.3 2 Sr 1 .7 5 Ca! 82^^2.75^x* The depositions were carried out under vacuum
pressiu-e of l.OxlO'^mbar for 10 minutes. This resulted in a film thickness of l.Ojim (as
measured by Taleystep), which represents a growth rate of »16Â/s. To ascertain the
optimum annealing temperature and duration, (BiPb)SrCaCuO films were annealed in the
temperature range of 830-877°C (±1°C) for various duration. Two types of post
annealing were investigated.
(i) using a constant temperature. With this method the film is inserted into the tube
furnace at a set temperature. After annealing the film is furnace cooled to temperatures
below 100°C.
(ii) using gradual heating at a rate of 5°C per minute from 90 to 490°C, followed by 10°C
per minute to the set temperature.
Considerable evaporation occurred to films annealed for more than 15 hours by the first
method. However, no noticeable film evaporation could be detected for films which were
annealed by the latter method for a similar period of time. In the first set of experiments
the films were annealed according to method (i). The (BiPb)SrCaCuO films annealed in
the temperature range of 850-860°C between 10-15 hours showed T^ onset
Tg

2 ero

^ lOK with

^bove 75K. The films annealed above 865°C exhibited a semiconducting

behaviour in the normal state followed by a superconducting transition around 80K with
Tg

2 ero

t>elow 50K. The films annealed in the temperature range of 830-845°C

illustrated a metallic behaviour in the normal state followed by a superconducting
transition around 80K. However, T^ ^ero values of these films decreased with an
increase in the annealing duration. Figure 8.4 shows

zero

a function of annealing

diu’ation for the BiPbSrCaCuO films annealed between 850-860°C. The patterns show
that the films annealed at 850°C and 855°C illustrate a higher T^. ^ero ^^^^s than those at
860°C.
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Figure 8.4-

^ero

annealing duration for BiPbSrCaCuO films annealed at

different temperatures. The dashed lines are possible profiles.
The XRD patterns of the films annealed at 850°C and 855°C illustrated the presence of
both the 2212 (L) and the 2223 (H) phases. The highest (002)H/(002)L peak ratio was
1:30 in the film annealed at 850°C for 16 hours. The XRD of the other films showed the
presence of the 2212 phase only.
In the second set of experiments BiPbSrCaCuO films were annealed according to method
(ii) from 5 minutes to 24 hours at 850°C and 855°C, respectively. This method of
annealing resulted an increase in the proportion of the 2223 phase. The highest
proportion of the 2223 phase was observed in the film annealed for 24 hours at 855°C.
The XRD pattern of this film is shown in figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5- X-ray diffraction pattern of the BiPbSrCaCuO film annealed at 855 °Cfor
24 hours. Letters H, L, and S are assigned to the peaks of the 2223,2212, and the 2201
phases, respectively.
The pattern shows the presence of the 2223, 2212, and 2201 phases with the 2223 phase
being the main constituent. The resistivity versus temperature of this film shown in figure
8.6, however, indicates a small drop at 11OK followed by a second transition at 80K with
Tg

2 ÇJ-0

of 58K. The low T q^ zero value obtained is due to the low proportion of the

2223 phase present in this film (« 47%). According to J. Schneck et al. [33] in order to
obtain T^ ^ero above lOOK in Pb doped BiSrCaCuO films the proportion of the 2223
phase should be greater than 52%. This value is referred to as the percolation threshold.
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Figure 8.6- Temperature dependence o f resistivity o f the film annealed at 855 °Cfor 24
hours in air.
The phase developments of the BiPbSrCaCuO films investigated by EDX technique
indicated a loss of Pb during the early annealing stage by as much as 98%. Unlike bulk
BiPbSrCaCuO material, Pb could easily escape from the film surface, due to the film
large surface to volume ratio. The presence of Pb in large amounts, however, is
necessary for the formation of the liquid phase at 820°C and the eventual formation of the
2223 phase. To compensate for Pb loss other groups have taken the course of annealing
the films next to a Pb rich target [34] or next to a Pb pellet [27]. The method that was
developed and used to grow the 2223 phase as part of the project was to deposit
multilayers of PbO between several layers of BiPbSrCaCuO. This method is fully
described in the following section of this chapter.
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8.7.3 Thin film growth of the 2223 phase using the m ultilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO technique
With this technique two targets, 12 mm in diameter, were used. The BiPbSrCaCuO
target preparation was described in detail in the last section. The PbO target was prepared
from high purity PbO powders (99.999%). The powder was thoroughly mixed and
ground in a mortar with pestle before being pressed in a stainless steel die under 200Mpa
to form a pellet of 12 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness.

The pellet was

subsequently fired at 650°C for 12 hours. The targets were mounted on the multiple
target holder, shown in figure 5.2 chapter 5, so that the process of multilayer film
deposition could be performed in-situ. During the deposition the chamber pressure was
kept at 1.0xl0‘^mbar. The growth of homogenous multilayered films in an oxygen
atmosphere on a heated substrate was not successful due to the high vapour pressure of
PbO.

The material ablated sequentially from each target was collected on polished (001)
orientation MgO substrates of dimensions 7.5x7.7x0.5 mm. The target-substrate distance
was 4.2 cm. Figure 8.7 shows schematic diagram of the multilayer film structure.

BiPbSrCaCuO

PbO
Figure ^.1 -Schem atic diagram o f the m ultilayer film structure
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The number of BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layers deposited was fixed at 5 and 4. The
BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layer thicknesses deposited were back-calculated from a much
thicker BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO films deposited separately on silicon substrates and
measured by Talystep (lOA resolution). The deposited films were shiny and insulating.
These were placed on a gold foil and post-annealed in a quartz tube furnace. The
annealing temperature was monitored using a calibrated thermocouple close to the
samples. The calibration was achieved at the known melting point of a Au sample placed
next to the thermocouple in place of MgO. The heating rate was 10°C per minute to 810°C
and 1°C per minute there after to avoid overshooting the set temperature. During the
heating, the films were kept at 810°C for 30 minutes in order to facilitate the
decomposition of Ca2 PbO^ and the formation of the Pb rich liquid phase. The post
annealing cycle resulted in the reduction of the film thickness by as much as 30% to
around 750nm due to the evaporation of the PbO layers at high temperatures.

8.8 Optimization of the growth conditions
In the following sections the effect of deposition and growth parameters on the
multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO 2223 films are discussed as separate studies.
8.8.1 L aser fluence
In this study the effect of laser fluence on the phase developments of the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films is investigated. Multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were
deposited on MgO substrates from a freshly sanded Bi^ jPbo ^Sr%.6 Ca2 ^Cug

target

at different laser fluences. The number of BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layers were fixed at 5
and 4, each being 200nm and 80nm in extent, respectively. This resulted in a total film
thickness of 1.32|im. The substrate temperature was held at 250°C during the deposition
of the films. The laser fluence was varied between 2.0-3.IJ/cm^ by inserting neutral
density filters in the path of the laser whilst keeping the spot size constant. Care was
taken to ensure that the total film thickness remained the same for all the films by
adjusting the deposition time for each laser fluence. To yield crystallinity the multilayered
films were subsequently post-annealed in air at 854°C for 15 hours. The XRD patterns of
the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films deposited with various laser fluences and post
annealed at 854°C (±1°C) are shown in figure 8.8. The patterns show highly c-axis
oriented films with the dominant diffraction peaks of the IlOK phase (20=4.7, 23.9,
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28.8, 33.8) as well as the minor 80K phase (20=5.7, 23.2,...). Two other peaks, high
lighted by * symbol are also observed at 20=27.69 and 13.7 which is an indication of the
presence of a third phase in these films. The magnitude of these peaks, however,
decreases with the use of lower laser fluences and reaches a minimum value in film
deposited at 2.6J/cm^ before increasing in the film deposited at 2.0J/cm^.
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Figure 8.8- X-ray diffraction patterns of the multilayered BiSrCaCuOIPbO films
deposited with various laserfluences and post-annealed at 854 XI in air. The symbols H,
L, and * are assinged to the peaks o f the 2223,2212, and unknown phases,
respectively.
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The superconducting properties of these films were investigated by the Van der Pauw
technique. The R-T curves shown in figure 8.9 indicate significant differences in the
normal and superconducting states of the films. The most prominent feature of the R-T
curves is the low temperature resistive tailing observed for all the films except for the film
deposited at 2.6J/cm^ which exhibits a metallic behaviour in the normal state followed by
a single transition at 1lOK and T^ zero

104K.
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Figure 8.9- Resistance versus temperature of the multilayered BiSrCaCuOIPbO films
grown with various laserfluence and post-annealed at 854 ‘C in air.
The microstructure of these films were investigated by SEM and are shown in figure 8.10
The micrographs show the presence of large needle shaped crystals embedded in array of
plate type crystals. However, the frequency and the size of the needle type crystals
decreases with the use of lower laser fluences. The composition of the films over large
areas (approx 100pm per measurement) which included plate and needle type crystals was
determined by EPMA technique. The average composition (sample of four different sites)
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of the film deposited at 3.1J/cm^ was Bi^ gyPbSri 5 5 Ca2 .4 gCu3 4 9 0 ^ which is near the
composition of the target used. However, the average compisition of the films deposited
at 2.9J/cm^ and 2.7J/cm^ showed a reduction in Cu and Ca and an increase in Bi and Sr
molar ratios from that of the ideal values, respectively. Infact, the average composition of
the film deposited at 2.6J/cm^ was Bi2

0 6 PbSr2 Ca2 _22 Cu 3 Ox

which is near the ideal

2223. This pattern was reversed in film deposited at 2.0J/cm^ which showed an average
composition of Bij

94 P b S ru 6 Ca2 .28 Cu3 .3 Ox.

The composition of the needle shaped

crystals were determined as (Sr j^_^Ca^)Cu2 4 0 ^ j _y.

CA)

CO
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Figure 8.10- SEM micrographs of BiPbSrCaCuO films deposited with various laser
fluences and annealed at 854
8.8.1.1

for 15 hours in air.

Discussion

The XRD patterns in conjunction with SEM observations and EPMA analysis of the
(BiPb)SrCaCuO films in this study indicates that laser fluence does have some influence
on the chemical composition of the deposited multilayered films and hence on the phase
develop ments of the material upon annealing. The EPMA analysis indicated that the
formaion of the (Sri4.x,Cax)Cu2404i.y phase is as a direct result of excess Cu in the
deposited films. The formation of this phase has also been reported by Chen et al. [35] in
the Cu rich 2224 (BiPb)SrCaCuO samples.

The identification of the (Sri 4 .

x,Cax)Cu2404i_y phase from the XRD patterns of the films shown in figure 8.8 is,
however, difficult since the intense peaks of this phase overlap with those of the 2223 and
the 2212 superconducting phases. To illustrate the existence of (Sri4.xCax)Cu2404i.y
phase in these films, bulk (Sri4.xCax)Cu2404i_y with x=0-7.7 was independently
synthesised by solid-state reaction of SrCO], CaCOg, and CuO high purity (>99.999%)
powders. In the first stage, SrCOg, CaCOg and CuO powders were thoroughly mixed
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and ground in a mortar with pestle. The powder mixture was subsequently pressed in a
stainless steel die under 300Mpa to form a pellet of 12mm in diameter. The pellet was
heat treated at 855°C (±1°C) for 24 hours in air. The XRD patterns of these pellets are
shown in figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11- XRD patterns o f (Srj4_jf^ajf.)Cu2404j.y targets withx= 0-7.7.
The XRD diffraction peaks of the (Sri^_^Cax)Cu2404i_y phase were indexed by using the
data provided by Roth et al [36]. From the XRD patems it is apparent that the most
intense peaks occur at 20=31.9°, 33.8°, and 27.7°. However, the first two peaks overlap
with the diffraction peaks of the 2223 phase at (119), 20=31.9° and at (0014), 20 =33.8°.
Furthermore, the third peak overlaps with the 2212 phase at (115), 20=27.5°. However,
by examining the XRD patterns of the (Sri4_xCajt)Cu2404i.y targets, the (020) at
20=13.7° and (040) peaks at 20=27.69° are determinable. It should also be noted that the
position of the peaks in the XRD patterns, shown in figure 8.11, changes slightly
according to the degree of Ca. substitution of Sr sites. For instance, the position of (040)
reflection changes from 20=26.7° for x=0 to 27.71° for x=7.7. This becomes more
■fc
apparent by p loting the unit cell dimensions of the (Sri 4 _xCax)Cu2 4 0 4 i.y phase as a
function of the Ca concentration x as shown in figure 8.12 (a, b).
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The R-T measurements of BiPbSrCaCuO films shown in figure 8.9 indicate low
temperature resistive tailing except in the film deposited at 2.6J/cm^. This effect could be
attributed to the variation in the chemical composition of these films such as depletion in
Sr and excess in Cu content from that of the ideal values. In a study Endo et al. [37]
have shown that low temperature tailing occunin Ca and Cu rich samples, which becomes
smaller and finally disappear with an increase in Sr content. The presence of the non
superconducting (Sri4.xCax)Cu2404i_y is not thought to influnce the R-T behaviour of
the films as its presence is not continuous throughout the microstructure [35]. On the
other hand its presence has the effect of decreasing the critical current density of the films.
This effect is investigated as a sqperate study and is presented in chapter nine.
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8.8.2 Effect of substrate tem perature
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of substrate temperature on the formation
of the 2223 phase in the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films. In that context
multilayered films were deposited on MgO substrates held between 25°C and 500°C from
the Bii 7 Pbo.4 Sri 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3 gOx target. The deposition conditions were similar to those
outlined in the previous section. The laser fluence used for the deposition of these films
was 2.6J/cm^. The number of BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layers were fixed at 5 and 4, each
being 200nm and SOnm in extent, respectively. This resulted in a total film thichness of
1.32|xm. The films were post-annealed between 852-854°C (±1°C) for 15 hours in air.
The R-T curves and XRD patterns of the BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films deposited at various
substrate temperatures are shown in figure 8.12 (a, b).
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Figure 8.12 (a)- Resistance versus temperature o f multilayered superconducting
BiPbSrCaCuO films as a function of the substrate temperature.
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Figure 8.12 (b)- X-ray diffraction patterns o f the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO
films deposited at various substrate temperatures and post-annealed at 854 X!for 15
hours in air. Letters H, L, S, and * are assinged to the diffraction peaks o f the 2223,
2212,2201, and Sr]4 ./la jC u 2 4 0 4 j.yphases, respectively.
The film deposited at room temperature exhibits a clear two-step resistive transition with
T(.

2 ero

65K. The XRD pattern of this film, not shown in figure 8.12(b),

illustrated the presence of similar proportion of the 2223 and the 2212 phases. The
pattern also showed the presence of the (119), and (2(X)) peaks of the 2223 phase and a
c
high level of bakround noise especially at the low angles between 4-20°. The high level
noise could be an indication of the presence of an amorphous phase in the film. As the
substrate temperature was increased to 250°C the films exhibits a single resistive transition
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^ero ^bove lOOK with the XRD pattern showing a highly c-axis oriented

2223 (>85% purity) film. However, with further increase in the substrate temperature to
400°C, the R-T curve exhibits a low temperature tailing with complete zero resistance at
90K. This is despite the XRD pattern showing the 2223 as the dominant phase. The
XRD pattern of the film deposited at 450°C shows that the 2212 phase is the main
constituent. The R-T curve of this film exhibits a small resistivity drop at 1lOK followed
by an 80K transition with T^ ^ero ^^ound 52K. Uniform film deposition became
increasing difficult at substrate temperatures above 450°C due to high vapour pressure of
PbO. In fact, substrate temperature of 490°C was found to the threshold temperature for
multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO film deposition.

Above this temperature

BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO multilayered films could not be deposited.
The variation in the 2223 (H) phase and the 2212 (L) phase as a function of substrate
temperature can be shown by plotting the XRD intensity of the (0014)H and (0012)L
peaks as a function of the substrate temperature, Tg. The intensity plots of the (0014)H
and the (0012)L diffraction peaks shown in figure 8.13 indicate that the 2223 phase
increases in proportion with an increase in the substrate temperature and reaches a
maximum level for the film deposited at 250°C. Above this temperature, however, the
2223 phase decreases rapidly and reaches a minimum value for the film deposited at
450°C where the peaks of the 2212 phase are dominant. The dependence of T^ onset ^nd
Tc, zero of the films as a function of the substrate temperature shown in figure 8.14
indicate that the T^ onset is not effected for the films deposited below 450°C. However,
Tc, zero increases to a maximum value of 104.5K for film deposited at 250°C before
decreasing with an increase in the substrate temperature.
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These results indicate that the superconducting properties of the multilayered films are
quite sensitive to the substrate temperatures. The two-step resistive transitions obtained
for the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films deposited at room temperature corresponds
to the low proportion of the 2223 and high proportion of the 2212 phases present in the
film. This is also illustrated by the intensity counts of the (0014)H and (0012)L
diffraction peaks of the 2223 and the 2212 phases plotted in figure 8.13. In contrast with
this film, the multilayered film deposited at substrate temperature of 250°C is highly c-axis
oriented and shows a high XRD intensity count for the 2223 phase. The reduction in the
proportion of the 2223 phase and Tg zero values of the films deposited at substrate
temperatures above 250°C could be attributed to the reduction of Bi and Pb concentrations
in these films. The EPMA analysis of the multilayered films showed a significant
decrease in Bi concentration in the films deposited at and above 450°C. The reduction in
Pb concentration is attributed to the low melting point and high vapour pressure of this
material at high substrate temperatuers. This results in Pb de ficiency in the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films and hence a reduction in the proportion of the 2223 phase and
the Tg zero value respectively. The Bi de ficiency has also been reported by Beker et al.
[38] who observed a significant decrease in Bi concentration with an increase in substrate
temperaturesin the pulse laser deposition of BiPbSrCaCuO material using a Nd-YAG
laser. In fact, based on X-ray fluorescence analysis (RFA) they have shown that due to
low melting point of metallic Bi a depletion by 40-50% of the Bi content in the films
deposited at 450°C, as compared to the Bi concentration in the initial target material, was
detected. Similar Bi deficit in hot-deposited BiSrCaCuO thin films has also been reported
by Tanaka et al. [39] who proposed deposition of Bi20g layers between several layers of
BiSrCaCuO to avoid this deficiency.

8.8.3 R ole o f Pb in the m u ltilayer film grow th o f th e 2223 phase

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of PbO thickness per layer in the
multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films on the formation of the 2223 phase. In the initial
experiments SIMS and dot-mapping analysis were carried out on the multilayered films in
order to confirm the layered structure of the films and the precipitation of PbO through the
BiPbSrCaCuO layers after the post-annealing cycle. This is followed by the discussion
es
of the results obtained for the multilayered films with various PbO thickness per layer.
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The films were characterised by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), EPMA (dotmapping), XRD, and SEM. The R-T measurements were carried out with the Van der
Pauw technique.
The deposition conditions were similar to those outlined in the last section with the NdYAG laser delivering pulses of 2.6J/cm^ on the target.

The multilayered

BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were deposited on MgO substrates held at 250°C. The number
of BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layers deposited was fixed at 5 and 4, respectively.

8 .8 .3 .1 SIM S and d o t-m a p p in g a n a ly sis

The SIMS depth profiles were conducted on a Atomika 6500 at Imperial College
(Department of Material Science). A 15 KeV 02*^ primary ion beam with a beam current
of 150nA was used. For these experiments the BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layers were each
200nm and 50nm in extent, respectively. This resulted in a total film thickness of
1.2pm. The films were either amorphous or annealed at 854°C for 1 hour in air. The
SIMS analysis was carried out on both the annealed and un-annealed films while the dotmapping was performed on the annealed film only.
The SIMS results of the non-annealed film and the annealed film are shown in figure 8.15
(a, b). In the SIMS depth profile of the un-annealed film, figure 8.15(a) some evidence
of a layered structure in the form of a step fuction is visible. However, the sharpness of
the interfaces could not be determined due to surface topography and pin holes in the film
which resulted in a poor depth resolution. The SIMS depth profile of the annealed film,
shown in figure 8.15(b), shows no evidence of the layered structure, suggesting the PbO
was diffused during the annealing process.
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Figure 8.15 (a, b)- SIMS analysis of the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO!PbO films: a)
as grown, b) annealed at 854

for I hour in air.

The distribution of the diffused PbO layers in the annealed films was examined by the
dot-mapping technique. The EPMA probe was programmed to scan an area on the film of
about 1.5mm^. Figure 8.16 shows a photographic print of the multilayered film annealed
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at 854°C for 1 hour in air. In this picture colour red indicates the highest Pb concentration
and colour green indicates the lowest Pb concentration in the film. The dot-mapping
analysis indicates that upon annealing the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO film PbO has
diffused fairly uniformly through the BiPbSrCaCuO layers.

Figure 8.16- Photograph of the dot-mapped area on the film annealed at 854 °Cfor 1
hour in air.
8.S.3.2 The role of PbO thickness
The effect of Pb concentration on the formation and growth of the 2223 phase was
investigated by depositing multilayered films with various PbO thickness per layer. In
that context the PbO and BiPbSrCaCuO thickness per each layer was varied from 13nm266nm and 200-300nm, respectively.
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In the first set of experiments the BiPbSrCaCuO layers in the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were deposited from the Bij 6 gPbo.3 2 Sr 1.7 5 Ca! g2^^2.75^x
target. For these experiments each PbO layer was varied in thickness between 13-266nm
while the BiPbSrCaCuO layer was fixed at 300nm per layer. This resulted in a total film
thickness between 1.25-2.26|xm. The films were subsequently annealed between 850860°C for 1 hour in air.
The development of various phases with different PbO thickness per layer can be shown
by plotting the XRD intensity of the chosen diffraction peaks of the phases present in the
films [9]. Figure 8.17(a, b) illustrates the plot of the (0014)H, (0012)L, and (006)S
diffraction peaks of the 2223,2212, and 2201 phases, respectively against PbO thickness
per layer for the mutilayered films annealed at 850°C and 854°C. In this plot the intensity
of the peaks are normalised with respect to the peak of the highest intensity. The plots
show that the 2223 phase increases in proportion with an increase in PbO thickness per
layer and reaches an optimum amount in the films deposited with the PbO per layer, x, of
133nm and annealed at 850°C and 854°C. It should be noted that in both films the 2212
phase has remained the main constituent. With further increase in the PbO thickness per
layer to 216nm the pattern in figure 8.17(b) shows the decomposition of the 2223 phase.
By comparing the two plots it is also possible to conclude that with an increase in the PbO
thickness per layer the required annealing temperature for the growth of the 2223 phase is
lowered. For instance, in the film with x=80nm per layer a higher proportion of the 2223
is grown by annealing at 854°C than at 850°C. On the other hand, in the film with
x=133nm per layer a higher proportion of the 2223 phase is grown by annealing at 850°C
than at 854°C.
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In the second set of experiments the BiPbSrCaCuO layers in the multilayered films were
deposited from the Bij 7 Pbo,4 Sri 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3

target. The BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO

thickness per layer in these films were 200nm and between 70-90nm, respectively. This
resulted in total film thicknesses between 1.28-1.36|im.. The multilayered films were
annealed at 854°C for 15 hours in air. The XRD patterns of the BiPbSrCaCuO/(PbO)x
films with 70nm<x<90nm per layer is shown in figure 8.18. The patterns show a clear
increase in the proportion of the 2223 phase with an increase in the PbO concentration per
layer up to x=80nm. With further increase in the PbO thickness per layer to x=90nm, the
XRD pattern shows the decomposition of the 2223 phase. The pattern also shows some
evidence of the formation of the Ca2 Pb0 4 phase. Further increase in the PbO thickness
per layer, >90nm, resulted in the partial evaporation of the film during the post-annealing
cycle.
The SEM observation of the heavily doped BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films, x>90nm, showed
the presence of plate and needle shaped crystals in the non evaporated areas. The
composition of these needle shaped crystals were found to be (Sri4_xCax)Cu2404i.y. The
formation of the long needle shaped crystals is attributed to partial film evaporation which
causes an inhomogeneous distribution of the elements. Tanaka et al. [28] have reported
the formation of Ca-Cu-O needle type crystals in heavily Pb doped films deposited from a
near 2223 target by the sputtering technique.
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Figure 8.18 XRD patterns o f multilayered BiPbSrCaCuOI(PbO)x films with
90<x>70nm per layer. H, L, and * are assigned to the 2223,2212,
and (Srj4 .jçÇax)Cu2 4 0 4 j.xphases, respectively.
The proportions or the relative volume-fractions of the 2223 (H) phase and the 2212 (L)
phase have often been demonstrated by the plot of their intensity ratios of the
(002)H/(002)L and (0014)H/(0012)L peaks [27, 28, 40]. Figure 8.19 shows the plot of
the intensity ratios of the (0014)H/(0012)L+(0014)H as a function of PbO concentration,
X,

per layer. Similar results were obtained from the (002) peaks, however, to avoid

confusion these are not plotted. The error bars are also omitted in order to avoid
confusion. However, error of ±5nm should be considered for PbO thickness per layer.
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The data clearly indicates that the 2223 phase increases with an increase in PbO thickness
per layer up to SOnm. However, beyond 80nm the 2212 increases at the expense of the
2223 phase which is an indication that the 2223 phase partly decomposes into the 2212
phase. In fact Chen et al. [9] have shown that the 2223 phase decomposes into 2212 and
the lead rich liquid phase in (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu4 0 x samples.
The R-T curves of the films shown in figure 8.20 illustrate a gradual increase in T^ zero
with an increase in PbO concentration per layer. The Tg^ zero

these films are ranging

from 95K for film deposited with PbO thickness per layer of 70nm to 103.5K (AT=6.5K)
for the film with PbO concentration per layer of 80nm. The resistance versus temperature
curve of the film deposited with PbO thickness per layer of 90nm was not measured as
the XRD of the film showed decomposition of the 2223 phase.
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Figure 8.20- R-T curves of the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuOIFbO films
with PbO per layer ranging from 70nm to SOnm. These films were post-annealed
at 854 °Cfor 15 hours in air.

8.8.3.3

Discussion

In this study it was shown that PbO thickness per layer in the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films played an important role in the formation and enhancement of
the 2223 phase. The dot-mapping analysis showed that the PbO layers in the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films percolates uniformly through the BiPbSrCaCuO layers.
Several key conclusions can be made from this study. The patterns in figure 8.17 indicate
that Pb lowers the required annealing temperature for the growth of the 2223 phase. The
XRD patterns of the multilayered films shown in figure 8.18 clearly shows that at fixed
annealing temperature and duration (854°C, for 15 hours) the proportion of the 2223
phase increases at the expense of the 2212 phase with an increase in the PbO thickness
per layer. The optimum PbO thickness per layer for the multilayered films deposited from
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the Bij jPbo^Srj 5 Ca2 ,4 Cu3 gOx target was found to be 80nm. Beyond this value, the
formation of the Ca2 Pb0 4 phase and an increase in the proportion of the 2212 phase was
observed. The partial melting of the heavily PbO doped, >90nm per layer, multilayered
film indicates that PbO lowers the melting point of the BiPbSrCaCuO film. Finally, the
XRD pattern of the film with PbO thickness per layer of 90nm indicates that the 2223
phase decomposes into the 2212 and (Sri4 .xCax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phases in the case of the films
deposited from the Bij 7 Pbo,4 Sri 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3 gOx target. This is in agreement with Chen
et al. [9] proposal that the 2223 phase decomposes into the 2212 phase and an amorphous
liquid phase. They have suggested that the formation of the (Sri4.xCax)Cu2404i.y phase
in 2224 samples is due to the crystallization of the Bi-deficient liquid phase.
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8.9 O ptim ization o f the annealing conditions

In the following sections a series of studies on the optimization of the annealing
conditions are presented. In these studies the effect of annealing temperature, duration,
and atmosphere on the formation of the 2223 phase in the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films is discussed.
8.9.1 The role o f annealing tem perature

The published results indicate that the temperature range for the formation of the 2223
phase is narrow and its thermal stability limited, which results in a propensity for
multiphase formation [41]. The temperature range for bulk synthesis of the 2223 phase
usually employed is between 845°C and 870°C, depending on the starting composition
and annealing atmosphere. The temperature range for the formation and growth of the
2223 phase in large volume in thin films, however, has been reported to be between 850860°C which is even narrower than in the case of bulk samples [42, 27, 28]. In this
study the effect of annealing temperature and annealing duration on the formation of the
2223 phase in the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films is investigated. These effects
were systematically investigated on the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films deposited
from three (BiPb)SrCaCuO targets with various nominal starting compositions (see table
8.3). The films were charecterised by XRD, EPMA, and resistivity techniques.
To ascertain the optimum annealing temperature and examine the effect of the starting
composition, multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were grown from three targets with
different compositions on MgO substrates (001) orientation.

The number of

BiPbSrCaCuO and PbO layers deposited was fixed at 5 and 4, respectively each being
200nm and 80nm in extend, respectively. This resulted in a total film thickness of
1.32|im. The substrate temperature was kept at 250°C during the depositions. The films
were post-annealed at a fixed temperature in the range of 848-857°C for 15 hours in air.
In the first set of experiments multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were deposited from
the target with the nominal starting composition of (2: 1.75: 1.82: 2.75) and annealed in
the temperature range of 845-860°C. Figure 8.21 shows Tg onset

T^ ^ero values of

the films annealed at various temperatures for 1 hour in air. The patterns show a fairly
uniform T^ onset

T^

values for the films annealed between 850-860°C.
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865

^c, zero of the multilayered films on

the annealing temperature.
The XRD patterns of the films, not shown here, illustrated the presence of the 2223 phase
in small amount, «10%, after 1 hour and «15% after 3 hours annealing at 858°C in air.
With further increase in the annealing duration to 15 hours, however, the proportion of
the 2223 phase decreased. The small relative amounts of 2223 phase is thought to be due
to the insufficient Cu in the starting composition of the films. Chen et al. [9] have shown
that excess Cu from the ideal value in the starting composition effectively lower s the
melting temperature of the material and helps to increase the volume fraction of the 2223
phase.
In the second set of experiments, multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were deposited
from the Bij g4Pbo.32Sri.9iCa2.25Cu30x target. The films were post-annealed in the
temperature range of 848-856°C for 15 hours in air followed by furnace cooling to room
temperature. The XRD patterns of these films are illustrated in figures 8.22.
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Figure 8.22- XRD patterns o f the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuOIPbO films grown from
the Bi] g4 Pboj 2 ^rjsi^^225^^3.0d^x target and nnealed in the temperature range of
848-856 XI for 15 hours in air. Letters H and L are assigned
to the peaks o f the 2223 and 2212 phases, respectively.
The development of different phases with the annealing temperatures can be shown by
plotting the XRD intensities of the chosen diffraction peaks of the phases present in the
films against annealing temperature. Figure 8.23 shows the plot of the (0014)H
diffraction peak of the 2223 phase (20=33.8°), (0012)L diffraction peak of the 2212
phase (28=34.82°), and (006)S diffraction peak of the 2201 phase (20=21.9°) as a
function of the annealing temperature. In this plot the intensity of the peaks are
normalised with respect to the peak with the highest intensity shown in figure 8.22.
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Figure 8.23- Normalised intesity of the (0014)H, (0012)L, and (006)3peaks o f the
2223,2212,2201 phases as function of the annealing temperature.
Dotted line are a possible profile.
The patterns indicate that the 2223 phase grows at the expence of the 2212 phase with an
increase in the annealing temperature up 854°C. Beyond 854°C the 2223 is decomposed
into the 2212 phase. There is also a constant level of the 2201 phase present in the films
which seem not to be effected by the annealing temperature. Finally, multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were deposited from the Bi^ jPbo ^Sr^ 6Ca2,4Cu3

target.

The films were annealed in the temperature range of 852-857°C for 15 hours in air,
followed by furnace cooling to room temperature. The XRD patterns of the films are
shown in figure 8.24.
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Figure 8.24- XRD patterns o f the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuOIPbO films grown from
the BiijPbo^Srj ^a 2 ^4 C u ^^x target and annealed in the temperature range o f852857X! fo r 15 hours in air. Letters H, L, and * are assigned to the 2223,2212 and the
(Sri4 _x^ Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 ].y phases, respectively.

The X RD patterns indicate the presence o f the 2223, 2212, and 2201 phases as well as
th e

(S r i4 . x , C a x ) C u 2

4 0 4

i _y

phase

in

the

film s

d ep o sited

from

the

B ii jP b o ^Sri 5C a2.4^ 3.6^ x target. Similar to the plot in figure 8.23, the development
o f different phases with annealing temperatures in these film s is plotted by choosing the
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(0014), (0012), (006), and (040) peaks of the 2223, 2212, 2201, and (S r^ .^ ,
Cax)Cu2404i.y phases. This is shown in figure 8.25. In this figure the (040) peak of the
(Sri4-x, Cax)Cu2404i_y phase is abriviated as (040)A.
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Figure 8.25- Normalised intesity o f the (0014)H, (0012)L, (006)S, and (040)A peaks
o f the 2223,2212,2201, (Srj^_j^CajJCu2404].yphases as function o f the annealing
temperature. Dotted lines are possible profiles.
The patterns in the phase developments of the multilayered films deposited from the
B ij 7 Pbo.4 Sri 5 Ca 2 .4 Cu 3 gOx target indicate also that the 2223 phase grows at the
expence of the 2212 phase. Similar to the observation made in figure 8.23, there is a
constant level of the 2201 phase present in these films, however, at a lower proportion.
Also, the (Sri 4 _x Cax)Cu2404i_y and 2212 phases seem to go through a minimum
proportion when the 2223 phase is at the maximum proportion. The resistivity versus
a
temperature of the films deposited from the two targets and annealed in the tempert ure
range of 848-857°C for 15 hours in air is illustrated in figure 8.26 (a,b).
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Figure 8.26(a, b)- R-T curves for films deposited from the
" .« A

^n.(»Ca 2 M Cu3 .iO ^ targets and

annealed in the temperature range o f852-857°Cfor 15 hours in air, respectively.
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The

R-T

curves

of

the

160
m ultilayered

film s

deposited

from

the

®h.84 P^ 0 .32 Sri.9 iCa2 .25 Cu3 ogOx target show a progressive improvement in the Tg zero
value with higher annealing temperatures. However, it is noted that the T^^ jjtro doGS not
increase above lOOK in these films, even in the film annealed at 854°C which contains the
highest proportion of the 2223 phase. The low resistive-tailing in the R-T curves is due
to a high proportion of the 2201 phase present in these films, as indicated by the XRD
patterns. The R-T curves of the films deposited from the Bij 7 Pbo.4 Sri 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3
target show T^ zero ranging from 98K in film annealed at 852°C to 104.5K in film
annealed at 854°C. This is despite the presence of the (Sri4 .x Cax)Cu2404i.y phase in
these films. Figure 8.27 shows plot of T^ onset

Tg zero for films grown from the

Bij 7 Pbo 4 Sri 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3 gOx target. The pattern shows that while Tg onset increases
slightly from 1lOK to 112K, Tg zero increases substantially firom 98K in film annealed at
852°C to 104.5K in film annealed at 854°C. With further increase in the annealing
temperature to 857°C, however, Tg zero decreases slightly to 104K.
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films deposited from the Bij jPbQ 4 Srj^Ca 2 4 Cu^^Ox target. Dotted line are possible
profiles.
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8.9.2 The role of annealing duration
In this study the effect of the annealing period on the formation of the high Tg phase,
2223, in the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films is investigated. The deposition
conditions and parameters were similar to those described in the previous section. In this
study the films were deposited from the Bi^ g^Pbo 32^^1.9l(^^2.25^^3.06()x and
Bij 7 Pbo.4 Sri 6 Ca 2 .4 Cu 3 gOx targets. These films were subsequently annealed for
different duration at 854°C in air followed by furnace cooling to temperatures below
100°C before leaving the furnace. The annealing temperature of 854°C was shown in the
previous study to be the optimum temperature for the growth of the 2223 phase in large
proportions for the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films. The films were characterised
by XRD, EPMA, and resistivity techniques. In the first set of experiments multilayered
films were deposited from the Bi^ g4 Pbo

3 2 ^^ 1 .9

l(^^ 2 .2 5 (^^ 3 .0 6 Ox target. The

development of various phases with the annealing duration can be shown by plotting the
XRD intensities of the chosen peaks of the phases present in the films. Figure 8.28
shows the plot of the (0014)H diffrcation peak of the 2223 phae, (0012)L diffraction peak
of the 2212 phase, and (006)S diffrcation peak of the 2201 phase as a function of the
annealing duration.
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Figure 8.28- Normalised intensities o f (0014)H, (0012)L, and (006)3 diffraction
peaks o f the 2223,2212, and 2201 phases, respectively.
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The patterns show that the intensity of the (0014)H diffraction peak of the 2223 phase
increases gradually and that of the (0012)L diffraction peak of the 2212 phase decreases
rapidly with an increase in the annealing duration up to 15 hours. Beyond this optimum
duration, however, the patterns show slight increase in the 2212 and 2201 phases. This
indicates that the 2223 decomposes into the 2212 and the 2201 phases in the films
deposited from the Bij g4Pbo,32Sri 9iCa2.25Cu3

target. In the second set of

experiments the multilayered films were grown from the B iuP bg ^Sri 6 Ca2 4 Cug^ 0 x
target. The films were annealed at 854°C between 1-18 hours in air. The XRD patterns
of these films are shown in figure 8.29.
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Figure 8.29- XRD patterns o f the multilayered films annealed at 854

between 1-18

hours in air. Letters H, L, *, are assinged to the peaks o f the 2223,2212, and
(Sri4 _x„Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 j,yphase, respectively.
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The XRD patterns show that the 2223 phase increases in proportion at the expence of the
2212 phase with an increase in the annealing duration up to 15 hours. Beyond the
optimum annealing time, 15, the pattern show an increase in the proportion of the 2 2 1 2
and the (Sr^^_^,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phases. The EPMA analysis of the film annealed for 18
hours indicated that the 2212 phase is rich in Bi and Sr. The average composition of the
2212

phase was found to be Bi4 4 Sr2 .7 iCai

15 CU1 gO^.

The R-T curves of the films deposited from the Bi^ g4 ?bo.3 2 Sri 9 iCa 2 .2 5 Cu3 0 5 OX and
Bij jPbo ^Sri 5 Ca2 .4 Cu3 gOx targets annealed at 854°C between 1-18 hours is illustrated
in figure 8.30(a,b). The patterns show a progressive improvement in the T^ onset with
an increase in annealing period for both sets of films. However, it is noted that for the
films deposited from the Bij g4 Pbo.3 2 Sri. 9 iCa 2 .2 5 Cu 3 o^Ox target, T^ ^ero doGS not
exceed 97.5K even for the film annealed for 18 hours. On the other hand, the films
deposited from the Bi^ jPho ^Sr^ 6 Ca2 ,4 Cu3 ^Ox target and annealed for various duration
showed Tg

2 ero

above 98K. This is despite the presence of the (Sri4 .x,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y

phase in these films.
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Figure 8.30(a)- F-T curves o f the films deposited from the
84^^0.32^^!.91^^225^^3.06^x

and annealedform 1-18 hours at 854

in air.
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Figure 8.30(b)- R-T curves of the films deposited from the
BijjPhQ 4 SrjgÇa 2 4 CuggOx target and annealedfor various duration.
Figure 8.31 shows plot of

onset

zero

01ms grown from the 2234 target as

a function of the annealing period. The pattern shows that while Tg onset remains
between 110K-112K in these films,

zgjo increases from 98K in the film annealed for

5 hours to 105.5K in the film annealed for 15 hours at 854°C. With further increase in
the annealing period to 18 hours, however, Tg 2.QT0 decreases slightly to 102K.
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8.9.2.1 Effect of annealing duration on Pb concentration
The EPMA analysis on the annealed multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films indicated that
Pb concentration decreased most rapidly during the first hour of annealing, and more
slowly thereafter up to 3 hours. In fact, in films annealed for more than 5 hours only a
very small concentration of Pb was detected. Figure 8.32 shows the dependence of the
Pb thickness for films deposited at 250°C with PbO concentration of SOnm per layer as a
function of high temperature annealing duration.
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Figure 8.32- Dependence o f Fb (atomic %) on annealing period.
In the diagram above the first data point is taken from EDX analysis of a single layer un
annealed BiPbSrCaCuO film deposited on a Si substrate. This data corresponds to Pb
atomic percentage of 5.3% and its presence on the graph is for a guide only. In the
multilayered films, Pb atomic percentage is expected to be much higher than this. The
diagram shows that Pb molar fraction reaches 0.027 within the first hour of annealing at
854°C in air. This value decreases to 0.0034 after 3 hours and 0.0013 after 5 hours of
annealing.

8.9.3 Discussion
By studying the XRD patterns of the multilayered films shown in figure 8.22, 8.24 a
clear picture in the phase developments of the films with the annealing temperature
em erges.

The

XRD

patterns

of

the

film s

deposited

from

the

Bi1.84 Pb0 .32 Sr1.9 1 Ca2 .25 Cu3 .0 6 Ox and Bi 1.7 Pbo.4 Sri 6 Ca2 .4 Cu3 6 ÛX targets indicate that
the 2223 phase grows at the expense of the 2212 phase with an increase in the annealing
temperature up to 854°C. When the optimum annealing temperature is exceeded, there is
an increase in the proportion of the 2 2 1 2 phase in the films deposited from the two targets
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and an increase in the proportion of the (Sri4 .x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase in the film deposited
from the Bi^ jPbo 4Sr%^Ca2 4Cug ^0% target. Therefore it is possible to conclude that the
2223 phase decomposes in accordance with
2223----- >2212+ (Sri4_x,Cax)Cu2404i.x
in the case of the film deposited from the Bi %jPbg 4 Sr %

(8.2)
.ô^x target at 857°C,

and
2223----- >2212+(Ca, Sr)2 Cu0 3
in the case of the film deposited from the Bij

(8.3)

8 4 Pbo3 2 Sri 9 iCa 2 .2 5 Cu 3

target at

856°C. The (Ca,Sr) 2 Cu 0 3 phase was detected by EPMA analysis of the films.
However, the presence of this phase could not be verified from the XRD patterns shown
in figure 8.22. This is due to the overlapping of the diffraction peaks of this phase with
those of the 2223 and 2212 phases. Chen et al. [9] have shown that the 2223 phase
decomposes at 856°C in 2224 samples, to form the 2212 and liquid phases. They have
proposed that the formation of the secondary phases such as (Srj4 _j^,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i.y in the
2224 sample and (Ca,Sr)2 Cu0 3 in the 2223 samples is due to the crystallization of the Bi
deficient liquid phase. The presence of the 2201 phase in the samples is related to the
formation mechanism of the 2223 phase which is via the reaction between the 2201
precipitates and Ca^+ and Cu^+ from the liquid phase. This indicates that in this process
it is conceivable for some of the 2201 phase to remain un-reacted. Also the slight increase
in the proportion of the 2201 phase in the film annealed at 856°C is due to the
decomposition of the 2212 phase.
The 2223 phase also grows with longer annealing duration. The XRD patterns of both
sets of films deposited from the two targets and annealed up to 18 hours in air indicate
that the 2223 phase increases at the expense of the 2212 phase. Beyond the optimum
annealing time of 15 hours, however, the 2223 phase decomposes in accordance with
(8.2) and (8.3) for the two compositions.
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In summory several key conclusions can be made from the two studies. The amount of
the 2223 phase that forms using the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO technique depends
strongly on the annealing temperature and duration and thatlhe temperature range in which
the 2223 phase is produced preferentially is exceedingly narrow. The form of the plots in
figures 8.23 and 8.25 indicate that with the multilayered (BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO) technique,
annealing temperature of 854°C is optimum for both compositions. However, the volume
fraction of the 2223 phase is sensitive to the composition of the film. This leads to the
conclusion that excess Cu in the composition significantly increases the volume-fraction
of the 2223 phase. However, the drawback of using excess Cu is the formation of the
(Sri4 _j^,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase. Therefore in order to enhance the formation of the 2223
phase and avoid the growth of the (Srj4 _j^,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i.y phase adjustment to the target
composition is necessary. Another important conclusion is that the presence of the 2212
phase in the microstructure of the films is as a result of the fact that the 2223 and the 2212
phases can coexist thermodynamically at 854°C.

8.9.4 T h e role o f atm o sp h ere

The effect of post annealing atmosphere on the formation of the 2223 phase in the
BiSrCaCuO system has been investigated by a number of researchers [10, 14, 43, 44].
For instance, Koyama et al. [14] have reported that the growth of the 2223 phase is
facilitated by annealing the sample in an oxygen partial pressure of Po^=l/13 atmosphere.
Endo et al. [10] have in fact demonstrated the growth of single 2223 phase by annealing
BiPbSrCaCuO samples in an Ar: 0 2 atmosphere. In this study the effect of annealing in
an Ar : 0 2 atmosphere on the formation of the 2223 phase in the multilayered
BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films is investigated and the resultiare discussed. The films were
characterised by XRD and resistivity techniques.
To ascertain the optimum annealing temperature and examine the effect of the post
annealing atmosphere several multilayer BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films were deposited on
MgO substrates held at 250°C from the Bij 7 Pbo.4 Sri 5 Ca 2 .4 Cu 3 gOx target.. The
deposition conditions were similar to those described in the previous sections. In the first
set of experiments these films were post-annealed in an Ar: 0 2 mixture, with an oxygen
partial pressure of

atmosphere in the temperature range of 830-850°C for 15

hours. The development of different phases with the annealing temperatures can be
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shown by plotting the XRD intensity of the chosen diffraction peaks of the phases present
in the films against the annealing temperature. Figure 8.32 shows the plot of the (0014)H
diffraction peak of the 2223 phase (20=33.8°), (0012)L diffraction peak of the 2212
phase (20=34.82°), and (040) diffraction peak of the (Srj4 _j^,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase as a
function of the annealing temperature. In this figure the (040) diffraction peak of the
(Sri4 .j^,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase is abbreviated as (040)A.
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Figure 8.32- Reaction temperature dependence o f XRD intensities o f the (0014)H,
(0012)L, and (040) diffractions for 2223,2212, and (Srj^_^,Cax)Cu2404j.x phases.
Dotted lines are possible profiles.
The patterns show that the proportion of the 2223 phase steadily increases with an
increase in the annealing temperature and reaches a maximum value for the film annealed
at 839°C for 15 hours. With further increase in the annealing temperature to 845°C,
however, the proportion of this phase decreases rapidly and reaches a minimum value in
the film annealed at 850°C. The 2212 phase, on the other hand, is the major constituent in
all the films except in the film annealed at 850°C where the (Sri4 _x,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase
is the main constituent. In fact, the film annealed at 850°C was partially melted. This
indicates that Ar: 0 2 annealing lowers the melting point of the multilayered films.
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In the second set of experiments the effect of re-annealing the BiPbSrCaCuO films
containing large proportion of the (Sri4 .x,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i.y phase in an Ar: 0 2 gas mixture
was investigated. The films were re-annealed in an Ar: 0 2 gas mixture, with oxygen
partial pressure of 1/13 at 710°C for various duration. Figure 8.33 shows the XRD
pattern of a BiPbSrCaCuO film re-annealed at 710°C for a total period of 4 hours in An0 2
atmosphere followed by furnace cooling to room temperature.
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Figure 8.33- XRD patterns o f the BiPbSrCaCuOIPbO film annealed in air at 854

for

15 hours (lower pattern) and then re-annealed at 710°Cfor a total period o f 4 hours in
Ar: 0 2 atmosphere.
The patterns show that the proportion of the (Sri4 _x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase has decreased
substantially after re-annealing the film in an Ar: 0 2 (1/13) atmosphere at 710°C for 4
hours. It should be noted that the (040) peak of the (Sri4 _x Ca%)Cu2 4 0 4 %_y phase is the
major peak in the film before the re-annealing process. The reduction in the proportion of
the (Sri 4 .x,Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase indicates that this phase is unstable in an Ar: 0 2
atmosphere at 710°C. The effect of re-annealing duration on the (Sri4 .^ Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i.y
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phase was also investigated. It was found that re-annealing time of 2 hours resulted in a
substantial reduction in the proportion of this phase. Beyond this optimum duration an
increase in the proportion of the 2212 phase was observed. Figure 8.34 shows the R-T
measurement of a typical BiPbSrCaCuO film, before and after re-annealed in Ar: 0 2 (1/13)
atmosphere at 710°C for 2 hours. The curves show that Tg gg^o increases substantially
from 8 IK to 96K after the re-annealing process. It should be noted that before the re
annealing process, the (040) diffraction peak of the (Sr^^.* Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase was the
highest peak in this film. The improvement in the Tg ^ero value of the film after the re
annealing process could be due to a number of possibilities. These include a change in
the oxygen concentration of the phases present in the film, a better connectivity at the
grain boundaries, or redistribution of the elements.
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Figure 8.34- Resistivity versus temperature o f the BiPbSrCACuO film before and
cfterAr:02 re-annealing at 710X1for 2 hours.
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C on clu sion

The objective of this study was to optimize the thin film growth conditions of the
Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cug0 2 Q^ high

superconductor by PLD technique. Thin films of the 2223

phase were deposited by single layer and multilayered methods. It was demonstrated that
with the latter method, superconducting Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 CugO^(^g films containing more than
85% 2223 phase could be grown by annealing at 854°C for 15 hours in air.
Several key conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in this study. It was
demonstrated that addition of Pb is essential for the formation of the 2223 phase in high
proportions. It was further shown that Pb lowers the formation temperature of the 2223
phase and also the melting temperature of the Bi2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 jo+§ films. The effect of
target composition on the thin film growth of the 2223 phase indicated that an excess Ca
and Cu over the stoichiometric composition is effective in promoting the formation of the
2223 phase significantly, however, excess Cu was found to also favour the formation of
the (Sri4 .x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase. This implies that in order to grow thin films of the
2223 phase without the impurity phase it is essential to use correct starting composition.
In this study it was also demonstrated that the growth of the 2223 phase depends strongly
on the annealing temperature and duration and that the temperature range in which the
2223 phase is produced, in the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO films, preferentially is
exceedingly narrow. The optimum annealing temperature and duration for the formation
of the 2223 phase with the multilayered technique was found to be 854°C±1°C for 15
hours in air. Beyond the optimum values, however, the 2223 phase was shown to
decompose to form the 2212 phase and a Bi deficient phase. The presence of the 2212
phase in the microstructure of the films, under the optimum conditions, is a demonstration
that the 2223 and the 2212 phases can coexist thermodynamically. It was show that the
Ar: 0 2 annealing of the multilayered films, lowers the melting point of the BiPbSrCaCuO
films considerably. The re-annealing of the BiPbSrCaCuO films containing a high
proportion of the (Sri4 .x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase illustrated that the (Sri4 _x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y
phase is unstable in a low oxygen atmosphere.
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C h a p te r 9

Critical Current M easurem ents of The
(BiPW^Sr^Ca^Cu^O^ Films

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter the critical current density, Jg, of the (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 CugOx films deposited
by PLD using the multilayered BiPbSrCaCuO/PbO method is discussed. The aim of this
study is to investigate the effect on the critical current density of the presence of 2 2 1 2 and
(Sr,Ca) 14 CU2 4 O4 1 phases in the 2223 films. This is followed by a discussion of the
coupling mechanism between superconducting grains in the films.
9.2 Critical current density

Superconducting thin films with high T q and large critical current have been grown by
various film growth techniques. However, because the superconducting materials often
contain weak links, the current does not necessarily circulate through the entire film. For
instance, in polycrystalline films, the critical current within a single grain is usually many
orders of magnitude higher than the macroscopic intergranular critical current.
Consequently, the value of

depends on the length on which the measurement is taken.

This is known as the length scale.
The critical current density of superconducting thin films can be determined by transport
and magnetic measurements. In the transport measurements, the film is usually patterned
to a bridge shape. The length scale here is equal to the length of the bridge. The
disadvantage of patterning the film is that it might make it unsuitable for other uses.
Magnetic measurements on the other hand are non destructive. With this technique,

is

obtained from the irreversible magnetisation AM, as measured in a hysteresis loop. The
length scale,

a,

in this technique is proportional to the magnetic moment dm/dH of the

film. A method of measuring both Jq and

a

in a sample is to subdivide the sample into

smaller scales until the zero field AM does become proportional to sample dimension. An
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alternative method proposed by Angadi et ai. [1] is to consider the critical state of a
sample in an applied field that is large compared with the penetration field. In this case,
the critical current density , is nearly the same throughout the sample. Angadi et al have
demonstrated that with this method the length scale can directly be measured from the
initial slope as the field is reduced on the reverse leg of a hysteresis loop.
Using this technique, the length scale and the critical current density of several
(B iPb) 2 Sr 2 C a 2 CugOx films containing various ratios of the 2223, 2212, and
(Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phases were measured. Critical current measurements were carried
out at Imperial College, Department of Physics. The critical current densities of the films
were calculated from magnetic measurements on a vibrating sample magnetometers
(VSM) (Oxford Instruments model 3001). This technique is described in Angadi et al.
[1].
9.3 Critical current measurements
The presence of multiphases in the superconducting films has been reported to reduce the
critical current density of these films [2]. In order to quantify this, a few highly c-axis
oriented BiPbSrCaCuO films containing various percentage ratios of the
2223/2212/(Sr,Ca) 14 CU2 4 O4 %phases were selected for critical current measurements.
The relative percentages of the various phases were estimated from x-ray diffraction
patterns of the films by considering the (002) and (0014) peaks of the 2223 phase, the
(002) and (0012) of the 2212 phase, and the (004) peak of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase.
The films were square in shape with dimensions 5x5mm and thicknesses of 750nm, as
determined by talystep (10Â resolution). The magnetisation measurements in these films
were performed for the magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the substrate and
along the film c-axis.
9.3.1 Resistivity characterisation
Prior to

measurements, the superconducting properties of the films was investigated

with the Van der Pauw technique. Figure 9.1 shows resistance versus temperature (R-T)
curves of the films
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s

M142
M82

s
>

M81
M80

Tem perature (K)
Figure 9.1- R-T curves o f (BiPb)2 Sr2 Cü2 Cu^O^ used for critical current density
measurements.
The films with the highest proportion of the 2223 phase (i.e., >78%) exhibited Tg onset
of 1lOK with Tq^ 2.CTOabove lOOK. However, the film with the lowest proportion of the
2223 phase (59%) exhibited

zero of 87K.

9.3.2 Length scale m easurements
In order to clarify whether the current in the (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 0 x films is limited by the
grain boundaries, the length scale of the current loops, i.e., the diameter of the
intergranular screening currents, were determined from the magnetic response of the
films. Angadi et al. [1] have shown that the length scale,

A

, of the current loops can be

calculated by using the following formula.

A =

dm
"dH

In

R
V t
8

7t

A

(9.1)
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where R, A and t are the radius, area and thickness of the measured film respectively.
Because the BiPbSrCaCuO films are square shaped the value of its effective radius,
Va/tu, was used as the radius of the film. The length scale values for the BiPbSrCaCuO
films with various 2223/2212/(Sr,Ca) 14 CU2 4 O4 1 phase proportions were calculated by
inserting the gradient of the reverse leg of the hysteresis loop for each film into equation
(9.1). These values together with the relative proportions of the various phases as well as
Tc, zero

the films are summarised in table (9.1).

Film code

2223 %

2212 %

(Sr.Ca)j^Cu2404j %

M82

59

27

14

7.8x10'^

87

M80

78

8.3

13.7

105.5

M81
M142

80
78

15
20

5
2

2.87x10'^
0.22
2.3

Length scale (mm) at 30K Tcz«ro(K)

104.5
105

Table (9.1)- Superconducting properties and relative percentage of different phases
present in BiPbSrCaCuO films.
The data in table (9.1) suggest that the length scale is independent of Tg^ ^ero

the films.

By plotting the length scale as a function of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase, shown in figure
9.2, it becomes apparent that the length scale increases as the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase
decreases in proportion. The pattern also illustrates an increase in the value of length
scale by nearly two orders of magnitude as the proportion of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase
decreases from 14 to 5%. It is not possible to determine without more data points
whether this relationship is linear or that there is a threshold value below which the length
scale increases rapidly. However, it may be concluded that the length scale, and
consequently the

value of the films increases with a reduction in the proportion of the

(Sr,Ca) 14 CU2 4 O4 1 phase. Therefore, it is desirable to eliminate this phase from the films
altogether.
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Figure 9Jl~(Sr,Ca)24Cu2404j phase proportion versus log of length scale. To avoid
cofusion error bars (0.01mm) are not included.

9.3.3 Jc calculations
The critical current density inside the single crystalline grains Jg and the whole of the film
Jf could be determined by the Bean model [3]. The critical current density can be derived
by considering the magnetic moment of a disk of radius R and thickness t. The magnetic
moment of this disk is equal to integral of current loop, i.e..
R
m = ^ IdA = J Ir
0

current density Jq is defined as

71 dr

(9.2)
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(9.3)

therefore:

.
R
g
7C J tR ^
m “ = J t J 71 r dr = ------^-----' 0
3

.

m

(9.4)

2J ^t R^7C

.

- m = Am

'.

■ 7

-------------

(9.5)

^

“

Where R and t are the radius and thickness of the film, respectively. The term Am/ttR^t
is the magnetic moment per unit volume, or magnetization AM. Where AM=M'*’ - M" is
the irreversible magnetization, M'*' and M" corresponds to the upper and lower branch of
the hysteresis loops. Therefore equation (9.6) can be re-written as

J

c

=

2R

(9.7)

The above formula is known as the 6 ean model and may be applied to estimate the critical
current density of single crystal superconducting materials. However, in the case of
polycrystalline superconducting thin films the current does not necessarily circulate
through the entire film. Consequently the value of

depends on the length scale. If the

length scale, a , obtained from equation (9.1) shows A <

then R should be replaced

with A in equation (9.7). This then can be used to estimate the intergrain critical current
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density of the superconducting films.
The low length scale values obtained for films with a high proportion of the
(Sr,Ca) 14 CU24 O4 1 phase, M82 and M80, indicate the granular nature of the films. In this
case the superconducting grains are not very well connected and the grain boundaries
could limit the transport critical current density and determine its dependence on applied
magnetic field (H) and temperature (T). On the other hand, the fact that the length scale
obtained for film with the lowest proportion of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase, M142, is
nearly identical to the sample effective radius, indicates that the corresponding

value is

mainly a contribution of the film and not the individual superconducting grains.
The length scale value of the film with the highest proportion of the 2223 phase, M81,
was found to 0.22mm at 30K which is in the intermediate range of mm and micron.
Therefore it is not possible to be sure that the contribution to the critical current density is
from the grains or from the film as a whole. One way to check this would have been to
break the sample into different size pieces and measure their respective magnetic
moments. If the measured magnetic moment is due to current circulating in the grains,
then the calculated Jg would remain constant. Due to the time limitation on use of the
VSM equipment, however, it was not possible to verify this. The critical current density
of the (BiPb)2 Sr2 Ca2 Cu2 0 x films calculated by inserting the length scale and AM values
into equation (9.7) are summarised in table (9.2). It should be noted, however, that the
Bean model is only an approximation and therefore the

values obtained by this model

are not exact.

Film code

Length scale
(mm)

(A/cm^)
at (30K)

M82

7.8x10'^

6 .5 x 1 0 ^

(A/cm^)
at (70K)
not measured

M80

2.87x10-^

5.3x10’

l.SxlO’

M81

0 .2 2

1.4x10“

3.7x10’

M142

2.3

4.0x10“

1 .0 x 1 0 “

Table (9.2)- Length scale and the critical current density values o f the BiPbSrCaCuO
films.
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The large Jg values obtained for granular films are an indication of the intergrain critical
current density, Jg. The large critical current density obtained for the films with the
highest proportion of the 2223 phase and the lowest proportion of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i
phase are comparable to the best values recorded in recent literature [4-8]. These are
summarised in table (9.3). The highest Jq value for BiSrCaCuO films reported in the
literature is, 3.8x10^ A/cm^, by Endo et al.[8 ]. This value was obtained for an in-situ
grown BiSrCaCuO film on a LaAlOg substrate. They also reported a very small reduction
in Jq of the film (from 3.8x10^ to 9.1 x 10^ A/cm^) in applied magnetic fields of 1-8
Tesla which is an indication that the film is weak link free.

Group

Deposition technique

Tc,.ero(K)

Jg (A/cm^)

J. Levoska [4]

PLD
rf magnetron
sputtering
surface diffusion
process
rf magnetron
sputtering
MOCVD
rf magnetron
sputtering
PLD

101

10^ (77K)

106.5

4.1x10" (77.3K)

104

10^ (77K)

107

2.7x10" (77.3K)

97

3.8x10’ (77K)

102

10" (lOK)

105.5

2.5x10" (70K)

A. Tanaka et al. [5]
K. Lee et al. [6 ]
K. Tsukamoto et al. [7]
K. Endo et al. [8 ]
A. Marino et al. [2]
A. Sajjadi[18]
Table (9.3)-

values o f BiSrCaCuO films reported in recent literature.

To investigate the effect of applied magnetic field on
field as high as

8

film M142 was subjected to a

Tesla at 4.9K. The critical current density of this film as a function of

applied magnetic field in the range of 0-8Tesla is shown in figure 9.3.
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6.0
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M agnetic field (T)

Figure 9.3- Critical current density

of film M142 as a function o f the magnetic field

at 4.9K. Dotted line is a possible profile.
The plot shows

decreases by 6 % with an increase in applied magnetic field in the range

of 0-3T. This is followed by a more pronounced reduction in Jg (»33%) with the
magnetic field in the range of 3-5 T succeeded by a plateau region in the range of 5-8T.
The rapid decrease of

in these regions has been associated with a decoupling of the

Josephson weak links between the superconducting grains. As a result, the critical
current density in this region is believed to be a contribution of the superconducting grains
[9].
The temperature dependence of the critical current density

(OT) for the films with the

highest proportion of the 2223 phase and the lowest proportion of the (Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i
phase are illustrated in figure 9.4. The patterns show, as expected, that the critical current
density

is a decreasing function of temperature. The highest

value, of 5.1x10^ and

1.6x10^ A/cm^ for film M142 and M81 are obtained at 4.9K and 26K, respectively.
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Figure 9.4- Critical current density J q versus temperature for films MSI and M l 42.
Error bars are not included in order to avoid confusion.
9.4 The coupling consideration
The coupling mechanism between superconducting grains in the film with the highest
proportion of the 2223 phase, M81, can be realised from the temperature dependence of
the critical current density

In polycrystalline superconducting thin films the grains can

be separated by a non superconducting material, which strongly determines the
dependence of Jq on temperature T. Numerous studies have been done in order to
understand the coupling mechanisms between superconducting grains in superconducting
thin films [10-15].

In the case of grains separated by normal material forming

superconducting-normal-superconducting (SNS) junctions de Gennes [12] showed that
J q oc (1-T/T(.)“ with a »2 for T close to T^. In the case of superconducting grains
separated by insulating material, forming superconducting-insulating-superconducting
(SIS) junctions, Ambegaokar and Baratoff [13] found that a =1 near T^. Moreover,
recently, Clem et al. [14] showed that, for this case, (SIS junctions), Jg versus
temperature has Ambegaokor-Baratoff dependence at low temperatures (a »1), but
exhibits a crossover near Tg (a «1.5). In the case of superconducting grains separated by
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insulating and normal material, Nagata et al. [15] showed that a » 1.5 for T close to T^.
Although Jg measurements of the sample was performed up to 70K, it may still be
possible to get an indication on the nature of coupling of the grains with the existing
values. To illustrate the coupling mechanism between the superconducting grains, Jg
(OT) was plotted as a function of l-T/Tg. This is illustrated in figure 9.5.

M81

0.1

(1 -T /T )

Figure 9.5- Log plot o f the critical current density J q versus (I-TU q) of film MSI.
The straight line represents the least-square fit of the experimental data to the power law
(1-T/T(.)h8 in the range of T^<T<T2 , where T is (l-T/T^). The nearly square law (a »2)
suggests that the electrical transport mechanism is determined mainly by superconductingnormal-superconducting (SNS) junctions. The exponent

value agrees with the

experimentally determined value in 2223 BiSrCaCuO films by Setsune et al. [10] and
others [16, 17]. The SNS behaviour may be attributed to the presence of layered
structures in this film. It should be emphasized that the values of a obtained for this film
corresponds to T=70K and not near T^ ^ero*

to the technical limitation with the

VSM equipment at the time the measurements were taken it was not possible, however, to
measure the value of a near Tc, zero*
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9.5 Conclusion
The critical current density of pulsed laser deposited BiPbSrCaCuO films were measured
by the magnetic technique using VSM. It was found that the proportion of the
(Sr,Ca)i4 Cu2 4 0 4 i phase in the films would effect the length scale value. The length scale
value of film M142 (2.3mm) was comparable to the effective radius of the film. This
indicates that the contribution to the critical current density is from the whole of the film.
The critical current density of the frlms was calculated by using the calculated length scale
values and the Bean model. The critical current density of film M81 and M l42 in zero
field at 70K were 3.7x10^ and l.Oxlfr^ A/cm^, respectively. These are comparable to the
values obtained by others in recent literature.
The coupling mechanism in film with the highest proportion of the 2223 phase was
examined by plotting Jq as a function of l-T/T^. The nearly square law (a »2) suggests
that the electrical transport mechanism is determined mainly by superconducting-normalsuperconducting (SNS) junctions.
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C h a p te r 1 0

Patterning & Application of The Superconducting
BiPbSrCaCuO (2212, 2223) Films

10.1 Introduction
In this chapter the successful application of the wet chemical etchant Ethylene-diamine'
tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) in water in patterning of the 2212 and 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO films
is presented. The design and development of a band-pass microstrip filter using the 2223
films is attempted and its performance discussed.
Applications of superconducting films fall broadly into two categories: passive and active
devices [1]. Passive devices tend to modify a single electrical signal or input, whereas
active devices tend to have another signal controlling the modification of the input in a non
linear fashion [1]. Passive devices such as microwave resonators, filters, and delay lines
usually require a single-layer structure consisting of a patterned superconducting film.
For these applications the interface region is unimportant over a thickness of a few unit
cells. Microwave passive devices primarily utilize the low rf surface resistance, Rg, of
superconducting films below

[ 1 ]. Rg is a measure of the quality of films and depends

basically on scattering centres such as grain boundaries and other defects, especially at the
substrate film interface. Among the various microwave passive devices mentioned above
the resonators are the simplest. Although resonators can be constructed with cylindrical,
coaxial or helical cavities, the resonator which will have the highest potential is a planar
resonator. There are primarily four types of planar resonators namely, stripline, slotline,
microstrip, and coplanar microstrip geometries [2]. A typical resonator consists of a
length of planar transmission line which is open circuit at both ends and resonance occurs
when the device length is an integral number of half wavelengths. In this configuration
coupling can be achieved by using capacitive gaps or loops.
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The resonating circuit can be implemented on a HTS film by a patterning process. High
temperature superconducting films can be deposited on various substrates such as
magnesium oxide MgO, zirconium oxide Z1O 2 , strontium titanate SrTiOg and lanthanum
aluminate LaAlOg. Obviously, one of the main loss mechanism which limit the
performance of microwave planar circuits is the dielectric loss. However, the dielectric
loss can be maintained by choosing a correct dielectric with minimum loss tangent as a
substrate. Table (10.1) summarises the details of permittivity and loss tangent at 77K for
a range of suitable dielectric substrates (alumina is included for reference).

Type

Relative permittivity

dielectric loss
at77K

MgO
LaAlOg

9.65

6 x 1 0 -*

25

1 0 -^

YSZ
SrTiO^

20

5x10^

300-lO"
9.5

5x10'^

Al^Oj

1 0 '*

Table (10.1)- Dielectric substrates for HTS [31.
Active devices, best represented by Josephson junction, generally but not always require
several layers, and in such structures the interface region is extremely critical to the
behaviour of the device [1]. A common patterned structure is Superconducting Quantum
Interference Devices (SQUID). These are capable of unprecedented measurement
precision for a range of physical parameters such as magnetic flux variation. These
devices in the operating conditions give rise to an output voltage signal, which is in
periodic function of the flux threading a superconducting loop in which one or two weak
links are inserted [ 1 ].
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10.2 P atterning methods
Dry etching such as reactive ion etching and pulsed laser evaporation has been used by a
number of groups in patterning superconducting thin films [4-7]. Although these
processes are promising for producing micron size patterns, there arc conflicting reports
about the effect of these techniques on the superconducting properties of the films [4, 8 ].
For instance, in pul s^aser evaporation a precise control of the etching depth is difficult to
achieve due to rapid melting and evaporation of the film [8 ]. A viable alternative to the
dry etching technique is the wet etching process. In this process various acids etchants
such as solution of hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, and phosphoric acid could be used for
patterning high-T^ films [9]. However, these etchants even at very low concentrations
provide rapid removal of the superconducting films (0.5|im per minute) which is not
suitable for thin film patterning where controlled film removal is required. To overcome
this problem Shokoohi et al. [10] have applied EDTA, an organic solvent, on laser
deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O thin films. EDTA provides a relatively slow and controllable rate
of etching. The structural formula of EDTA is shown in figure 10.1.
o

o

HO — C — ' C H ,

C — OH
N— C H i - C H ,- N

HO — C

CHj

/

\

C H , ------- C — OH

/

\

Figure 10.1- Structural formula o f EDTA
10.3 W et chemical etching process by EDTA
In the folowing sections patterning of the 2212 and 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO films by EDTA
is presented. The crystal structure and electrical properties of the films before and after
patterning process were investigated and the results presented. In general the patterns
were generated on the superconducting BiPbSrCaCuO films by the following procedure.
Prior to the application of the photoresist all superconducting films were cleaned in hot
trichloroethylene (TRJC) for 5 minutes followed by a rinse in acetone, methanol, and de
ionised water (Dl). Several layers of positive photoresist AZ1512 were then applied on
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the film surface. In order to obtain a uniform distribution of the photoresist the films
were spun (on a rotating vacuum disk) at 4000rpm for 1 minute. The films were
subsequently soft-baked at 85°C for 20 to 25 minutes. The films were carefully
positioned under a well-focused mOsk aligner, supplying UV light (wave length 320nm)
with an intensity of 5 mW/cm^, and exposed to UV radiation for

8

seconds. The

exposure duration of 8 seconds to UV light was found empirically ideal. The photoresist
layer was subsequently developed for 10-15 seconds. This was followed by hard
ba king the films at 110°C for 20 minutes. The undesired area on the samples was etched
by immersing the films into a saturated solution of EDTA/water for 5 minutes. Excess
amounts of EDTA crystals were present in the solution to eliminate concentration
degradation with time. The etching process was terminated by rinsing the sample in de
ionized water. To expose the pattern covered with photoresist the films were rinsed in
acetone and then blown dry with nitrogen gas.
Figure 10.2 illustrates a plot of superconducting BiPbSrCaCuO film thickness removed
as a function of etching time. The plot shows that in early stages the etching rate is quite
high. However, the etching rate decreases as the film is left for longer time in the etchant
solution. For instance the etching rate being «13.3A/s after 5 minuted is reduced to
3.3A/s after 30 minutes of etching.
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Figure 10.2- Plot of film removed as a function of the etching time. Dotted line is a
possible profile.
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The overall etching rate obviously depends on the microstructure of the BiPbSrCaCuO
films. For instance, the thick dendrites on the films were found particularly difficult and
time consuming to etch away. Conversely, platelets were easily removed. A similar
observation has also been made by Joe Muller [11].
10.3.1 XRD characterisation
Figure 10.3 illustrates x-ray diffraction patterns of a mixed 2223/2212 phase
BiPbSrCaCuO film before and after patterning. The patterns indicate that the crystal
orientation and crystallinity of the film has not been effected by the patterning process.

c
3

o

(S
After

u
os

oo
8

Before

Two Theta
Figure 10.3- X-ray diffraction patterns of a typical BiPbSrCaCuO 222312212 film
before and cfter patterning.
10.3.2 Resistivity m easurem ents
The electrical properties, before and after patterning, were investigated on the 2212
BiPbSrCaCuO film. Figure 10.4 shows resistivity versus temperature curves of the 2212
film before and after patterning. The curves show an improvement in the Tg onset
85K to 90K) and Tg

(from 80K to 85K) values by 5K after the patterning process.

This increase in the superconducting temperature is probably due to the removal of low Tg
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areas containing grains of lower Tg ^ero. ^ similar observation of improvement in the
Tg 5nset

Tg zero values of the 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO films after patterning by EDTA

has been reported by Joe Muller et al.[l 1].
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Figure 10.4- Resistivity versus temperature o f the 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO film before
and cfter patterning.
10.3.3 C ritical cu rren t density
The critical current density of the 2212 film was calculated from the magnetic
measurements of the film on a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) (Oxford
Instruments model 3(X)1) before and after etching in EDTA. The critical current density at
Jq (70K, OT) was measured as l.OxlO^A/cm^ before etching in EDTA and as
l.OxlO^A/cm^ afterwards. These results indicate that the patterning process did not
degrade the crystallinity and superconducting properties of the BiPbSrCaCuO films.
10.3.4 SEM observation
SEM observation did not reveal any damage to the morfology of the films after the
patterning process. The SEM micrograph of the patterned 2212 film is shown in figure
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10.5. The patten shows three dc SQUIDs, each consisting of a round washer pocessing
two symmetricaly arranged constrictions. The constrictions are either 200 or 400pm wide
and the radii of the round washers are 20, 40, and 80p.m.

figure l^.S-SEM micrograph of of the 2212 film patterned into three dc SQUIDs.
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10.4 Filter theory

A filter in general is a simple circuit which can change the input signal in time and
frequency domain to an output signal. Mathematically, a filter can be described by a
function that maps the input to the output in either the time or frequency domain, a
transfer function. A more specific definition of a filter is a circuit that passes certain
frequencies while rejects others, in a prescribed manner. Therefore a filter can have a
specific frequency response. Several types of filters are shown schematically in the figure
10.6. An ideal filter would consist of a flat pass band with 100% transmission, a stop
band that transmitts no signal at all, and an infinitely sharp cut-off. Since this is quite
impossible to achieve, approximating functions have to be used which are physically
realisable at the expense of cut-off slope and band-pass [12].
(c)

(a)

0.5

0.5

( d)

(b)

0.5

0.5

—

i—

—

T

Figure 10.6- Transmition versus frequency for various filter responses, (a) low pass,
(b) high pass, (c) band pass, (d) band stop.
Butterworth (also known as maximally flat) and Tchebyshev are the two most common
approximating functions.

Low-pass responses using these two functions can be

expressed mathematically [12].
Butterworth low-pass filter response:
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( 10. 1)

f
V cy

Tchebyshev low-pass filter response:

K

(10.2)

f
V cy

where,

Cn (co) = cos(n cos ^(co))

= cosh (n cosh' ^(co))

for 0 < co < 1

(10.3)

for co > 1

Figure 10.7 shows graphical representation of the two functions. Pattern B illustrates the
Butterworth characteristic which has a smooth pass-band, while pattern A shows the
Tchebyshev which has a much sharper cut-off but with ripples in the pass-band. The
Tchebyshev characteristic is often used since the Tchebyshev ripples can be made
arbitrary small within physical limitations.
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Figure 10.7- Lx)w pass filter transfer functions: (a) Tchebyshev response; (b)
Butterworth response: plottedfor n=3
The response functions can be used to calculate the order of filter required in order to
obtain certain attenuation at certain frequency [12]. Once the order of the filter, the
approximate function, and the in-band ripple (for Tchebyshev) has been decided, a
generating function can be used to derive the normalised prototype element values, g.
Figure 10.8 shows lumped element low-pass prototype of order n. These element values
correspond to the component values of a lumped low-pass filter. The values are
normalised for a 1 Q impedance at 1 rad/s and they need to be scaled up by the
appropriate factor at a later stage.

n+l

Source

Figure 10.8- Lumped element low-pass prototype o f order n.
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It is now possible to convexethe lumped low-pass circuit into a lumped band-pass circuit
by considering the frequency transformation that maps the required pass-and stop-band
and pass-and stop-band of the low-pass prototype. The frequency transformation is

CO~> 1/5 [CO/COq - COq/CO]

(10.4)

this transforms the admitance of the capacitor

J coC l p —> jCjj> Cû/ÔCOq —JC l p COq/S cO

(10.5)

This can be written in terms of a new capacitance and inductance
jcoCBp-j/coLpp

( 10.6)

This represents a shunt inductance and capacitance, a parallel resonator, where.
(10.7)
A similar analysis shows that the series inductors of figure 10.8 are transformed into a
series capacitor and inductor, a series resonator. The band-pass filter circuit is now
shown in figure 10.9.
Series
Resonator
-(n m >

I— CQHDSo
source

n

Parallel
Resonator

Figure 10.9- Lumped element band-pass filter.

Q

g n+l

Load
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The Band-pass filters can be constructed from lumped elements such as capacitors,
inductors, and resistors for operation at low frequencies. However, for high frequency
operations the lumped elements are not suitable as the high frequency yields small
components values. This results in the inductance of the leads and the casings of the
capacitance components to dominate and obscure the characteristics of the discrete
component [12]. It is, however, possible to utilise transmission line such as microstrip
and co-axial lines for this purpose.
10.6 Microstrip transition lines
In this section microstrip transmission lines are briefly described. For a detailed
discussion on microstrip lines reference [2] should be consulted. Microstrip line is one of
the most popular types of planar transmission lines, primarily because it can be fabricated
by photolithographic processes and is easily integrated with other passive microwave
devices. Figurel0.10(a, b) shows the geometry and the field lines of a microstrip line.
The figure shows a conductor of width w, grounded dielectric substrate of thickness h
and relative permittivity £j-.

E -fie ld
M -fie ld

Figure 10.10 (a, b)- Microstrip transmission line a) geometry, b) electric and
magnetic field lines.

The field lines in a microstrip line are mostly concentrated between the strip conductor and
the ground plane with some fraction in the air region above the substrate. This means that
the microstrip line can not support a pure TEM wave, since the phase velocity of TEM
fields in the dielectric region would be c/Vej-, but the phase velocity of TEM fields in the
air region would be c. This indicates that a phase match at the dielectric-air interface
would be impossible to attain for a TEM type wave [2]. The dominant mode in microstrip
is, therefore, a quasi-TEM mode, a term used to indicate that the field patterns are
distorted because of the mixed dielectric. Microstrip has several features including (i) an
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easy access to the surface of the microstrip. This makes it easy to mount both passive and
active devices anywhere on the structure. Minor adjustment or tuning are possible after
the circuit has been fabricated, (ii) the electromagnetic field distribution of a microstrip,
as shown in figure 10.10(b), is asymmetrical, i.e., in the lower half the field is contained
between the strip and ground plane, on the upper half it radiates into the air. Although
this feature has been exploited, in the case of microstrip aerial, it is a drawback as it
allows radiation and losses.
Calculation for microstrip involves a quantity known as effective dielectric constant (
£eff). This quantity is related to the prorogation of field in the air relative to that in the
dielectric. The effective dielectric constant is given by C/Cai^(C/Vp)^= e^ff, where Vp is
the phase velocity of the signal travelling along the line and is equal to Vp=l/(LC)^/^. For
any wave prorogating in a transmission line the velocity of prorogation is
C=f Xq

^

for free space

(10.8)

for dielectrically loaded line

( 10.9)

Therefore,

Eeff=

(10.10)

V V (e e ff)* '^ c /f(e e ff)l«

(10.11)

or

where Xg is the guide wavelength, and c is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave
travelling in air.

10.6 T he parallel-coupled band-pass filter

There are two pnnapal approaches to planar coupling between adjacent resonators namely
end and edge coupling. With the end coupling configuration the energy interchange
across the coupling gaps is insufficient and the sensitivity is poor, even for very small
gaps [2]. With the parallel coupling configuration maximum coulping is obtained
between the parallel microstrips when the length of the coupled region is Xg/4, or some
multiple thereof. The resonator strip is Xg/2 in length or some multiple thereof [2].
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There are four main design steps that should be taken into consideration for designing
parallel coupled microstrip resonators [2]. These are: (i) determining the specification
from the original prototype, (ii) evaluating the even and odd ordered characteristic
impedances applicable to the parallel-coupled microstrip, (iii) relating the impedances
values to microstrip widths and separations (w, s), and (iv) calculating the whole
resonator length 21.
The realisation of band-pass filter in microstip requires the design and interconnection of
the series and parallel type resonators. In practice it is possible to convert all the series
resonators into parallel resonators by using admittance inverters [2]. A network
consisting of admittance inverters are usually called J-inverters. The parallel resonators
can also be replaced with generalised parallel susceptances with the same frequency and
the same suceptance slope. This means that the filter circuit can be represented by shunt
susceptances and impedance inverters as shown in figure 10.11.

The details of

impedance or admittance inverter relationships is beyond the scope of this thesis and the
excellent book by Matthaei, Young and Jones [12] should be consulted.
J ( l,2 )

J ( 0 , 1)

B1(W)

J (n, n+1)

J (2, 3)

Bn(W)

B2(w)

Figure 10.11- Band-pass filter suitable for distributed circuit realisation, utilizing
admittance inverters and generalised susceptances.
The admittance inverter parameters (J) can be calculated from the filter’s fractional
bandwidth Ôand the element values g^ [2]. For the first coupling structure:

IH l
^0

\ ^^0^1

(10.12)
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For the intermediate couling structure:
J. .
j.j + l

(10.13)

For the final coupling structure:

(10.14)

In these equations, Ôis the fractional bandwidth and is given as

S=

(10.15)

%
To proceed with the microstrip design the odd-and even mode coupled-lined impedances
are required [2]. The even mode coupling impedance is
j+l=Zo(l+aZo+a2Z()2)

(10.16)

and the odd mode coupling impedance is

(10.16)
where , a=Jj j+j and Zq is the system characteristic impedance (i.e. that of the lines
feeding the filter). The two impedances repre&cv^the combined effect of two coupled
lines. Having realised the values of Z qq and Zqq, the microstrip widths and separations
can be determined by the synthesis technique of Akhtarzad et al [13] which consist of two
distinclstages. In the first stage shaped ratios for equivalent single microstrip lines are
determined. In the second stage the shape ratio w/h and the spacing ratio s/h for the
desired coupled microstrip structue using the single-line shape ratios are obtained. The
characteristic impedances ( odd and even modes) for equivalent single microstrip line are
defined as [2]
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Zose=Zoe/2 for single microstrip shape ratio (w/h)gg

( 10.17)

Zoso=Zoo/2 for single microstrip shape ratio (w/h)gQ

( 10.18)

The single line equivalent to the coupled lines with odd and even impedances are given as

^Ose,so“ ^ (e,o)/^

(10.19)

The width of the single lines with the even and odd impedances can be calculated from

(w/h)se,so=2M[De,o-l-ln(2De.o-l)]+er-Vnz, [ln(D^^-l)+0.293-(0.517/6r)]

(10.20)

where,

Dç o~607C^/ZQ5e^so^^

(10.21)

This expression is general and can be used to determine the width of the 500 input line
that is required for the parallel coupled microstrip. The final stage of the design process
involves solving the approperiate shape ratio equations provided by Akhtarzad et al
simultaneously. For

^6
(w/h)se=2/jt[ cosh'l(2d-g+l/g+l)]

(w/h)so=2/7c[ cos"l(2d-g-l/g-l)]+l/7t[ cosh'l(l+2(w/h)/(s/h)

(10.22)
(10.23)

where g= cosh (7cs/2h) and d= cosh (7tw/h+7ts/2h). The solution of equations (10.22,
10.23) provides the shape ratios of the lines.

10.8

S u p erco n d u cto rs in m icro w a v e circu its

The use of superconducting materials instead of conventional metals such as Cu and Au in
microwave passive devises has been reported to increase their performance by at least an
order of magnitude [3]. The main loss mechanism which limit the performance of
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microwave planar circuits are the ohmic, dielectric and radiation losses. The dielectric
loss can be minimized by choosing a coirect dielectric with minimum loss tangent HTS
can provide a substantial improvement in the insertion loss of a microstrip circuit. The
improvement in the insertion loss provides an increase in the Q of the circuit. This is a
highly desirable effect, since it provides a sharper cut-off and greater out-of-band
rejection. Microwave devices primarily utilize the low rf surface resistance, Rg, of
superconducting films below Tg. The surface resistance Rg is at least an order of
magnitude smaller with superconductors than the conventional metal films. For pure
superconductors the surface resistance is given by the following formula [3]:

where

is the proportion of normal electrons, X is the London field penetration depth

and R indicates that the real part of the complex quantity of surface impedance, Zg.
However, for the normal conductors Rg can be written as

coUq

(10.25)

,2 a

This indicates that for a normal metal, Rg a co^/^, while for a superconductor at
frequencies well below the gap frequency, Rg a co^. The co^ relationship applies to pure
superconductors. Since in all high temperature superconducting thin films significant
number of grain boundaries exists, the index is more close to 1.5 for these materials.
Figure 10.12 illustrates the relationship between the surface resistance and the frequency
for YBaCuO high temperature superconductor and copper at 77K.
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Figure 10.12- RF surface resistance ofYBCO at 77K. Figure after D. J. Cracknell
[3].
The graph illustrates that Rg values of superconducting YBaCuO (123) thin film at 77K
are at least an order of magnitude smaller than those of Cu at low frequencies. Also the
pattern shows that at constant temperature and above a certain frequency YBaCuO (123)
superconductor could be more lossy than Cu. This frequency is known as the cross-over
frequency. The cross-over frequency for thin YBaCuO film at 77K and low rf fields is of
the order of 100s of GHz.

The London penetration depth X may be considered to be equivalent to the skin depth Ôin
normal conductors. The London penetration depth is a measure of the extent to which
applied magnetic field can penetrate the surface of a superconductor. Unlike skin depth
which is proportional to

X does not vary with frequency. The penetration depth X

increases progressively with temperature between absolute zero and the critical
temperature according to the following expression:

X(t) = X(0){l-T/Tc)4)-i/2

(10.26)
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10.9 Microwave filter application HTS
The application of high temperature superconductors (HTS) in microwave filters for
satellite communications is one of the areas being investigated by researchers intensively.
The background space temperature (3K) has allowed feasibility for the operation of
superconducting microwave devices. A typical communications satellite receives a broad
band uplink signal in the 6, 14,and 30GHz frequency bands. This signal is amplified,
demultiplexed into individual carriers, frequency downconverted into the 4, 12, and 19
GHz downlink frequency band, amplified and multiplexed into the antenna system.
One of the main advantages of using HTS is to decrease the mass and volume of a
microwave filter substantially. This can be achieved by using HTS in intrinsically low Q
transmission line resonators such as microstrip or stripline. The cost of communication
payload has been estimated to a aboutti4boo/g. Therefore, the mass reduction is very
attractive in cost savings. Another important advantage is the reduction in insertion loss
of a microwave filter by substituting the metallic conductors with HTS materials in the
filter design. The reduction in insertion loss of a resonant structure brings with it an
increase in the Q of the circuit, which is a highly desirable effect. This means sharper
cut-offs and greater out-band rejection, which could allow for closer packing of frequency
channels in a communication system.
10.10 Design of parallel coupled m icrostrip filter & patterning
The circuit was simulated using standard CAD package (Microwave harmonica). The
design was based on two-port capacitively coupled microstrip configuration. Both the
feeder lines and the centre line was designed with a characteristic impedance of 500.
Since the wavelength and hence frequency of operation has direct implication on the
length of the centre bar, this was designed to be approximately half a guided wavelength
long. However, this length was constrained by the size of the superconducting 2223
BiPbSrCaCuO films which were 5.5x5.5mm in dimensions.
The signal was applied to the microstrip via co-axial cable. The co-axial connectors were
connected to the feeder lines by silver pastt.Taking various limitations such as the size of
the superconducting films into account a final estimate for the maximum length of the
centre bar was given as l^j-ans =4.4mm. Thus the operating frequency can be estimated
from equation (10.11) by considering the guided wavelength which is a function of free
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space wavelength and the effective dielectric constant. The minimum operating frequency
is thus

f . =--------mm

21
IE
^V ansV eff

= 13.5 GHz

(10.27)

Figure 10.13 illustrates schematic diagram of the band-pass microstrip filter.
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Figure 10.13- Schematic diagram of parallel coupled microstrip band-pass filter. Note
that the layout is symmetrical about the middle of nodes 4 and 5.
The microwave test jig was home made and designed to take advantage of the maximum
continuous length available on the filter. The jig was also designed as small and thin as
possible so that upon insertion into liquid nitrogen the jig interior temperature would drop
rapidly. Figure 10.14 shows schematic diagram of the band-pass microstrip filter
mounted in its jig. In order to check the theoretical design procedure and optimise various
parameters the circuit was simulated by using standard CAD package (Microwave
Harmonica), an analogue circuit simulation package aimed specifically at high frequency
design.
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Figure 10.14- Schematic diagram of BiPbSrCaCuO (2223) parallel coupled microstrip
band-pass fdter in its jig.

The parallel coupled microstrip band-pass filter was imposed by photolithography
technique on a BiPbSrCaCuO 2223 film deposited on MgO substrate according to the
method described earlier. Cr/Au of = l|im in thickness was evaporated and electroplated
on the back of the MgO substrate to act as the ground plane of the filter. This is a
standard process and was done in the clean room.

The process involved initial

evaporation of thin layer of Cr on the back of MgO substrate followed by evaporation of
Au in order to create the necessary adhesion of gold to MgO. This resulted in total film
thickness of = 100Â. Finally, more gold was electroplated onto the evaporated layer to
bring the total thickness to =l|im . Idealy the ground plate should also be made of a
superconducting material. However, the stringent post-annealing process used for the
growth of the 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO thin film did not allow for this.

The proportion of the 2223 phase in the BiPbSrCaCuO film was roughly estimated as
90% (±3%), using the ratio of the (0014) of the 2223 phase peak and the (0012) of the
2212 phase peak from the x-ray diffraction pattern. The corresponding x-ray diffraction
pattern and R-T curve of the 2223 film is shown in figure 10.15. The pattern indicates a
near single 2223 phase with a high degree of c-axis orientation perpendicular to the
substrate. The inset in figure 10.15 shows the resistivity versus temperature of this film
with Tg onset

110 K and T^ ^ero

105.5K.
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10.10 M icrostrip filter m easurements
Microwave measurements were carried out over a sweep rage of 10-16GHz using a
vector network analyser, HP8510A. The frequency source used was a synthesized
sweeper. The low temperature measurements of the 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO filter were
carried at University College London (Department of Electrical &Electronic Eng) and at
the National Physics Laboratory (NPL). The initial measurements were carried out by
dipping the jig into a bath of liquid nitrogen at UCL. Figure 10.16 illustrate the computer
simulation and the actual output of the network analyser of the filter pattern.
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Figures 10.16- Comparison between the output analyser and the computer
simulation.
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The computer simulation and the actual output of the network analyser of the filter pattern
show that the measured response is very similar in shape to the simulated response,
though no sharp band-pass response is measured. The most prominent feature of the
measured response is the sharp dip at around 11.5GHz which corresponds well to the
simulated filter which shows a very sharp dip at 1IGHz. However, the magnitude of the
dip in the measured response is much smaller than the simulated one. Also, the measured
response tails off to a minimum insertion loss of approximately -2dB, at a frequency of
14GHz. Whereas the simulated response indicates that this should rise to zero dB and
then settle down to -lOdB.
The anomalies between simulated and measured response could be due to a possible
leakage fields. This situation arises when the co-ax to the microstrip transition is equally
a good radiator as well as a good transition. In this case at high frequencies, the coupling
between the two co-ax lines provides an alternative path for the signal. In order to
investigate this possibility the computer circuit listing was altered slightly. Two very
small value capacitors were incorporated in the circuit, one was placed in parallel with the
microstrip and another in parallel with the input line. Figure 10.17 illustrates the new
circuit with the two capacitors included. After experimenting with different values, a new
simulated response was obtained which is shown in figure 10.18

Figure 10.17- Schematic diagram o f the parallel coupled microstrip band-pass filter
modelledfor high frequency leakage.
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Figure 10.18- Comparison between the measured response and leakage simulation.
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The figure shows a high frequency roll off as expected. However, the frequency shift is
still present. This frequency shift could be due to the radiation from the open end
resonator. This is a very well known effet which can be compensated using the CAD
package. Interestingly when the axes of the new simulated response are moved to the
left, which is equivalent to an upward shift in frequency, the similarity between the new
simulated response and the measured response is remarkable. This shows that the
microstrip is behaving as expected, and that the problem in measuring the band-pass
response at such high fi’equencies is the main difficulty.
Microwave measurements on the filter were also carried out at NPL, with the help of Prof
John Gallop. The jig containing the filter was cooled in a closed circuit liquid helium
cryo-cooler from room temperature down to 20K. Table (10.2) summarises the results
obtained.

Temperature (K)

Resonance frquency
(fg) GHZ

Af^MHz

30
53
77

14
14.13
13.99

260
263
307

Table (10.2)- Summarised resonance frequency and half width results for
BiPbSrCaCuo (2223) parallel coupled microstrip filter at various temperatures.
The response of the filter showed increasing half width and a reduction in the resonance
peak magnitude with an increase in measured temperature. It also showed the presence of
standing waves which is an indication of mismatch between the co-ax connections and the
microstrips. The Q value of the filter was calculated to be around 55 from the measured
data. The actual measured Q-factor will include conductor and dielectric losses which are
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accounted for by an unloaded Q-factor, Q^. Therefore the total measured Q for the
resonator is given by
1

q

"

1

1

q ..u

Q.

(10.28)

The unloaded Q value may be calculated by considering the resonating line [14]. The
length of the resonance line is given as l=X/2=c/2fVeçff. Also, the propagation constant is
given as p=27tf/vp=27tfVee£f/c. To calculate the

value the attenuation due to conductor

loss, Oq, and dielectric loss, Oj, needs to be calculated. The attenuation due to conductor
loss is given by
R

(10.29)

and the attenuation due to dielectric loss is given by

K o £ /e e - l ) t a n 8

(10.30)

where Ko=27tf/c, Eeff.is the effective dielectric constant, tanô is the loss tangent, and Rg is
the film’s surface resistance. The attenuation due to conductor loss and dielectric loss is
a=ctc+ oy. The unloaded Q value is then given by

Q=±
^

(10.31)

2a

The surface resistance of the 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO film is unknown. However, by using
the surface resistance value of YBaCuO film, shown in figure 10.12, it is conceivable to
work out an approximate value for the unloaded Q value. Using the above equations the
unloaded Q is found to be 7900.
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10.11 Conclusion
BiPbSrCaCuO films patterned by wet chemical etching in EDTA did not show any sign of
degradation in terms of crystalinity or electrical properties. This technique can be
recommended for future patterning of superconducting films whwtcontrol etching of the
film is required. The parallel coupled microstrip filter was the first filter developed on
BiPbSrCaCuO (2223) thin film. The computer simulation and the actual output of the
network analyser of the filter showed that the measured response was very similar in
shape to the simulated response, though no sharp band-pass response was measured.
The anomalies between simulated and measured response was attributed to the leakage
fields.
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C h a p te r 1 1

Conclusions and Future W ork Suggestions

In this chapter the general conclusions to this thesis is presented and the key results
obtained during the course of this research project are high lighted.
11.1 Conclusions
In this thesis growth and properties of high temperature superconducting thin films of the
Bi2Sr2Caj^_jCUjj04^2n+ô system deposited with pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique
have been investigated. Research efforts were concentrated on the thin film growth of the
2212 phase and in particular the 2223 phase of this system.
PLD is one of the main thin film growth techniques increasingly being used now a days
for the growth of high temperature superconductors (HTS). However, in order to deposit
high temperature superconducting films uniformly over large areas a new deposition
geometry was developed. The suggested geometry was to simply tilt the target away
from its normal horizontal position and hence create an angle of wobble on the target.
Detailed mathematical modelling with supporting experimental results of the geometry has
been presented, that produces homogenous films over an area of several square
centimetres. The film uniformity and thickness, however, has been shown to be
dependent on the angle of tilt, 0, and the substrate-target distance, a. For instance, it has
been shown that for 0=0° the data was consistent with a cos^^ <j) distribution over the
central region of the substrate. As 0 was increased a wider area in uniformity was
obtained over this region. Also, film uniformity increased with larger substrate-target
distance. However, this resulted in a reduction in film thickness.
Both ex-situ and in-situ thin film growth of the 2212 phase of the Bi2 Sr 2 Ca^_
jCUjj04^2n+0 system by PLD has been investigated. In the ex-situ process, growth
parameters such as annealing temperature and duration, and for jn -situ process, oxygen
pressure and substrate temperature, have been optimised. It has been shown that with
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both processes 2212 films could be grown on MgO (001) oriented substrates. With exsitu process the annealing temperature is crucial for obtaining a highly c-axis 2212 film.
Also, the superconducting properties of the films improves substantially with increasing
annealing period. For instance, the XRD pattern of the film annealed at 845°C showed an
almost pure 2212 phase, however, the zero resistance value of this film did not exceed
65K, which is 15K below the ideal value (80K) for the 2212 phase. By annealing the
film next to the pellet for 16 hours at 840°C the zero resistivity increased to 80K with the
XRD pattern showing a highly c-axis oriented film. The critical current density of this
film measured by magnetic technique was found to be 1000 A/cm^ in zero field at 70K.
With in-situ processing phase control of BiPbSrCaCuO films is possible by varying the
substrate temperature and oxygen pressure. For instance, BiPbSrCaCuO films deposited
in the temperature range of 660-740°C under oxygen pressure of 2xlO"^mbar showed
mixed phases of 2201/2212, with the 2201 phase being the main constituent. At substrate
temperatures of 720-740°C range and oxygen pressures of 0.06-0.08mbar both phases
were still present, however, in this region the 2212 phase was the main constituent. This
pattern continued with increase in oxygen pressure and at pressures of around O.lmbar a
pure 2212 film was obtained. Keeping the substrate temperature constant whilst
increasing the oxygen pressure further resulted in the formation of BiPbSrCaCuO mixed
films of 2201/2212. The oxygen partial pressure-substrate temperature phase diagram for
BiPbSrCaCuO films indicated that in order to obtain a pure c-axis 2212 BiPbSrCaCuO
films both substrate temperature and oxygen pressure should be optimised. However, the
conditions required for the growth of the crystalline 2212 phase did not necessary
correspond to the conditions needed for superconductivity of the film. This therefore
entails adjustment of the target composition for a set of deposition parameters that yield
superconductivity as well as crystallinity.
The 2223 phase of the Bi2 Sr2 Ca^_ ^Cu^O^_^2n+6 system has especially attracted the
attention of the scientific community for its high Tç (1 lOK). The growth of 2223 in pure
form, however, has not been an easy task due to a number constraints associated with this
phase which were out lined in chapter eight. In the initial programme of thin film growth
of the 2223 phase, BiPbSrCaCuO films were deposited on MgO substrates from a single
(BiPb)SrCaCuO target. However, this approach was not effective in obtaining a high
proportion of the 2223 phase ( > 50%), due to the evaporation of Pb at an early annealing
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stages from the film (due to low melting point and high vapour pressure of Pb). To
overcome this problem an approach of depositing multilayers of PbO between several
layers of BiPbSrCaCuO has been utilised. Using the multilayered (BiPb)SrCaCuO/PbO
technique Pb could in sufficient quantity be doped in the BiSrCaCuO films to facilitate the
growth of the 2223 phase.

With this multilayered method, superconducting

Bi2 Sr2 Ca 2 CugO 20+5 films containing more than 85% 2223 phase could be grown by
annealing at 854°C for 15 hours in air.
Several key conclusions have been drawn from the results presented in this study. It has
been demonstrated that addition of Pb was essential for the formation of the 2223 phase in
high proportions. The use of Pb was found to lower the formation temperature of the
2223 phase and the melting temperature of the Bi2Sr2Ca2Cug02Q_^g films. The effect of
target composition on the thin film growth of the 2223 phase indicated that an excess Ca
and Cu over the stoichiometric composition has been effective in promoting the formation
of the 2223 phase significantly, however, excess Cu was found to also favour the
formation of the (Sri4 _x Cax)Cu2404i.y phase. This indicated that in order to grow thin
films of the 2223 phase without the impurity phase it is essential to optimise the starting
composition.
It has been demonstrated that the growth of the 2223 phase strongly depends on the
annealing temperature and duration and that the temperature range in which the 2223
phase is preferentially produced was exceedingly narrow, being 854°C (±1°C) for 15
hours in air. At temperatures higher than 854°C or for annealing temperatures longer than
15 hours the 2223 phase decomposes to form the 2212 phase and a Bi deficient phase.
The presence of the 2212 phase in the microstructure of the films even under the optimum
conditions, demonstrated that the 2223 and the 2212 phases can coexist
thermodynamically. Annealing the multilayered films in Ar:02 lowered the melting point
of the BiPbSrCaCuO films considerably. Also, the re-annealing of the BiPbSrCaCuO
films containing a high proportion of the (Sri 4 _^ Cax)Cu 2 4 0 4 i_y phase in Ar: 0 2
atmosphere illustrated that the (Sr%4 _x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i_y phase is unstable in a low oxygen
atmosphere.
The critical current density of the pulsed laser deposited 2223 BiPbSrCaCuO films
measured by the magnetic technique using VSM were found to be as high as 3.7xl(P and
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I.0x10^ A/cm^, in zero field at 7OK which were comparable to the values obtained by
other groups reported in recent literature. It has been found that the proportion of the
(Sr,Ca) 14CU24 O4 1 phase in the films lowered the length scale value and hence the critical
current density of the films.
The successful patterning of 2212 and 2223 films by wet etching process (EDTA) for
devise application has been demonstrated in chapter ten.

Also, the design and

development of a superconducting microstrip filter for space applications using the 2223
films has been attempted. Although the devise did not fully show the filter characteristic,
the measured response was very similar in shape to the simulated response, though no
sharp band-pass response was measured.
II.2 Suggestions for further work
(a) Growth of the 2212 thin films
Thin films of the 2212 phase have been grown by ex-si tu and in-situ processes using a
Nd-YAG laser operating at 532nm. The next step is to use stronger oxidizing agents such
as ozone, and N2 O instead of O2 as the growth medium. Also, in-situ techniques such as
RHEED and XPS could be used to investigate the growth mechanism of the films. Insitu RHEED could be used to monitor the crystal growth and XPS could be used to
monitor the oxidation states of the elements.
(b) Growth of the 2223 thin films
It has been clearly demonstrated that a dependence exist between the starting composition
and the volume fraction of the 2223 phase in the film. It has been shown that a target of
Bii 7 ?bo.4 Sri 6 Ca2 .4 Cu3 5 0 j^ composition produces acceptable films containing >85%
2223 phase with the rest being 2212 and (Sri4 _x Cax)Cu2 4 0 4 i.y phases. However, it
would be interesting to investigate stoichiometries close to this one in order to isolate the
optimum composition of the target.
(c) Superconducting devices
The small dimensions of the superconducting BiPbSrCaCuo (2223) films only supports
high frequency circuits which can cause problems in measurements. An alternative
approach would be to design miniature structures such as hair pin resonators. These
circuits take up less space for a given frequency.

